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OBJECTIVE FACTORS OR SUBJECTIVE PREFERENCES? 
DETERMINANTS OF VOTING BEHAVIOR IN POST-COMMUNIST 

ROMANIA (1995-2001) 
 

Abstract 
 

This dissertation builds upon the topic of economic -and econometric- modeling of the political process, 

regarded here as the interaction between voters’ aggregated preferences and the policymakers’ ability 

to promise that what the majority of the electorate desires. The country of study is Romania during the 

first decade of post-communist transition, with elections taking place in 1996 and 2000. The dissertation 

investigates the evolution of the (subjective and objective) factors determining the electoral preferences 

and the electoral swings between 1995-2001. The core of the analysis is the rapport linking the public’s 

political support to the (real and perceived) economic outcomes. 

Chapter 1 reviews the existing literature on voting behavior, matching the classic literature based on the 

assumption of rationality with less orthodox views (incomplete information, subjective choices or plain 

irrational errors). 

Chapter 2 introduces a model of voting behavior that accounts for the effects of (economic, ideological 

or social) ex-ante cleavages and of the irrecoverable social costs of change on the electoral outcomes. 

The model is based on three main pillars: the majority rule, the concept of sunk costs and the voters’ 

uncertainty regarding the post-electoral distribution of Winners and Losers. The model thus evaluates 

the conditions that would make an electoral reform (i.e. a change of the policymakers) in the same time 

efficient (for the society as a whole) and acceptable (for the individual voter). Three implications emerge 

from this model: a) the conflict between the electoral reform’s acceptance and efficiency when sunk 

costs are high; b) the role played by the electoral manipulation in overcoming the ‘status quo’ (the case 

when optimal reforms in terms of global efficiency are blocked ex ante) and c) the role played by the 

rule of allocation of sunk costs in promoting free riding and inefficient reforms. 

Chapter 3 begins with a concise review of Romania’s post-communist political transformation, in relation 

with the period’s main economic developments (1995-2001).  It then analyses the link between the (real 

and perceived) economic performance of the country and the corresponding support granted by the 

electorate to the government. At this stage, the analysis uses macroeconomic data, comparing the 

country’s real economic performance to the public’s perceptions over the economy, as reflected by the 

results of a time-series of opinion polls. 

Chapter 4 analyses the survey data at individual level, by setting a number of (heteroskedastic) probit 

specifications. The goal is to identify those characteristics of the electorate that define the cleavages 

along which voting preferences are formed. Precisely, there are two directions of research: a) to identify 

the characteristics of the population that determine support for the incumbent party and b) similarly, to 

determine the factors that prompt support for the Left (or Right) wing parties. As the results unfold, they 

are compared to the classic hypotheses of the voting behavior theory (the ‘incumbency’ theory, the 

‘issue priority’ assumption, the ‘rally-along-the-flag’ hypothesis, the egotropic vs. the sociotropic voter, 

etc). Heteroskedastic probit models further identify the strength (or the ambivalence) of preferences 

within certain population cleavages. 

A concluding discussion looks at the factors identified as representative in defining support for the 

incumbent/for the Left, attempting to answer the initial question, i.e. whether the substance of these 

factors has an objective or subjective nature. We find that the characteristics that determine the 

electorate’s preferences mainly have an objective nature: support for incumbents is mostly determined 

by objective evaluations of the country’s economic performance, while support for Left is mostly 

influenced by objective socio-demographic cleavages. However, we find that preferences are not evenly 

distributed within the various groups of electoral supporters (pro or against the incumbent/Left). It is 

here that the subjective (behavioral) factors impact the political process, by creating, within the cleavage 

groups, more or less ambivalent preferences towards the political candidates. 
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“The secret language of statistics, so appealing in a fact-minded culture, is 

employed to sensationalize, inflate, confuse, and oversimplify. 

Statistical methods and statistical terms are necessary in reporting the 

mass data of social and economic trends, business conditions, ’opinion’ 

polls, the census. But without writers who use the words with honesty 

and understanding and readers who know what they mean, the result 

can only be semantic nonsense.” 

 

Darrell Huff – How to Lie with Statistics, 1954 

 

 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Although the economic literature has long acknowledged the obvious interplay between economics 

and politics, traditional Economics has preferred to model ‘pure’ economic behavior, either leaving the 

political objectives of governments outside their models, or recurring to the pervasive hypothesis of a 

benevolent state, whose interests always coincide with those of the majority. Thus, the task of 

providing models and explanations for the real political and electoral process has been largely 

transferred to the area of Political Science.  

 

Nonetheless, according to Cukierman (1992), the 80’s have witnessed the emergence of a ‘new 

political economy’, combining the study of economy and political behavior. Moreover, alternative 

theoretical schools have emerged in the past decades, reviving the economists’ interest into the 

political (or institutional) process and into redefining the working hypotheses of the Economic Science: 

the Public Choice School, the Institutional Economics, the Behavioral Economics, etc.  

 

This dissertation builds upon the topic of economic -and econometric- modeling of the political 

process, regarded here as the result of the interaction between voters’ aggregated preferences and 

the policymakers’ ability to promise (with or without consequent delivery) that what the electoral 

majority desires. This research intends to evaluate whether the assumption of voter rationality is, 

indeed, appropriate when measuring electoral behavior in post-communist European democracies. 

Rationality applies when a voting choice is based on objective interpretation of all the available 

information, in a cost-benefit framework. On the other hand, imperfect voter’s rationality refers to 

situations when voters deliberately ignore information due to subjective group identification, 

preferences or ideological values and thus voters might fail to choose what is in their best interest. The 

country of study is Romania during the first decade of post-communist transition (1991-2000), with 

elections taking place in 1996 and 2000. This dissertation aims to investigate the evolution of the 

(subjective and objective) factors determining electoral preferences and electoral swings between 

1995-2001.  
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Our argument proceeds as follows: when the political process is evaluated solely from the viewpoint of 

economic voting, voters’ behavior could appear as irrational, as there is no strong correlation between 

the government’s objective economic performance and the corresponding electoral support. Still, if 

other factors are taken into consideration (mainly the individuals’ perceptions and evaluations of the 

economic reality, rather than the objective reality), the link between the voters’ preferences and the 

ballot results becomes stronger, and the rationality assumption is partly rescued1.  

 

Obviously, individuals’ electoral preferences are also influenced by factors that go much deeper than 

the economic ones (such as socio-demographic, cultural and ethnic cleavages). Nonetheless, the 

economic voting literature argues that economic factors alone are sufficient for explaining the overall 

electoral results. Accordingly, this dissertation evaluates the weight carried by economic factors in 

explaining the political process, in comparison to the relevance of other, objective (socio-demographic) 

or subjective factors.  

 

The existing literature on voting behavior is reviewed in Chapter 1, organized here according to the 

authors’ position with respect to the assumption of voter’s full rationality. The literature based on the 

classical assumption of rationality is matched with less orthodox views, which refer to incomplete 

information, subjective (behavioral) choices or plain irrational errors. Special emphasis is given to the 

existing literature referring to voting behavior in the transitional economies. 

 

The core of our analysis is the rapport linking the public’s political support to the (real and perceived) 

economic outcomes. This builds up in Chapters 3 and 4, by gradually shifting the perspective of the 

investigation, from the macroeconomic viewpoint to the microanalysis at individual-level. Prior to that, 

Chapter 2 introduces a formal model of voting behavior, in order to examine the foundations of rational 

voting. The model accounts for the effects of (economic or social) ex-ante cleavages and of the 

irrecoverable social costs of change on the electoral outcomes.  

 

Our model assumes that prior to the elections the population is split along a ‘cleavage’ line into 

Winners and Losers, which form their electoral preferences according to significant issues put forward 

by the competing parties. The setup of the model is based on three main pillars: the majority rule, the 

concept of sunk costs (ulterior reversal of the electoral outcomes is costly) and the voters’ uncertainty 

regarding the post-electoral distribution of Winners and Losers. The model thus evaluates the 

conditions that would make an electoral reform (i.e. a change of the policymakers) in the same time 

efficient (for the society as a whole) and acceptable (for the individual voter). Three implications of the 

model are brought into discussion: a) the conflict between the electoral reform’s acceptance and 

efficiency (when sunk costs are high); b) the role played by the electoral manipulation and by the fake 

electoral promises in overcoming the ‘status quo’ (the case when optimal reforms in terms of global 

                                                           
1
 We use the word ‘partly’ here to emphasize the fact that voting appears to be based on perceptions, rather than 

the reality itself. As individual perceptions are more or less in accordance with reality, they are susceptible of 

introducing some behavioral bias, which, by definition, does not comply with the assumption of perfect 

rationality 
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efficiency are blocked ex ante by the individual voters) and c) the role played by the rule of allocation 

of sunk costs in promoting free riding and inefficient reforms, due to voters’ focus on minimizing ex 

post regret. 

 

Chapter 3 introduces the country of our case study, Romania between 1990-2001. This section begins 

with a concise review of the country’s post-communist political transformation, presented in relation 

with the period’s main economic developments. Further on, this chapter initiates the analysis of the 

link between the (real and perceived) economic performance of the country and the corresponding 

support granted by the electorate to the government. At this stage, the analysis uses macroeconomic 

data, comparing the country’s real economic performance to the public’s perceptions over the 

economy, as reflected by the aggregate results of a time-series of opinion polls. Several regular 

features emerge from this analysis, leading to some hypotheses regarding the Romanians’ voting 

behavior, which need to be tested in more detail by decomposing the aggregate electoral support data 

into its micro-level components. 

 

Chapter 4 concentrates on the analysis of the survey data at individual level. The goal of this exercise 

is to identify those characteristics of the electorate that define the cleavages along which voting 

preferences are formed. Precisely, there are two directions of research: a) to define a portrait of the 

typical supporter of the incumbent party in Romania and b) similarly, to determine those inherent 

factors that prompt support for the Left (or Right) wing parties. The analysis is performed by setting up 

a number of (heteroskedastic) probit specifications. As the results obtained from the Romanian data 

unfold, they are analyzed in comparison to the classic hypotheses of the voting behavior theory (the 

‘incumbency’ theory, the ‘issue priority’ assumption, the ‘rally-along-the-flag’ hypothesis, the 

‘opinion/exchange/attachment voter’ theory, the egotropic vs. the sociotropic voter, etc). 

Heteroskedastic probit models identify the strength (or the ambivalence) of the preferences within 

certain population cleavages.  

 

A concluding discussion looks at the factors identified as representative in defining support for the 

incumbent/for the Left, attempting to provide an answer to the initial research question, i.e. whether 

the substance of these factors has a rational or behavioral nature. We find that the characteristics that 

determine the electorate’s preferences mainly have an objective (rational) nature: support for 

incumbents is mostly determined by objective evaluations of the country’s economic performance, 

while support for Left is mostly influenced by objective socio-demographic cleavages. However, we 

find that preferences are not evenly distributed within the various groups of electoral supporters (pro or 

against the incumbent/Left). It is here that the subjective (behavioral) factors impact the political 

process, by creating, within the cleavage groups, more or less ambivalent preferences towards the 

political candidates. 
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Chapter 1.  BACKGROUND LITERATURE: ECONOMIC THEORIES OF THE POLITICAL 

PROCESS 

 

The literature on (economic) voting is extremely vast and therefore difficult to classify. To adhere to 

the purpose of this dissertation, the theories summarized here are classified according to their position 

with respect to the assumption of rationality. Where appropriate, special emphasis is given to the 

literature pertaining to transition countries, since these bear specific features, which require special 

theories and study methods.  

  

1.1. THE RATIONALITY FRAMEWORK 
 

1.1.1. Theoretical fundaments: concepts, definitions, hypotheses, questions to address 
 

Since Downs’ seminal book (1957), the working of a democratic system has been increasingly 

characterized as a rational exchange between utility-maximizing voters and vote-maximizing 

politicians. This exchange embodies the core of the assumption of rationality in the political process.  

 

In the field of economic voting, ‘rationality’ is defined as a choice between the costs and benefits of 

casting a vote, in terms of economic outcomes expected from the competing parties. Voters’ 

preferences are assumed to be consistent (i.e. complete and transitive). However, an issue left 

unexplored by the voting theory based on assumptions of consistency is that preferences could be 

based on ‘beliefs’ that might not be correct. Moreover, same individual’s preferences may change 

dramatically over time – particularly for voting, where events take place at rather long intervals of time. 

 

If the rationality framework is used in the area of economic voting, it is appropriate to assume that 

individuals’ economic experiences affect their understanding and support for the political process. 

Opinions and perceptions derived from the economic experiences -and the ensuing distribution of 

public opinion- are crucial for modeling a country’s political dynamics, since these opinions eventually 

aggregate into a country's voting behavior. As such, a political group’s success or failure depends on 

how its policymakers accommodate what has been called "the dynamic political constraints on the 

design of economic policies"2, in other words, their ability to make the proposed economic package 

appeal to the general public (ex ante and ex post). When individual economic experiences are 

perceived as negative, the disgruntled voter will embrace other candidates or parties, because they 

represent an alternative to the incumbent that promises better individual outcomes. By this 

mechanism, voters' behavior can be understood as a process of increasing awareness about the 

payoffs of their vote.  

    

Results of the ballots thus display information about voters’ utility maximization, subject to various 

constraints, among which the economic issues carry a significant importance. Electoral research has 

been traditionally concerned with identifying the ‘standard’ variables in the voter’s utility function. Aside 

                                                           
2
 See, for example, Dewatripont and Roland (1992). 
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from economic factors, these variables relate to the social cleavages marking the society – such as 

class, society, religion, ethnicity, language, and region -. However, the evidence supporting the overall 

relevance of the latter variables for the electoral behavior is contrasting and inconsistent. Moreover, 

research in advanced democracies suggests an increased relevance of “issue voting”, while the ability 

of “social cleavages” to account for voting decisions in these party systems has declined. The political 

cohesion of cleavage groups appears to diminish, as a result of weakening ideological distinctiveness 

and cultural homogeneity (Barnes 1997, Dalton, Flanagan and Beck 1984). 

 

The quest for those significant ‘issues’ influencing the voting decision across different societies never 

lost its appeal to political scientists, economists, sociologists, anthropologists, psychologists etc. Since 

the ‘70s, a significantly large body of literature (unsurprisingly written by economists) has supported 

the assumption that economic variables are the most relevant (or even sufficient) when trying to 

explain the electoral behavior. In fact, quantitative studies tracking the sole influence of economic 

factors on electoral outcomes go back as far as to the 30’s (Tibbits, 1931). At the same time, electoral 

surveys and opinion polls have consistently granted a major place to economic issues in their 

questionnaires, allowing the politicians to respond to the signals sent by the voters and to prepare 

economic ‘packages’ most appealing to the public during the electoral campaigns. 

 

The natural way to evaluate the influence of the economy over the individual electoral choices is to 

assume that personal income (or wealth) is a factor that matters in the voting booth. At 

macroeconomic level, this means that the evolution of inflation and/or unemployment would 

satisfactorily explain the dynamics of parties’ popularity over time. Extensive evidence from advanced 

democracies proves that voters do indeed judge the governing parties and presidents based on their 

ability to provide low levels of unemployment and inflation (Mueller, 1999, Chapter 15, pp 277-307 

presents an overview of the literature on this issue). Alesina et al (1997) also find evidence in favor of 

economic growth as being a significant issue in influencing the voting behavior. 

 

However, theories of the political business cycle (i.e. Lucas’-time inconsistency model) warned against 

the manipulating (economic) levers deliberately used by governments in the short run, in order to 

maintain and perpetuate the electoral support. Authors responded to these theories by arguing that it 

takes a “Myopic citizen” for allowing the governments to put the so-called ‘political business cycle’ into 

practice. Additionally, authors claim that it becomes troublesome to reconcile the assumption of voter 

myopia with the fundamental prerequisite of the public choice theory, that is, the assumption of 

rational self-interested behavior. Mueller (2003) has sorted out this dilemma by stating that, in spite of 

some evidence that governments at some points in time behave according to the predictions of the 

political business cycle, “the evidence is not strong enough to warrant this type of behavior”. The 

voters are thus found to be Sophisticated (they foresee the government’s intent to manipulate the 

business cycle and do not abide by it), rather than Myopic. Similar results (i.e. predominance of 

partisan-type politics and voting rather than opportunistic politics and voting) have been reached by 

Alesina et al (1997). In contrast, although finding in the US electoral data evidence in favor of both 
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incumbency voting and policy-oriented voting, Kiewiet (1983), concludes that incumbency voting plays 

the leading role in explaining voters’ decisions: voters are prone to fall into the trap of myopic voting 

and governments can manipulatively use the political business cycle.  

 

The literature on rational economic voting has proposed and tested so far the following main 

hypotheses with regard to individuals’ electoral response to economic outcomes (or ‘the attribution of 

credit and blame for the state of the economy’, cf. Anderson (1995) and Kiewiet (1983)):  

• The responsibility hypothesis (also known as the reward-punishment hypothesis or the 

incumbency-oriented hypothesis): The public holds the incumbent government accountable for the 

current state of the economy. The government is credited with further support if the economy 

performs well, and blamed if economic decline occurs. 

• The issue priority hypothesis (also known as the partisan policy thesis or the policy-oriented 

economic voting): According to this hypothesis, the issue competence and the priorities of political 

parties vary with their ideological profiles. The issue-voting theory argues that left or center-left 

parties are known to value employment over low inflation, while right and center-right parties have 

a reputation of preferring stable prices over full employment. Thus, it would be irrational for voters 

to punish leftist governments when inflation rises (or, respectively, punish conservatives for 

increasing unemployment), given their a priori reputation for dealing with these economic problems. 

• Finally, the stability (or the “rally-around-the-flag” hypothesis) states that the government is not 

automatically blamed if the economy declines3. Rather, when the economic situation is 

deteriorating, the loyal voters might ‘rally’ around their preferred parties. Therefore, in times of 

economic hardship, one might expect a positive relation between unemployment and/or inflation on 

one hand, and the popularity of the governing parties on the other.  

 

The question of which hypothesis applies in explaining economic voting is further complicated by the 

topic of institutional design. Anderson (1995) argues that institutional uncertainty has a powerful effect 

in shaping voting decisions. He maintains that partisan voting is more salient in countries with two-

party systems (US or UK), while multiparty systems and coalition governments provide less significant 

evidence for issue voting. This is reasonable since in multiparty systems the clarity of responsibility for 

the economic outcomes is blurred, and the voter is less likely to find, within the coalition, the actual 

culprit for the state of the economy.  

 

An economic model of voting behavior based on the assumption of rationality ought to answer to at 

least these major questions4:  

• Do voters actually respond to economic factors in the ballot box?  

                                                           
3
 On this hypothesis, Alesina et al (1997) ask: “Do voters use all the available information when judging the 

incumbent on the basis of economic conditions? […] For example, should we expect that the electorate will 

punish an incumbent even when poor economic performance is not due to the government’s incompetence?” (p. 

255) 
4
 This taxonomy of questions develops on structures proposed by Lewis-Beck and Paldam (2000), and Norpoth, 

Lewis-Beck and Lafay (1991). 
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The empirical evidence in favor of this statement is overwhelming. A contradictory voice was raised by 

Stigler (1973), who strongly contested the link between economic outcomes and the electoral results.  

 

• How strong is the influence of economic factors on voters’ choices? 

This question delineates one of the favorite playing fields of the Political Economy, and the answers to 

it are contradictory. Using various methods, authors have found the strength of this relationship to 

depend on the historical time of the elections, the level of the elections (presidential, legislative or 

local), the level of aggregation (national or county level), and the country of study. An in-depth and 

commented review of this literature is found in Mueller (2003, Chapter 19). Also, Drazen (2000) 

dedicates several chapters of his impressive book on evaluating the link between economics and 

politics5. 

 

Nannestad and Paldam (1994) summarize the results of the literature evaluating the link between the 

economics and politics through Voting-Popularity (VP) functions (See Section 1.1.2 for more details). 

Tests of the VP-Function hypotheses show that economic factors alone explain about one third of the 

electoral results in developed countries (Paldam, 1991) and almost 90% of the electoral results in 

transitional countries (Fidrmuc, 2000)6. Nevertheless, Paldam (1991) argues that VP functions have 

an unstable nature, which requires a new generation of theories explaining the voting behavior.  

 

Kirchgässner (1991) found that unemployment has been a significant determinant of electoral results 

in West-Germany, but only during the ruling of the Social-Liberal Coalition (before 1982). However, 

when disaggregating the data on West-Germany at county levels, Rattinger (1991) fails to find the 

significance of unemployment on electoral outcomes.  

 

In the analysis of the link between economic factors and voters’ choices, an issue requiring special 

attention is how to conduct the aggregation from the micro-utility function of the individual voter into 

the macro-utility function of the electorate as a whole. Generally, aggregate electoral results are used 

to make longitudinal and cross-country inferences about changes in the electorate’s behavior, while 

opinion polls are better suited for revealing individual preferences.  Within this ‘aggregation’ 

framework, discussions also center on the (ir)relevance of the largely-used concept of the “median 

voter” for the real-life system of representative democracy (Cukierman and Spiegel, 2001). 

 

The following voting behavior microfoundations are highly relevant when tackling with the problem of 

micro to macro preferences (or utility) aggregation: 

− Voting is a mass decision, and individuals are aware of the infinitesimal importance of their 

vote. Analysis of voting behavior should start by providing a convincing answer to the question 

of why people bother to vote at all, when they know from the outset their stake in the outcome 

                                                           
5
 Chapter 6 evaluates the issue of ‘Credibility and Reputation’; Chapter 7 is concerned with ‘Elections and 

changes of policymakers’, while Chapter 10 investigates the problems of ‘Inaction, Delay and Crisis’. In Chapter 

13, the previous theories are applied to the case of ‘Economic Reform and Transition’. 
6
 These results equally apply to macro (V) and micro (P) studies. 
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is small and intangible. Several ‘solutions’ to the so-called ‘voter’s paradox’ are found in 

Mueller (1996). In this dissertation, we assume that individuals vote in order to maximize their 

expected post-election utility (or, equivalently, to minimize ex post regret). 

− If rational expectations are to rule the electoral process, then voting decisions could take two 

forms. They can be forward-looking (or prospective, i.e. based on expected future events), if 

voters choose ‘today’ between alternative platforms, in order to enforce their preferred 

‘tomorrow’7. Alternatively, voting can be backward-looking (or retrospective, based on 

evaluations of past performance), if voters punish today’s incumbent for the difference 

between the promised and the realized state of the economy8. Most dissertations that 

analyzed this issue have found that “voters react to past (retrospective) events more than to 

expected (prospective) ones, but the difference is small” (Lewis-Beck, Paldam, 2000, p. 114).  

− Are voters egotropic (i.e. do they vote according to their personal economic experience and 

interest, reason for which they are also called pocketbook voters) or sociotropic (i.e. they vote 

according to their perception over the general performance of the economy)? In a dissertation 

that earned significant further consideration and comments, Kinder and Kiewiet (1979) present 

evidence that the sociotropic (national) assumption works best in explaining voting behavior. 

− Politicians are prone to respond to signals conveyed by polls of electoral intent. Polls’ 

respondents can thus ‘manipulate’ the competing politicians according to their interest, by 

wisely formulating their answers.  However, there is a difference between the impact of the 

signal transmitted through polls and the impact of actual elections. The polls cover only a 

sample of the population, thus intensifying the problem of infinitesimal relevance of the 

response. Moreover, polls hit people without prior notice, while elections take place after a 

long and usually manipulative electoral campaign. It is thus suggested that polls are more 

likely to reflect the true, current perceptions that the individuals hold about the economy9,10.  

− In addition, Anderson (1995) notes that micro surveys are usually static (only observe support 

for government at one point in time), while macro-level studies are dynamic (observe relation 

between political support and economic variables over longer time intervals). Thus, he points 

out, aggregate (macro) studies have to make very clear assumptions about the (micro) 

behavior of individuals, or the research results on aggregate data might run into the danger of 

an ecological fallacy11. As such, micro and macro studies of economic voting are 

                                                           
7
 The Partisan model of voting is the most appropriate hypothesis for studying the prospective voting behavior: 

voters are concerned with specific issues and choose the parties better suited to solve them in the future 
8
 The Incumbent model of voting is almost entirely dependent on the voter’s retrospective approach. 

Retrospective voters “unaffected by party ties, ideologies and future issue expectations-who regard elections as 

referenda on the state of the country” (Fiorina, 1981, 36), will unambiguously punish the Incumbent if their 

evaluation over the state of the economy/country is negative. 
9
 Arguably, this is the reason why the P-functions (to be discussed in 1.1.2) have better fits (in terms of R

2
) than 

the V-functions, even though the qualitative results are similar. 
10
 Divergent opinions state that voters’ myopia is most prone to exhibit itself in the polls. Because they are 

‘surprised’ by the poll’s questions, respondents are likely to exhibit a hasty ‘instantaneous’ opinion about the 

economy, rather than a thorough consideration over the current and past economic outcomes. 
11
 This situation can arise if modeling voting behavior by relying solely on actual economic aggregate data, 

while ignoring the information on how the voter forms his perceptions over the state of the economy.  
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complementary rather than substitutes and both are consequential for the political behavior of 

governments. In Anderson’s words,  

“It is not necessarily self-evident that election outcomes and electoral behavior are 

politically more consequential than the ups and downs of public support between 

elections. They are consequential in a different way. Elections normally install a 

government, while public opinion is a reaction to, or anticipation of, the way a 

government performs (or is expected to perform) It is widely assumed that public 

opinion drives politics and elite decision making, given that incumbents are keenly 

interested in reelection” (Anderson 1995, pp 39-40) 

 

• How do voters translate the (perceptions of) economic conditions into a vote choice? Do ‘actual’ 

economic outcomes or ‘the perceptions’ over the economy matter in the voting booth?  Is this or 

is it not a rational choice? 

This issue is highly controversial, delimitating the battlefield of the already ‘classic’ confrontation 

between those proposing and those rejecting the Rational Choice theories (see, for instance, Mueller 

(1989), Mueller (1996), Green and Shapiro (1996) and Friedman (1996)). Moreover, the Rational 

Choice assumptions, as explanatory tools for the individuals’ behavior, have been challenged in recent 

years by the rise of cultural studies, where ethnic, religious, class and ideological identities are 

presumed to be sufficient for interpreting human behavior (including the electoral choices).   

 

1.1.2. The evidence: Voting-Popularity functions, multivariate analyses. Results in Traditional 
vs. Transitional Democracies  
 

Possibly the most popular approach to the study of the link between perceptions of economic 

performance and electoral results is the one generally known as the Voting-Popularity (VP) functions. 

 

According to Nannestad and Paldam (1994), “the VP function explains the support for the government 

as a function of economic and political outcomes. It is a function that provides an empirical 

approximation to the social welfare function” (p. 213). V stands for “Vote”, explaining the changes in 

the vote for the government at elections by changes in economic (e) and political (p) variables. P is the 

“Popularity” of the government, as modeled by opinion polls (also relying on e and p components). V-

functions are the result of macro level research (they regress actual electoral outcomes over actual 

macroeconomic indicators)), while P-functions are more focused on the micro-level (regressing 

responses to popularity opinion polls over individual perceptions of the economy). 

 

The research agenda for the VP functions is straightforward: explain the available Voting or Popularity 

time series through the available time series of economic performance (or perceptions). Surely, the 

study of the VP functions is of interest for both economists (in an attempt to derive an empirical form 
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for the social welfare function), and politicians (in a Machiavellian desire to ‘feed’ the electorate with 

promises of what it actually desires, by discovering the electors’ utility function)12.  

 

The literature on VP functions was evaluated by Nannestad and Paldam in 1994 as comprising more 

than 200 titles, and extending over more than 25 years13. Their general conclusions were: with few 

exceptions, studies have found significant VP functions; VP functions lack stability both over time and 

over countries; the e-part has received more consideration and has been much better explained than 

the p-part; individuals mostly react to 2 macroeconomic variables: inflation and unemployment. 

 

In more detail, the key results of the VP literature are (cf. Nannestad and Paldam, 1994, Lewis-Beck 

and Paldam, 2000): 

1. “The responsibility hypothesis” (derived from Downs, 1957): voters do hold the government 

responsible for the development of the economy 

2. “The grievance hypothesis”: a good economic development increases the popularity of the 

government less than a bad one decreases it (also known as “the asymmetry of the voting 

behavior”) 

3. The macroeconomic variables that work best in explaining the VP function are the unemployment 

rate, the inflation rate and, in some cases, the growth rate 

4. Political variables are usually introduced as dummies, or in ad hoc ways (“the e/p asymmetry of the 

voting function”). Moreover, economic variables count more when it is the case of blaming the 

government for bad performance, while political variables count more in cases when the economy 

goes well (Anderson, 1995)  

5. “Voters’ Myopia”: In VP functions the importance of economic effects decays very fast, so 

governments can in fact manipulate the electors prior to elections  

6. Although V and P functions are basically similar, the fit of Popularity functions is better 

7. As Lewis-Beck and Paldam (2000) point out, a significant problem in the theory of VP functions is 

that “little is known about the macroeconomic knowledge of voters and how it is obtained” (p 114). 

 

The VP-function methodology became rather standardized in the past decade. Normally, VP functions 

use OLS (or GLS) estimations. In some cases, authors also use multinomial (ordered) logit or probit 

regressions (for instance, Kiewiet, 1983), or additional methodological tools, as was the case of Tomz, 

Tucker and Wittenberg (2002), who proposed a Seemingly Unrelated Regression  (SUR) in order to 

model multiparty electoral data.  

 

The most general forms of the VP function are (cf. Nannestad and Paldam, 1994): 

� Level version 

tpttiiettt rLvTBLuLpVP +++++++= ...}]{[...][ 32121 βββαα  

                                                           
12
 Nannestad and Paldam (1994) and Bellucci (1991) even go as far as calling the VP function as the voters’ 

“demand function for economic outcomes” 
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� First differences 

tpttiiettt evLTBuLpLVP ++∆++++∆+∆=∆ ...}]{[...][ 3

'

2

'

121 βββαα  

where: 

VP - the Vote or Poll series used. tVP  is expressed in percents of all votes 

βα ,  - coefficients to be estimated 

te , tr -residuals 

∆ - first difference operator 

L - lag operator 

 

Economic variables- the e-part:  

tp - inflation 

tu - rate of unemployment 

 

Political variables – the p-part 

iB - constant(s), taken to be government-specific 

tT - the trend, normally taken to be the same under all governments, but it can also be taken to be 

government-specific 

tv  - political variable(s) 

 

Each government starts its legislature in office with a stock of popularity iiBβ . The popularity 

deteriorates (like a standard capital stock) at a rate tT2β , and increases/decreases due to the 

economic effects (the e-bracket). Thus, economic factors change the government’s stock of popularity, 

while political factors (the p-bracket) change the popularity of parties in the opposition. Anderson 

(1995) proposes a similar model, where the temporal variables adjust for regularities in the mass 

support for governments such as trends or pre-electoral swings in public support: governments 

generally lose (receive) extra support immediately before (after) elections. 

 

The modeling of VP functions is beset by several econometric problems. While the literature on 

modeling the electoral behavior has agreed, so far, on the use of linear and log-linear regressions, 

doubts emerge from the choice of the independent macroeconomic variables. Firstly, and probably the 

most significant, is the problem of multicolinearity: although contested by some, the Phillips curve 

claims that inflation and unemployment are correlated. Secondly, the number of time lags between the 

level of the macroeconomic variable and the electors’ response to it has to be decided upon. Is it the 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
13
 The authors actually group the literature into 3 ‘waves’, also foreseeing the emergence of a fourth one, called 

in to clear out the instability of the VP function 
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current level that matters? Is it a weighted average of the past or of the expectations for the future?14. 

Moreover, should levels be used or first differences? Another issue is the potential autocorrelation of 

the tp series. Finally, in terms of their ultimate goals (i.e. serving the economist and the politician for 

policy analysis and recommendations), one needs to evaluate the VP functions’ forecasting power.  

 

The stylized facts for the VP-functions in advanced democracies (US, Canada, Western European 

countries, Japan, etc) are as follows (Paldam, 1991): 

- On average, economic factors only account for one third of the change in the vote for the 

incumbent government 

- It ‘costs’ the government only 1.7% of the votes to rule a full legislative period (i.e. the incumbent 

government’s support decreases on average by this amount over a mandate) 

- VP functions are unstable in complex multiparty systems with unstable coalitions. This result is 

reinforced by Anderson’s work (1995, 2000) on the importance of institutional design and of clarity 

of responsibility: Voters’ ability to express discontent with economic performance is enhanced 

when mechanisms of accountability are simple. 

 

Two ambitious studies (in terms of the amount of data collected), Powell and Whitten (1993) and 

Whitten and Palmer (1999) use multivariate analyses of 102 and 142 elections respectively, in 19 

countries, to evaluate the importance of ‘economic’ voting. The authors provide additional evidence for 

partisan voting, but the more important aspect of their work is that they also insist on identifying the p-

component of the VP-functions (the political variables). They find that the ideological image of the 

government, its electoral base and the clarity of governmental responsibility are essential to 

understanding the effect of economic conditions on voting. This result, again, complies to the one 

obtained by Anderson (2000): coalition governments lose fewer votes over a mandate than do majority 

party governments, because it is harder for the voter to allocate the responsibility for the state of the 

economy between the coalition’s component parties. 

 

Distancing themselves from the standard approach to VP-functions, Nannestad and Paldam (2000) 

use a structural VAR model in order to test the causality relation linking the economic perceptions of 

individuals and their respective voting behavior. They aim to obtain evidence favoring some variables 

over others in terms of endogeneity or exogeneity. However, the various tests that they apply to the 

data (Danish elections between 1986-1997) lead to only one robust conclusion, which is precisely the 

instability of the VP-functions. They cannot find evidence in favor of either egotropic of sociotropic 

behavior. Moreover, the VAR model does not even support the hypothesis that voters’ economic 

evaluations influence their support for the government. However, the authors find evidence linking the 

actual level of unemployment to the public’s support for the government. 

 

                                                           
14
 This problem could be easily overlooked, given that surveys have convincingly proven the assumption of 

voters’ myopia. In general, voters do not remember economic outcomes older than one year – 60% of the effects 

of an economic event disappear within a year (Nannestad and Paldam, 1994). 
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It is provoking to evaluate the strength and the comparability of the results of the general economic 

voting literature if applied to the newly established (transitional) democracies15. Considerable research 

has been dedicated to the link between economic attitudes and the politics of transition, 

acknowledging that transition and reform are marked by a sum of particular features that impose 

additional constraints to both the policymaker and his electors. According to Drazen (2000), the main 

political constraint of the reform, simply stated, is that “for a program of reform and transition to 

succeed, it must have the necessary political support at crucial decision stages” (p. 624). In a similar 

note, Earle and Gehlbach (2003) assert: “the principal problem faced by a politician embarking upon a 

course of economic reform is how to ensure popular support through the long, uncertain, and 

frequently painful process of policy enactment and implementation”16. Support for the policymaker 

depends on the economic constraints, which are: 1) the initial conditions, 2) the complementarity of 

reforms, 3) the uncertainty and incompleteness of information regarding the eventual results of the 

reform and 4) the heterogeneity of agents and the asymmetry of information for the different players 

and the corresponding opportunity for time-inconsistent behavior. Earle and Gehlbach emphasize the 

importance carried by the heterogeneity of agents in shaping the outcomes of reform by stating: 

“economic reform is inherently multidimensional and […] micro political-economic details matter”. 

 

Latin America with its corresponding transition(s) to democracy during the 80’s has been the focus of 

several studies. Panzer and Paredes (1991) study Chile’s elections in 1988 and Remmer (1993) 

studies economic voting in eight South American countries over 1980-1991. Extensive research in the 

realm of VP-functions has been dedicated to Central and Eastern Europe’s transition, but the 

robustness of the obtained results is still to be evaluated. Moreover, these articles’ results are difficult 

to compare across countries, since they refer to different time intervals, groups of countries, etc. 

 

Pacek (1994) examines national elections in Bulgaria, Czech and Slovak Republics, and Poland 

between 1990-1992, estimating the extent to which the economy affects the voting behavior. He finds 

that economic adversity negatively affects the electoral turnout in successive elections and ascertains 

the validity of the incumbent model of politics. Besides, as the incumbent is ‘punished’ for bad 

outcomes, ‘reward’ is redirected not only towards mainstream, but also towards extremist challengers.    

 

Powers and Cox (1997) aim to explain the return to power of ‘reconstructed’ Communist parties in 

Eastern Europe through the individuals’ interpretation of transition history. Using Poland as a case 

study, they claim that individuals’ understandings of the past mediate the relationship between 

personal circumstances and satisfaction with economic reform. For the empirical part of their study, 

                                                           
15
 The research agenda for Easter European countries appears even more relevant when taking into account 

Anderson’s (1995) statement: “[…] after all, much of the research on reward and punishment was based on 

data from the United States and Great Britain. This also reflects the fact that researchers formulated initial 

hypotheses with the Anglo-American democracies in mind” (p. 101).   
16
 In their dissertation, Earle and Gehlbach provide a comprehensive synopsis of “the debate on the political 

economy of economic reform”, pointing to the main issues that have kept the front-page of the transition 

literature: the ‘dual transitions’, the debate over the speed of political opening and democratization, the 
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they use one post-election survey of people’s attitudes (in 1993), and apply a multinomial logit 

regression in order to link attitudes to voting behavior.  

 

Fidrmuc (1999 and 2000) analyzes electoral results in Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland and Slovakia 

over the interval 1992-199817. His work has a high level of generality (encompassing 9 elections in 4 

transitional countries) and combines cross-section and dynamic effects of voters’ support. His results 

only refer to V-Functions and do not attempt to model P-Functions. In comparison to Paldam (1991), 

he finds that, in transition democracies, the incumbent government’s average vote loss during a period 

in office is 2.9 % (almost double than 1.7%, Paldam’s result for OECD countries). More significant, the 

economic factors explain between 75% and 87% of the variance in voting (almost three times the 

similar result in the OECD countries)18. This should not come as a surprise, given that, in post-

communist democracies, economic factors obviously have a tremendous impact in shaping the 

political developments and the support for reforms.  

 

Fidrmuc and Doyle (2003) analyze the results of 11 opinion surveys conducted in Czech Republic 

(1990-1998), in order to find how the patterns of political support change over the course of transition. 

They find that ideology and some ecological variables (age and education) tend to have a stable 

impact on voting preferences. On the other hand, economic outcomes (employment status, income 

and unemployment) only affect political support in the latter stages of transition.  

 

Tucker (2001) examines the effects of economic conditions on voting outcomes in Hungary, Slovakia, 

Poland, Czech Republic and Russia, aiming to test the role of the degree of incumbency (‘primary’ vs. 

‘secondary’ incumbents) over the election results. Using the same countries, Tucker (2002a) studies 

the relevance of two alternative hypotheses for the transition economies: The Responsibility 

hypothesis claims that economic outcomes have more impact on the electoral outcomes when those 

being elected have more responsibility for the government policy. On the other hand, the Personality 

hypothesis (which is found to be more significant) states that economic conditions will prove to be 

more important in the voting booth when the candidates are more anonymous19.  

 

In addition, Tucker (2005) argues for a redefinition of the voting behavior models to be used in 

transition democracies. According to him, employment of the ‘traditional’ Incumbency and Partisan 

models of voting, developed in the advanced democracies, is not appropriate for the post-communist 

electoral behavior, due to the lack of information on the past performance of the newly emerged 

parties competing for votes. As such, he proposes the replacement of the traditional Incumbency 

                                                                                                                                                                                     

confrontations between gradualism and shock therapy, the optimal sequencing and the complementarities of 

reforms, etc.  
17
 Fidrmuc (2000) reviews other surveys on Eastern Europe’s transition, which are confined to interpreting the 

results of only one election. Therefore, these studies only study static cross-sectional electoral patterns, ignoring 

the potential dynamic effects (changes in the governments’ popularity over time). 

18 Moreover, voters in these 4 countries are found to be retrospective and myopic 
19
 The same author (Tucker, 2002b) reviews 101 articles on post-communist elections and voting between 1990-

2000, focusing on both the object and the method of these studies. 
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model by what he calls the ‘Referendum model’, which posits that Incumbent parties will perform 

better in country areas where the economic conditions are better. Similarly, he proposes the 

replacement of the traditional Partisan model of voting by a ‘Transition Model’, which predicts that New 

Regime parties have better performance in regions with stronger economic performance, while the Old 

Regime parties receive more support in regions with weaker economy. Using panel observations of 20 

elections in the same 5 countries as in his 2001, 2002 dissertations, he finds substantially stronger 

evidence in favor of the Transition Model. Concerning the Referendum model, it emerges that its 

validity is stronger for New Regime parties than for the Old Regime parties or for neither type of party. 

 

Przeworski, Stokes and Manin (1999) propose yet another classification of voting – or, in their 

wording- ‘Representation’ models. According to them, in the case of “Sanctioning Representation”, 

voters exert control over the politicians by the threat of punishing them in subsequent elections, while 

in the case of “Mandate Representation” voters control the politicians by choosing the parties whose 

policies they prefer. However, this classification does not differ much from the standard Incumbency 

Voting/Partisan Voting taxonomy.  

 

Earle and Rose (1996) use data from a nationwide survey of Russian workers from April 1995, 

investigating the impact held by ownership transformation (as a result of privatization) in changing 

worker’s attitudes with respect to political change and to voting. Their results show that the workers 

from privatized pre-existing firms (‘brownfields’) are the most anti-reform group, while those in new 

private firms (‘greenfields’) are the most pro-reformist group. 

 

In the same line of research (linking individuals’ perceptions, attitudes and experiences to their political 

preferences), Earle, Gehlbach, Sakova and Vecernik (1997) and Earle and Gehlbach (2002) study a 

1996 survey of Czech population, evaluating the impact that experiences with privatization had in 

shaping the individuals’ political attachment. The method of evaluation uses ordered probit 

regressions. The results show that receiving property through restitution is significantly associated with 

support for reformist parties. In addition, voucher privatization is positively correlated with support for 

reform from those who retained their shares, but it has less significant results for those only 

participating in the program, without retaining shares. A significant contribution of these dissertations 

resides in their attempt to identify the possible channels through which the policymakers (and their 

reform packages-in this case privatization-) may affect popular support for reform20. Identification of 

these channels is potentially helpful for a politician interested in finding empirical ways for 

strengthening his political base by ‘selling’ the appropriate policy package. 
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 The authors list the following 4 channels through which privatization experiences can affect the attitudes 

towards reform, markets and democracy: narrow self-interest, enhancement of information regarding the market 

economy, legitimization of the first phase of transition and feelings of gratitude for the system that allowed them 

to become owners.   
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1.1.3. Extensions to the rationality assumption: the case of incomplete information. Uncertainty 
and Credibility issues 
 

Although the V-functions and the P-functions are essentially modeling the same occurrence (voting 

preferences), they nevertheless provide a double ‘yardstick’. The dependent variables are the actual 

electoral results (for the V-function), and the results of the independent polls administrated in-between 

elections (for the P-function). The independent economic and political variables, however, are the 

same in both V and P-functions (unemployment, inflation, economic growth, political issues, etc)21.  

 

As mentioned previously, a key result of the VP literature is that P-functions provide a better fit than 

the V-functions. In addition, more often than not, elections bring about “surprises”, in the sense of a 

significant gap between the elections’ outcomes and the results forecasted by the pre-electoral opinion 

polls.  This immediately raises questions: why does this pattern of deviation happen, and what can 

account for the difference? Is it simply a case of incomplete information available to the voters (the 

issues of credibility and uncertainty), which resolves between the moment of expressing opinion in a 

poll and the moment of elections? Or is it a case of less-than-rational agents, which can only be 

accounted for by behavioral responses? The literature has elaborated different explanations for this 

‘deviant’ behavior. Theories that attempt to ‘recover’ the rationality hypothesis through assumptions of 

incomplete information are presented in this section, while Section 2.2 deals with the theories that are 

‘giving it some slack’ and allow for less-than-rational behavior.  

 

When theories focus on rescuing the rationality hypothesis (i.e. voters do not make plain mistakes), 

the inconsistency between the voters’ P-functions (ex ante expressions of their political preferences 

through opinion polls) and the results of their V-function (the actual voting results) is usually explained 

through the time elapsed between the polls and the elections22. The simplest settlement for the 

theorist would be to assume that changes in the values of the dependent variables of the VP-functions 

(the support in elections vs. declared support in polls) are due to corresponding changes in the 

independent variables (inflation, unemployment) that are occurring between the date of the opinion 

poll and the moment of elections. Therefore, the regression coefficients obtained from the opinion 

polls (the P-functions) would still be valid for modeling and forecasting the election results (the V-

functions), after correcting for the changes in the independent variables.  

 

More involved arguments allow for the existence of uncertainty in voters’ decisions, as well as 

ascertain that politicians respond (in their electoral campaigns) to the signaling that the pre-election 

polls convey, implicitly modifying the parameters of the subsequent VP-functions23. Consequently, the 

economic situation (or the perceptions over the promised economic outcomes, as induced by the 

electoral campaigns) can significantly change between the time of polls and the time of elections, thus 

                                                           
21
 With the observation that, in P-functions, the independent variables can be ‘perceptions’ rather than ‘real’ 

economic/political values. 
22
 Or, simply, attempts to explain the inconsistency are based on alleged wrong functional form, additional 

explanatory variables not captured in the regression, etc. 
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explaining the gap between the V-P functions. Under this assumption, explanations for the voters’ 

‘inconsistent’ behavior between the time of polls and the time of elections would not be due to 

irrationality, but to incomplete or inaccurate information. Additional information has been ‘supplied’ to 

the voter by the politicians’ self-promotion prior to the very moment of casting the vote.  

 

Typically, the voting mistakes due to pre-electoral manipulation are corrected (in the voting popularity 

functions) by using lagged variables, or by using additional assumptions (retrospective vs. forward-

looking voters, or egotropic vs. sociotropic voters). However, mere econometric techniques are not 

sufficient to encompass the sensitive relation between government’s promises and the electorate, 

when uncertainty and credibility issues are at stake. A large body of literature modeling the joint 

effects of economic uncertainty and politicians’ credibility is due to political economists (see, for 

instance, Meltzer, Cukierman and Richard (1991), Cukierman (1992), Alesina et al (1997) or Persson 

and Tabellini (2000)). The general framework of this literature is to model the behavior of policymakers 

under the constraints imposed by their need to maximize the number of votes in their favor. This 

study, however, does not center on theories of government as a rational actor, whose choice of 

policies is meant to maximize the probability of reelection, by taking advantage of the electorate’s 

signaling and the uncertainties that characterize the policy process. In contrast, this study adopts a 

reversed angle for studying the political process: primarily, the focus sets on explaining the behavior of 

the voters under the exogenous constraints imposed by the politicians’ promises and outcomes. 

 

1.2. QUESTIONING THE ASSUMPTION OF RATIONALITY: IMPERFECT DECISIONS AND BEHAVIORAL 

RESPONSES 
 

The ‘rationality concept’ in the economic science traditionally assumed that agents always make the 

best decisions based on the available information. Information might be inaccurate or incomplete, but 

no further imperfections affect the agents’ ability to choose optimally. Distancing itself from this classic 

hypothesis of voter’s rationality, this section presents some of the alternative answers to the question 

of what accounts for imperfect decisions in voting. Why are the economic (and political) factors not 

sufficient in explaining the volatility of the VP-functions, and, consequently, of the electoral support? 

Are these ‘imperfections’ due to plain irrationality? Are they behavioral responses (emerging from the 

development of social rules and norms), falling into what Mullainathan and Thaler (2000) refer to when 

noting “real humans, even when they know what is best, sometimes fail to choose it for self-control 

reasons”? Or is it simply the case of some omitted variables in the functional form?  

 

1.2.1. Imperfect choice and rule-governed behavior 
 

Imperfect voting decisions do not necessarily imply irrationality. More likely, the presence of imperfect 

decisions could be explained by the norms and values underlying the society, the acquisition of which 

(by learning or by education) induce a certain, repetitive behavior within the individuals. This 

acquisition (or inheritance) of norms, at its turn, may induce within the groups a certain tendency to 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
23
 In this sense, Galeotti (1999) stresses the fact that what is actually traded in politics are not policies against 

votes, but promises of policies (promises that are to be translated into policies) against votes and support. 
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ignore some information (even if fully available) when voting, and rely, in exchange, on the group’s 

norms and values in order to reach a decision. In this sense, Lau and Redlawsk (1997) present 

experimental evidence according to which Americans vote ‘correctly’ only about 75% of the times24.  

 

The literature on the way the social norms and the corresponding process of social learning influence 

(and distort) the ‘rational’ behavior is extremely rich, and this study does not aim to provide an 

extensive coverage of the subject. Rather, it intends to apply some of the ‘behavioral’ theories to the 

question of economic voting, particularly in Eastern European transition economies. The concept of 

behavioral economics used here is based on Kagel and Roth’s (1995) definition: “Behavioral 

economics consists of laboratory experiments, field experiments and ‘unconventional’ theory which 

models bounded rationality, reciprocity, altruism, etc –phenomena that one cannot explain under 

neoclassical assumptions”. Further on, following Mullainathan and Thaler (2000), this dissertation 

acknowledges “three ways in which humans deviate from the standard economic model. Bounded 

rationality reflects the limited cognitive abilities that constrain human problem solving. Bounded 

willpower captures the fact that people sometimes make choices that are not in their long-run interest. 

Bounded self-interest incorporates the comforting fact that humans are often willing to sacrifice their 

own interests to help others”. 

 

The economic, political and social uncertainties characterizing the transitional environments aggregate 

into a very rich study material in what regards the emergence and the acquisition of norms, the 

process of social learning through ‘trial and error’ mechanisms, the dissemination of new values and 

the rejection of old ones, etc. In line with his previous VP functions research, Anderson (with 

O’Connor, 2000) develops on the importance of social learning under conditions of system change. 

The country of study is Eastern Germany after unification. The authors hypothesize that citizens in 

new market economies are relative novices with regard to understanding the new market and 

democratic environment, but they do accumulate experience as time passes by. Over time, 

individuals’ subjective perceptions on the economic policy priorities (on which, in fact, they base their 

voting decisions) eventually get to track the actual macroeconomic outcomes. These hypotheses are 

confirmed empirically by an analysis of the fit between objective economic reality and the East 

Germans’ economic perceptions. This fit is proved to increase over time, as the voters learn more 

about the new economic and social system. 

 

The idea behind this research is that, “[…] unlike members of stable systems who have had a lifetime 

of experience with their economic and political environments, citizens in rapidly changing systems 

must collect, interpret and assimilate unfamiliar data about the new situation in which they find 

themselves. […] Experience with a system is critical to the linkage between the subjective and the 

objective economy. Specifically, we contend that the relationship of objective and subjective economy 
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 A ‘correct’ voting decision is defined as one that is the same as the choice that would have been made in 

conditions of full information. 
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in systems undergoing radical change approximates that found in established systems only after some 

time has passed” (Anderson, O’Connor, 2000, pp.148-149).  

 

The implication of this research is that it might be mistaken to automatically assume congruence 

between the way individual perceptions of the economy shape the voting behavior in the advanced 

democracies and in the transitional societies. In advanced democracies the correlation between the 

objective economy and the subjective perceptions is positive and strong, while in transition countries 

this correlation is weak in the aftermath of system change, and increases over time, as a consequence 

of a learning process. This conclusion is paramount in dissuading researchers’ tendency to use 

interchangeably data on objective and subjective evaluations of the economy when modeling the 

political behavior of transitional countries. This method (sometimes compulsory due to unavailability of 

data) does not necessarily warrant credible results for the transitional political process, given the 

marked gap between the subjective and objective perceptions over the economy.  

 

The authors point out that experience, expertise, socio-economic status and levels of information all 

contribute to the accuracy level of economic perceptions. Even more important for any attempt to 

explain voting behavior is that “people’s economic perceptions can be systematically biased on the 

basis of political affiliation and their exposure to media and elite influences” (p. 152). It is thus 

extremely plausible that apparent ‘mistakes’ in voting are not determined by irrationality, but either by 

a lack of experience with the system, or by the psychological attachment to a set of social or economic 

norms. In the period immediately following a systemic change, it is more plausible that the subjective 

perceptions of the economy explain the political choices, rather than the objective economy. 

 

Duch, Palmer and Anderson (2000) employ the heterogeneity of voter’s perceptions (in terms of 

attachment and values they abide to) in order to explain what they call the “micro-macro dichotomy”, 

i.e. the empirical inconsistency between the findings obtained when the level of study is micro- or 

macroeconomic. When macro-level evidence is used (the V-functions), the evidence in favor of 

economic voting is overwhelming. On the contrary, when individual-level survey data is used, the 

evidence is mixed. In addition, at aggregate level, voters appear to be self-interested, sophisticated 

and forward-looking, while individual-level survey research shows the respondents to be sociotropic, 

weakly interested in politics and myopic. The authors claim that the ‘classic’ explanation for this 

dichotomy - according to which differences are due to ‘noise’ plaguing the individual data- is not 

tenable. They advance two reasons supporting their claim: a) public’s evaluations of the national 

economy vary systematically across individuals, along with their information, media exposure, political 

attitudes and attachments, personal experiences and socio-demographic variables and b) these 

sources of subjective heterogeneity produce systematic biases when national economic evaluations 

are aggregated. Subsequently, they contest the position stating that, given that the ‘error’ in survey 

data on individual preferences is random, it cancels out in the aggregate, thus providing a correct 

representation for collective preferences.    
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The authors note that most of the literature on economic voting recognizes that voters have 

incomplete information. However, while other studies assume that voters do make the best use of the 

available information, the three authors argue –and prove with data on American National Economic 

Survey data for the 1992 presidential election- that individuals adopt heuristic compensatory strategies 

in forming their evaluations of the economy, which subsequently influence their electoral preferences.   

Formally, Duch, Palmer and Anderson suppose that an individual’s evaluation of the economy is a 

stochastic variable,  

ε++= SYYY 0 , where 

0Y  – the latent objective evaluation (i.e. variation in the individual electoral preferences due to 

variation in the economic policy preferences)  

SY  – systematic differences due to information and subjective factors (divided by the authors into 

group self-interest, personal financial experience and political attitudes) 

ε - random noise 

 

According to this formula, individual-level evaluations (of the political process) contain two forms of 

‘noise’: apart from the recognized random fluctuations, the authors introduce a component due to 

subjective evaluations. The argument is that the SY  component is significant and different from 0. 

Therefore, voter’s individual evaluations of the economy are inherently plagued by subjective 

considerations. Not only the heterogeneity induced by subjective evaluations does not cancel out in 

the aggregate, but it also creates a significant source of distortions when compared to the ‘clean’ (real, 

non-biased) aggregate data on economic outcomes. This is, as authors claim, a leading thread in 

explaining why the literature’s results differ with the level of aggregation. 

 

When discussing subjectivity of perceptions, an issue of interest for Palmer and Duch (2000) is the 

accuracy and the representativity of survey responses. The argument they advance is that surveys 

questioning jointly the political attachment of individuals and their economic evaluations exhibit 

instability and can be affected by the questions’ wording and trivial changes in their order. The authors 

use micro-level results of a survey administered in Hungary in 1997 in order to evaluate the impact of 

questionnaire design on individuals’ responses. The survey was purposely administered in two 

versions to the respondents, to assess the existence and the magnitude of response instability. The 

experiment’s findings were that: 1) Question placement matters: economic evaluation questions 

immediately following the political ones result in answers consistent with the stated political 

preferences; 2) Responses regarding economic evaluations display considerable variation (thus 

instability) when questions are repeated during the interview; 3) One of the sources of this instability 

resides in the ‘cues’ regarding economic performance, such as those provided by the media. 

Respondents can be easily persuaded to change their evaluations, if they receive contradictory cues 

(i.e. influences) from the interviewer.  
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Palmer and Duch’s dissertation suggests not as much that trustworthiness of survey research on 

economic voting is jeopardized by the instability of responses, but rather that design of questionnaires, 

if indeed willing to evaluate the public’s opinion and not merely trying to advance the interests of a 

particular political group, ought to take into consideration these psychological effects. Thus, question-

order, wording and persuasion effects should be minimized for a survey to be truly representative of 

voters’ evaluation of the economy and political life. 

 

Continuing his work on the topic of the importance of subjective evaluations of the economy for the 

economic models of politics, Duch (with Stevenson (2001)) investigate precisely how individuals 

actually inform themselves about the economy25. The study covers 9 Western European countries, 

exploring how information varies both within a population and cross-nationally. The research idea 

originates in the literature suggesting that the political actors, the elites and the media compete to 

‘package’ the information that is transmitted to the voter and thus, the voter depends on this 

‘packaged’ information when formulating ‘his’ opinions about the state of the economy. This implies 

that the messages about the economy that the average citizen receives and adopts might deviate 

significantly from the actual economic outcomes, since the interested parties might distort the 

‘mediated’ messages, in order to reflect their own interests and priorities rather than the reality. As a 

consequence, the ‘accountability’ models of voting behavior (i.e. the incumbency models) are 

challenged by the fact that the very perceptions the voters hold on the economy are possibly biased.   

 

By analyzing two sets of data –the actual economic outcomes and the individual perceptions over the 

economy- the authors show that perceptions differ from the real economic outcomes, but the degree 

of inconsistency varies with the costs of gathering information. As such, perceptions of inflation and 

real GDP are closer to the reality than perceptions of unemployment. The authors justify this by the 

fact that individuals easily inform themselves daily about the level of price increase, and the 

fluctuations in GDP are recognizable in the fluctuations of their salaries. In contrast, since not all 

individuals experience unemployment, the information about this is mediated to a high degree by 

external influences (media, politicians, etc). Besides, the fit between perceptions and reality vary 

cross-nationally, depending on the national tastes for unemployment and inflation. The media has an 

active influence upon this fit, given the fact that media is prone to present information in an 

asymmetric manner: negative reports receive more coverage than positive ones. Subsequently, the 

more people rely on mediated information, the less likely it is that their perceptions will accurately track 

the real economic outcomes. 

 

In consequence, the authors posit that the results of macroeconomic models of voting behavior (VP-

functions) are problematic, if micro-data is aggregated by ignoring the individual heterogeneity. Most 

of the ‘accountability’ aggregate models of elections (postulating that voters hold the government 

responsible for the economy) typically assume that a general assessment of the economy, as 
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captured by the macroeconomic indicators, closely parallels individual evaluations. Moreover, when 

aggregate information on the subjective individual perceptions of the economy is not available, many 

authors hastily replace it with objective macroeconomic outcomes, easily available from the National 

Statistical Offices. However, as the previously mentioned articles proved, there is no perfect overlap 

between the aggregate micro-data on the evaluations of the economy and the actual macroeconomic 

performance. Moreover, subjective evaluations are plagued by partisan values and heuristic norms 

and rules, which distance themselves from the strict criteria of rationality. 

 

While tackling with the topic of subjective evaluations and social norms formation, research should 

observe the transitional economies (and new democracies) with respect to two issues: a) how do 

subjective norms emerge and develop up to the point of enforcing themselves over other sets of 

norms and values26, and b) how do these ‘evolving’ norms shape the voting behavior? The answers to 

these questions should look into the theories advanced by the evolutionary economics. With respect to 

a), Gintis (2001) claims that if adopting a norm is ‘fitness enhancing’27, then, for plausible patterns of 

socialization, the internalization of norms is evolutionarily stable. On a contradictory tone, Kuran 

(1998) claims that the presence of social pressures (i.e. social norms and values) may discourage 

open and honest communication, leading to potential democratic failures. His argument thus makes a 

case for political institutions that ought to protect dissenters. 

 

In what regards b), Chong (2000) posits that models of voting and choice based on rational choice 

theories ought to be supported by the incorporation of additional assumptions, derived from the use of 

‘symbolic politics’. The theories of self-interest should be enriched by a proper analysis of at least the 

following issues: “(1) whether objective or subjective indicators are better measures of self-interest, (2) 

whether material goals exclusive of social incentives adequately measure self-interest, (3) whether 

rationality means the same thing in survey responses as in actual behavior, (4) whether motivation of 

values is exclusive of rational calculations, and (5) whether the theory underlying symbolic values is a 

good theory of value formation and change” (p. 27).  

 

Further on, Chong states that, if the topics stemming from the cultural practices “are excluded from 

rational choice analyses, then much of the political realm is effectively beyond the reach of rational 

choice models” (p.43).  Thus, “many of the anomalies for rational choice […] can be addressed by a 

slightly broader, more subjective conception of rationality and self-interest” (p. 43). Researchers’ 

focus, thus, should be to develop a model of politics that would account for value formation and 

change, not only about static policy preferences and opinions.  

    

                                                                                                                                                                                     
25
 In their Introduction, the authors state: “In fact, economic voting models typically make simplifying 

assumptions regarding how much information individuals have about the economy, the veracity of their 

information or perceptions, and the extent to which these attitudes are homogeneous in the population”.  
26
 This is what Gintis (2001) calls “the internalization of norms” 

27
 By “fitness enhancing”, it is meant that the norm is beneficial for the individuals belonging to the society 

where the norm is adopted relative to groups of individuals that do not adopt the norm. 
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Chong claims that irrationality (or, rather, “the limits of rationality”) in political choices stems from three 

sources. One such source is group identification (individual support for a group may occur 

independently of the group’s capacity to serve in furthering the individual’s interests)28. Another source 

is the individual’s biased method of gathering information (people are prone to allow their ideological 

values to distort their evaluation of the evidence)29. Finally, people may not always draw the right 

conclusion from the information they process, thus creating conditions for erroneous decisions.  

 

Sections 1.2.2. and 1.2.3 discuss in more detail two particular cases of subjective ‘governing rules’ 

and ‘norms’ that influence the elector to the point of not necessarily choosing in his best interest: 

voting by following a set of embedded psychological values (the typology of voters) and voting by 

following a set of moral values (exit, voice, loyalty)30.     

 

1.2.2. Behavioral responses: A typology of voters 
 

Electors cast their vote according to the utility they expect to derive from the governmental activity. 

However, voters’ preferences, according to Parisi and Pasquino (1977)31 do not involve only economic 

or political performance, but also a ‘typology’ of voters per se. An assessment of the impact of 

preferences on electoral results should thus account for the typological polarization of the electorate. 

This psychological (or behavioral) typology is not incorporated in any way by the standard VP-function. 

 

Thus, the authors plead for the importance of asking not only “Who votes for whom?” (i.e. Social 

Democrats vs. Liberals), but also “Who votes for what?”. Three types of votes/voters are identified 

(also in Katz, 1985): 

� The “opinion vote” – electoral cycles (the swing of votes between parties or coalitions) are 

explained through the ‘opinions’ of these voters. Behind the opinion there is an individual interest, 

the vote expressing a choice among alternatives and being meant to influence collective policy32. 

The voter’s subjective interest can be realized solely through collective action.  

� The “exchange vote” – this type of voter trades his vote against individual rewards, without relying 

on or caring about the collective interest whatsoever. This is a typical form of rent-seeking 

behavior: if the party of the exchange voter comes to power, his self-interest will be satisfied, not 

through collective action, but through corruption and state capture. 

� The “vote of attachment” identifies traditional, sub-cultural voting, accounting for the social 

cleavages marking the electorate (for example, the minorities’ recurrent vote for a party created 

with the special purpose to represent their interests). This vote affirms the voter’s identification 

with a political force closely connected to his individual, or group, or class interest. The 
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 This source is congruent with the concept of ‘Attachment voter’, to be discussed in Section 1.2.2. 

29
 This source of error overlaps, to a large extent, to the concept of ‘Opinion voter’, introduced in Section 1.2.2. 

30
 As it will be seen, the two categories of values (psychological and moral) are by no means excluding each 

other – there is a large overlap between the two. 
31
 Quoted by Bellucci (1993) 

32
 The opinion voter is the closest impersonation of the ‘ideal’ voter, from the point of view of the rational choice 

theory: this individual pursues his own self-interest, by ranking the electoral options only in terms of cost-benefit 

of the expected outcomes.   
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attachment voter, thus, applies a rule of thumb when in the voting booth: he always votes for the 

same party, irrespective of the actual economic outcomes realized by successive governments. 

 

According to Bellucci (1993), the nature of economic concerns and the weight assigned to different 

economic matters vary substantially across these voting types and the analyses of the electoral 

process should account for more than the economic factors when trying to explain voters’ decisions. 

To support his statements, Bellucci tests a sum of hypotheses on the voting behavior of the three 

types, by applying econometric techniques (mostly OLS regressions) on opinion polls related to the 

Italian elections (Eurobarometer survey results). He concludes that the impact of economic variables 

and of various forms of social and economic interactions is different on opinion, exchange and 

attachment voters, respectively33.  

 

Since the existence of ‘attachment’ and ‘exchange’ voters is not only a plausible hypothesis, it is a 

reality, theories still trying to explain the electoral process solely relying on the ‘opinion’ (i.e. fully 

rational) voter are becoming old-fashioned and unreliable. The very existence of the attachment and 

exchange voters undermines the allegiance that rational choice alone (through the corresponding 

method of VP-functions) can credibly explain the voting behavior. Obviously, reasons other than the 

immediate (economic) self-interest can be the driving force behind the electoral choice of the voters 

(the ‘attachment’ voter in particular).  

 

1.2.3. Exit, Voice, Loyalty. Opportunism and Voting 
 

Unlike economic markets, political markets are not very competitive. The number of relevant parties 

within a country (unlike the number of firms) is not high enough to warrant the hypothesis of agent’s 

‘atomicity’. In this oligopolistic environment, it is quite difficult for a voter to express his discontent, if 

dissatisfied with his party’s governing performance. The theoretical solution of voting for a ‘competitor’ 

party is not necessarily applicable, since the voter has to wait a rather long time interval (i.e. the 

following elections) until he is able to express his dissatisfaction with the party of his initial choice. 

Also, the probability of the voter’s ‘new’ decision making a real difference is infinitesimal.  

 

By developing on a theory originated by Hirschman (1970), Franzini (1999) advances an alternative 

approach to this issue. When facing the declining performance of his party (or government), a 

discontented supporter has two available options: Exit and Voice. Exit reduces to voting for a different 

party (or coalition), while Voice refers to “any attempt to change the, rather than escape from, an 

objectionable state of affairs” (Hirschman 1970: 30). Within the political arena, the author’s definition of 

Voice could translate either into voting for another party, but within the same coalition, or lobbying -
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 Several other “classic” issues in the voting behavior differ between the three types: the issue of sociotropic 

versus egotropic individuals, the retrospective vs. forward-looking voting, the attribution of responsibility for the 

economic conditions to the government, etc. 
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within the party- for the change of its leaders. Loyalty, on the other hand, stands for further crediting 

the party with electoral support, even if its performance is declining34.  

 

Franzini’s argument is that, in some cases, Voice is better than Exit. When confronted with party’s 

decline due to problems of adaptation to the environment, the voter should choose Voice, that is. 

further supporting the party, or at least the coalition of which the party is a member. This would imply a 

redistribution of the votes, but the whole coalition would still hold on. On the contrary, when the party 

displays a declining performance, which is due to its leaders’ pure opportunism and rent-seeking 

behavior, the optimal behavior of the voter is to choose Exit (vote for a different party/coalition). 

 

Intuitively, this framework can provide an explanation when shifts occur in voters’ electoral decisions. 

It is more difficult though to provide empirical evidence for these facts. An option would be to rely on 

opinion polls, and model the shifts in political support (votes swinging between the incumbent coalition 

and competitors) as a function not only of economic factors, but also of factors measuring (perceptions 

of) opportunism, such as the respondents’ perceptions on corruption and state capture.  

 

Galeotti (1999) additionally argues that, since a party is interested in its long-term survival, it is 

motivated to closely control the opportunistic behavior of its representatives, and also to attract the 

support of the ‘volatile’ voters (i.e. those who have expressed Exit from other parties). However, 

Galeotti’s pattern of ‘controlling’ the opportunistic behavior from within the party often cannot be 

translated to the real-life. Since accusations of corruption sometimes go as high as to the President 

and the Prime Minister, it is difficult to believe that re-organization of the corrupt incumbent party could 

be achieved by lower-level party members wishing to eliminate the leaders’ opportunistic behavior. 

However, numerous divisions and re-groupings occurring within parties indicate attempts to adapt to 

the environment, to control opportunism and to eliminate rent-seeking within the organization.  

 

The concepts and theories of voting behavior presented in this Chapter are applied into this research 

study, which intends to contribute to the literature of economic models of politics by providing 

additional evidence from Romania, a country where transition to democracy has been a struggling 

process, and where little research has been dedicated to the electoral behavior of its citizens. The 

ultimate goal of this dissertation is to lead to an understanding of the relation between the Romanian 

post-communist economy and its politics and to facilitate comparison of results with other existing 

studies of voting behavior. In Chapter 2, we propose a theoretical model of voting behavior. Chapter 3 

presents the reader with an empirical V-type macro-level analysis linking support for government to 

real economic outcomes. This is followed in Chapter 4 by a series of P-type functions that analyze 

opinion surveys at micro-level with the goal of modeling the popularity of parties based on perceptions 

over the economy and through demographic variables.  
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 To a large extent, Loyalty overlaps with the characteristics of the ‘Attachment’ voter. Also, it is similar to the 

‘rallying-around-the-flag’ hypothesis. 
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Chapter 2.  A (SIMPLE) MODEL OF VOTING WITH SUNK COSTS 

 

2.1. BACKGROUND 
 

This section develops a model of voting behavior and discusses its implications. The model evaluates 

the joint effect of ex ante social or ideological cleavages (the distinction between voters’ 

constituencies) and of sunk electoral costs on shaping the acceptance and the virtual efficiency of a 

proposed electoral change. Throughout the rest of this section, the term ’reform’ refers to the 

replacement of the incumbent party by newcomers, as a result of general elections. Simply stated, a 

’reform’ here means a change of policymakers. However, ‘reform’ should not necessarily be 

interpreted as a ‘policy reform’: an electoral change ‘reforms’ the government, but does not always 

bring in a true ‘reform package’ (i.e. economic and social policies). In the same time, status-quo is 

understood here as the situation when the incumbent party maintains power after elections. 

 

The model introduced here extends on an earlier idea pioneered by Fernandez and Rodrik in 199135. 

Fernandez and Rodrik contend that individual uncertainty (with regard to reform’s results) is 

responsible for “a bias towards the status quo”, the situation when efficiency enhancing reforms are 

blocked ex ante by the majority of voters. This bias occurs because (some of) the voters are uncertain 

whether they would wind up among the winners or the losers of the policy change, therefore they 

block the reform when its expected return is computed to be negative. Roland (1994 and 2001, 

Chapters 2 and 3) and Dewatripont and Roland (1992, 1995 and 1996), in a series of comprehensive 

models of economic reforms under political constraints, have elaborated on the idea of Fernandez and 

Rodrik36.  

 

Dewatripont and Roland’s work on the dynamics of political constraints on economic reforms 

approached manifold issues. As such, they pinned down the importance of factors as diverse as 

(individual and aggregate) uncertainty, the individual heterogeneity, the option of (early) reform 

reversal, the optimal sequencing of reforms and the effect of reforms’ complementarity on building 

mass support for political change. Their main results are the following: a) when uncertainty is purely 

individual, and reforms are fully separable (i.e. not complementary), a gradual approach to reforms is 

always dominated by big bang (when two reforms are to be implemented, it is optimal to implement 

them in one step, rather than implementing them one by one, in two consecutive steps); b) gradualism 

has a higher ex ante acceptability and lower ex post irreversibility than big bang; c) complementarity of 

reforms is the necessary condition for gradualism to be optimal if aggregate uncertainty is the only 
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  In 1995, Rodrik applies the original idea on a 2–sector mathematical model, in order to study the effects that 

the choice of unemployment policies has on the support for the continuation of reforms.  This model was further 

extended by Fidrmuc (1998), the argument being that workers employed by the private sector always vote the 

reform, while the unemployed and those employed by the state sector tend to decrease their support as transition 

(and reform) progresses.    
36
Dewatripont and Roland (1996) also compile a comprehensive survey of the literature on dynamic political 

constraints (the study of the effects of economic reforms on the political sustainability of the reform-makers)  
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constraint. Complementary reforms should strive to build constituencies by first implementing the one 

expected to be beneficial to the largest segment of the population37.  

 

The model proposed here differs from the previous work accomplished in this field in several ways. 

Firstly, it extends the Fernandez and Rodrik model by simultaneously employing two assumptions: the 

existence of sunk costs and allowing for a utility change in both sectors of society (Winners and 

Losers). Within this extended framework, the model highlights the role shared by the initial population 

cleavages and by the initial allocation of sunk costs in determining the success (or failure) of reform. 

As Fernandez and Rodrik hinted, the existence of sunk costs is liable for introducing ‘hysteresis’ 

effects. The second contribution of our model is the emphasis on this ‘hysteresis’, by pointing to the 

contradiction ensuing when trying to simultaneously achieve acceptance and efficiency of reform when 

sunk costs are high. Finally, the model deepens the previous analyses by providing a mathematical 

solution for the value intervals of  “optimal” sunk costs. 

 

2.2. SETUP OF THE MODEL 
 

The model’s setup originates in the common sense remark that a policy reform  (i.e. replacement of 

the incumbent party through elections) is the more likely to be adopted the larger the number of 

individuals in favor of it. Since democracy relies on the language of the majority, at least half of the 

electors must vote the reform, otherwise status quo prevails and the incumbent party maintains in 

power38. 

 

Assume that individuals in the society are aligned uniformly on a continuum between 0 and 1, as 

represented in Figure 2.1. Society at Time 0 (prior to elections) has two sectors: sector L  (for Losers) 

and W  (for Winners). D  represents the demarcation point between the two groups. By 

default, 0 1D< <  (strict inequalities are necessary, to avoid the model’s collapse to one sector). 

 

 

   

1/2 D0 1

W-sector

L-sector

 

 

     Figure 2.1 

    

At Time 0 (before elections), proportion D  of population (the Losers) has return c , while proportion 

1 D−  (the Winners) has return b . The population is presented with the prospect of a reform that 

could be adopted and implemented through the electoral process. If adopted, at Time 1 (after the 
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 A slightly different mathematical form for Dewatripont and Roland’s modeling framework is found in Drazen 

(2000, Chapter 13, pp 626-641), who provides a synopsis of their results.  
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elections), reform would draw a part of the L-sector individuals to the sector of Winners, also 

increasing the return to W-sector individuals ( ε=− )()( buau , with 0>ε )39. However, reform 

implementation would also lower the returns of the individuals remaining in the L-sector. Thus, the 

remaining Losers at Time 1 would be worse-off than at Time 0.  

 

Thus, at Time 0, Losers are informed aboutλ , the probability that they could move to the sector of 

Winners and get return a (at Time 1), if reform is implemented. In contrast, with probability λ−1 , they 

could remain in the sector of Losers, but get a lower return, d . Those with high returns at Time 0 will 

remain Winners at Time 1 and will get a for sure (Figure 2.2). By assumption, dcba >>> 40 

and0 1λ< < . Strict inequalities are necessary, to avoid either the case when reform does not induce 

any change, and thus is not credible (if 0=λ ), or that the sector of Losers collapses (if cb = or if 

1=λ ). Voters in the L-sector thus know ex-ante the probability λ of becoming Winners. To simplify 

matters, the model ignores inter-period discounting. 

 

 

        Time 0     Time 1  

dcba >>>  

                  Figure 2.2 

 

Implementation of reform or maintaining the status quo hinges upon the number of those voting in 

favor of the reform. Since Winners at Time 0 remain Winners at Time 1, moreover, their returns 

increase as a consequence of the reform, they would surely support the reform process. There are 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
38
 Our model does not explicitly account for the difference between the 51% and the 50%+1 electoral rules. 

39
 Allowing for an increase in the L-sector utility is a novelty in comparison to Fernandez and Rodrik’s 

dissertation. We argue that along with the sunk costs, this increase in the Winner’s utility also induces hysteresis 

effects.  
40
 Technically, the model also allows for the situation dc ≥ . Equality between c and d implies that Losers feel 
equally well before and after the elections. While this is sustainable from a mathematical standpoint, we chose to 

ignore this case. The justification for this relies on a psychological bias at Time 1, as follows: “knowing that, 

unlike me, another former Loser now enjoys the status of Winner, or knowing that, in spite of voting for the 

reform, I am still on the Losing side, makes me feel worse off than at Time 0, even though, objectively, I have the 

same return now as I used to have then”. In the same time, the model allows for the case a =b , equivalent to 

0=ε . 
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thus two potential sources from where the reform could originate: the group of Losers, who are 

obviously, interested in moving to the sector of Winners, and the Winners, who are interested in 

increasing their returns after elections41. 

 

Let m  be the minimum number of L-sector voters that the Law (i.e. the Constitution) requires for the 

elections to change the incumbent party, with Dm ≤≤0 42. Then, λ  is a concave function of m , 

)(mp=λ , satisfying the following properties: 0)(' >mp , 0)('' <mp , 0)0( =p  (i.e. if no one 

votes the reform, nobody could become a Winner) and 1)(0 ≤< Dp  (i.e. when all vote for the 

reform, some will become winners, but not necessarily all). The probability of becoming a Winner 

increases at a decreasing rate withm : the more are the Losers required to vote the reform, the higher 

should be their probability of winning. However, when a large number of votes are required for the 

reform to pass, the probability of one particular Loser to become Winner tends to decrease43. Two 

potential graphs for )(mp are sketched in Figure 2.3. 

     Figure 2.3: )(mp=λ  

 

It is clear that, were there ex ante knowledge on who moves where from the initial L-sector, those 

knowing with certainty that they would be Losers at Time 1 would have no incentive to change the 

status-quo and would oppose the reform. It is thus necessary to introduce the L-sector voters’ 

uncertainty into the model. We assume that Losers at Time 0 have no a priori knowledge as of who is 

going to become a Winner after the elections and who will remain in L. Ex ante they reckon to have 

equal chances of becoming Winners, the only thing known with certainty being the probability )(mp of 

moving into the W-sector. 

                                                           
41
 Whether the initial Winners would propose a reform depends on the magnitude of ε . If ε  is close enough to 
0, they might be content with the existing state of facts at Time 0.  
42
 To be precise, because the voters in the L-sector are identical, if one votes the reform, all D voters in the L-

sector would vote the reform. However, here the discussion focuses on the minimum value of m that enforces 

the reform. Assuming the electoral rule is based on the majority rule, we refer here to the value of m that solves 

the equation 1 51%D m− + =  
43
 The model thus distinguishes between m and )(mp=λ , because they clearly do not coincide: Not all of the 

m individuals voting in favor of the reform will become Winners, some remaining in the L-sector, in spite of 

their pro-reform vote. 
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As Losers do not know with certainty their individual odds of becoming Winners (only the aggregate 

probability), they ground their voting decision on perceptions and expectations of ex ante and ex post 

returns over selected electoral issues. These ‘electoral issues’ and the corresponding calculations of 

returns could refer to numerous factors, of economic, social, cultural or personal nature44,45. The 

voting decision is taken based on the calculated expected individual return from the reform. This is a 

weighted average of the presumed gains or loses, with weights given by the probability of each 

outcome occurring. If the expected return is found to be positive, individuals in L (rendered all equal in 

behavior and expectations due to ex ante uncertainty) vote the reform’s implementation. In contrast, if 

the expected return were negative, the Time 0 Losers would prefer maintaining the status quo. This 

form of evaluation and deliberation over the expected individual returns will be referred hereafter as 

the Acceptance of reform46.  

 

Besides the question of acceptance, implementation of reform also raises the issue of Efficiency. A 

reform is considered to be efficiency enhancing if the aggregate gains accruing to the Winners are 

strictly larger than the losses incurred to those remaining in the L-sector (otherwise, the so-called 

‘reform’ would merely be a form of wealth redistribution). Stated in social welfare terms, reform’s 

efficiency requires that Winners’ additional gains are large enough to outweigh the cumulated losses 

and thus to potentially allow for the compensation of Time 2 Losers through transfers. Strictly 

speaking, what is employed here is a Kaldor-type of efficiency, not the more favored concept of 

Pareto-efficiency. That is why this model requires that the aggregate gains be significantly larger than 

aggregate losses: although some members of the society find themselves worse off after reform 

implementation, there is nevertheless a potential for Pareto-improvement: with altruistic policy-makers, 

these worse-off individuals could be (at least partly) compensated for their loss47, 48. 

                                                           
44
 The issues on which ‘reforms’ are based can change significantly from one electoral mandate to the next. As a 

consequence, adding periods to this model of voting (i.e. extending it over several electoral mandates) would be 

superfluous: every 4-5 years, the main issues at stake (and the corresponding division of society between the W-

L sectors) are shifting. 
45
 An example of ‘issues’ separating Winners from Losers is introduced below. This refers to a transitional 

economy, and evaluates the already “classic” option of replacing the incumbent party, which adopted a 

gradualist reform package, with an opponent, committed to fast economic reform. The electoral issues at stake, 

upon which the Losers calculate their support or opposition to reform, are privatization and restructuring. If 

electing the new party (which promised accelerated privatization), at Time 1 some of the Losers would be 

working in newly privatized companies, hence receiving higher wages than in the less efficient previous SOEs. 

The remaining Losers at Time 1 are the workers who were laid-off suite of restructuring, and thus receive 

unemployment benefits that are lower than the salaries they used to have at Time 0. 
46
 As pointed out by Fernandez and Rodrik, a striking feature of this model is its simplicity. The cornerstone of 

the whole model is the individual uncertainty. It is strictly this uncertainty over the expected returns that 

determines reform’s acceptance or rejection, the model ignoring the individual’s attitude towards risk (whether 

the voter is a risk lover or a risk-adverse actor) 
47
 Going back to the previous example, it is clear that real-life restructuring and privatization would lead to some 

workers being laid off, thus becoming worse-off than before. Therefore, the Pareto-efficiency does not hold in 

this case. However, privatization and restructuring are necessary in order to improve the economy. Thus, the 

goal of the altruistic policymaker should be to strive to bring the ex-post “Losers” as close as possible to their 

initial utility, by using compensation schemes (subsidies, unemployment benefits, etc).  
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It might thus well happen that virtually efficient reforms are not implemented, as the expected benefits 

computed ex ante by the Losers (at time 0) are negative. In other words, the (small) losses of the 

many are pulling down the possible (large) gains for the few, although the aggregate (large) gains 

outweigh the aggregate (small) losses. Similarly, it can occur that a reform that was willingly adopted 

proves to be inefficient and therefore unpopular ex post (the Winners’ aggregate gains amount to less 

than the aggregate loss of those remaining in the Losers' sector). 

 

A final assumption of the model is that implementation of reform imposes some individual sunk costs 

upon the voters, k >0. These costs are not recoverable in case reform is reversed (i.e. during the 

following elections, occurring at Time 2, the situation pre-existent at Time 0 is re-enforced).  The sunk 

costs cover matters as diverse as the cost of information prior to elections, the cost of decision-making 

(to vote pro or against reform), the cost of switching from one sector to another, the operational costs 

of implementing the reform, etc. Furthermore, the model assumes that these sunk costs are entirely 

borne by those belonging to the L-sector at Time 0, and that the value of these sunk costs is known ex 

ante.  

 

There are 3 possible ways (or ‘rules’) according to which the sunk costs k  could be allocated among 

the Time 0 Losers, and it is assumed that the Losers know ex ante which of these rules applies to their 

society and to the proposed reform package: 

 

A: Sunk costs are borne equally by All those belonging to the L-sector at Time 0, irrespective of 

whether they would become Winners or not after the elections (the equalitarian view) 

W:  Sunk cost are only borne by those Losers who will become Winners after the elections (this 

could be considered as an equitable rule of distribution: Losers at Time 0 are buying -or 

bribing- their way into the Winners’ sector) 

L: Sunk costs are borne only by those remaining in the Losers’ sector after the elections (the 

unfair approach: Losers are being punished for being ‘born’ poorer, weaker, less fortunate, 

and are expected to pay for increasing the wealth of those being born or having become 

Winners) 

 

The way to think about the sunk costs is that they are built-in and made public through the competing 

parties’ electoral platforms. Typically, the parties competing against the incumbent would announce ex 

ante their ‘offered’ k  (i.e. the cost involved by their proposed reform), and the rule for sharing the 

sunk costs (A, W or L). 

 

While referring to the issue of costs accruing to voters, an alternative interpretation for ε is possible. 

As such, this does not only measure the increase in the value of Winners’ utility ))()(( buau − , but it 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
48
 The model could be set up in such a way as b=c (Losers’ ex ante and ex post utility are identical), so that the 

Pareto condition holds. However, this algebraic trick would not sort out the fact that real-life situations are not 

always Pareto efficient (see the example of restructuring and unemployment in fn 47). 
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can also be thought of as the maximum value of sunk costs that Winners are willing to pay for the 

reform’s implementation. As long as the reform’s expected utility increase is positive, the rational 

Winners are willing to bear some sunk costs for the implementation of reform. As we assume the 

Winners to be altruistic, their willingness to pay the sunk costs maintains for amounts stretching from 0 

to ε , when their expected individual gain decreases to 0 and their interest into reform vanishes. In this 

framework, we can say that it is both the Losers and the Winners who are expected to cover the sunk 

costs of the reform. 

 

The setup of the model is thus built on three main pillars: the majority rule, the Losers’ uncertainty with 

respect to the outcome of the reform, and the existence of sunk costs. Under these restrictions, the 

aim of the model is to investigate the conditions that would make a reform simultaneously meet the 

acceptance and the efficiency criteria. As will be shown, existence of sunk costs leads to hysteresis 

(depending on the magnitude of the sunk costs, two significantly different situations emerge, in what 

regards the acceptance and the efficiency of reform). Further on, the model investigates possible 

solutions for overcoming situations when uncertainty about the future outcomes and high sunk costs 

are systematically blocking an efficiency-enhancing reform.  

 

2.3. EFFICIENCY AND ACCEPTANCE OF REFORM  
 

2.3.1. Conditions for reform Acceptance 
 

Acceptance of reform depends on at least one of two factors. The first is the value of D , the point of 

initial division between Winners and Losers49. Secondly, the expected individual gains for an L-sector 

individual ought to be positive. Only in this case a Loser would accept the reform, vote in favor of it, 

and the reform would be implemented50. As for the Winners, it is known ex ante that they always 

accept the reform, as long as 0>ε . 

(a) When 
1

0
2

D< < , reform is unequivocally accepted, since Winners form the ex ante majority. 

Because of the majority rule, reform is embraced and imposed, irrespective of the (pro or anti-reform) 

will of the Losers. This case (albeit improbable), could be considered as optimal for the development 

of a society: there is an unambiguous flow of individuals towards the majority sector of Winners. On 

the other hand, while the number of Losers declines, the social inequality widens51.  

(b) If 
1

1
2

D≤ < , Losers form the majority, and their votes drive the reform’s implementation or 

rejection. Reform is accepted and voted if and only if (a minimum of m ) Losers ex ante compute their 

                                                           

49
 The Fernandez and Rodrik dissertation assumes upfront that Losers form the majority (

1
1

2
D≤ < ). 

Nevertheless, here we also investigate the case of a Winners’ majority, since we are interested in all the possible 

scenarios. 
50
 If Winners form the majority ex ante this condition is redundant.  

51
 But, as discussed, if the reform is efficient, the poor can be compensated out of the increasing returns accruing 

to the larger number of Winners. 
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expected individual gain as positive. The conditions for acceptance are discussed in turn for each of 

the possible allocations of sunk costs. 

 

For case A, the acceptance condition is: 

[1 ( )][ ( ) ( )] ( )[ ( ) ( )] 0p m u d u c p m u a u c k− − + − − >  

For W, it obtains: 

[1 ( )][ ( ) ( )] ( )[ ( ) ( ) ] 0p m u d u c p m u a u c k− − + − − >           

Similarly, for L the condition is: 

[1 ( )][ ( ) ( ) ] ( )[ ( ) ( )] 0p m u d u c k p m u a u c− − − + − >  

   

By assumption, strict inequality is required for reform acceptance. If expected returns from 

implementing the reform are 0, the voters in the L-sector prefer the status quo, which avoids the sunk 

costs of information, implementation, etc. 

 

The utility function (.)u is assumed to be well-behaved, and preferences over the reform process are 

identical for individuals belonging to the same sector (for i j≠ , ( ) ( )i ju x u x= ). Without loss of 

generality, assume ( ) 0u d = . Thus, we obtain the Acceptance (Acc) conditions: 

 

A:     ( ) ( ) ( )k p m u a u c< −      (Acc. A) 

W:    ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )p m k p m u a u c< −     (Acc. W) 

L:    [1 ( )] ( ) ( ) ( )p m k p m u a u c− < −    (Acc. L) 

 

Irrespective of the allocation of sunk costs, the acceptance conditions reduce to the fact that the 

expected individual sunk costs must be strictly less than the expected individual gain. Notice that for 

all the Acceptance conditions, the right-hand side must be positive (i.e. 0)()()( >− cuaump ): 

Losers would not be interested in a reform with negative expected gain. 

 

2.3.2. Conditions for reform Efficiency 
 

There is only one explicit condition required by the reform efficiency: the society’s net returns 

(aggregate gains and losses) at Time 1 must exceed the net returns at Time 0, otherwise the so-called 

‘reform’ would just be a form of redistribution. From the point of view of social welfare, this implies that 

Winners could compensate the Losers after the reform is implemented (even though this does not 

necessarily mean that they would actually do so). 

 

The efficiency condition is discussed in detail for the A (All pay) rule for the allocation of sunk costs. 

Summary results will be introduced for the W and L cases. 
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A: When All the Losers equally bear the costs of reform, the efficiency condition becomes: 

[ ] [ ] DkdDumpauDmpbuDcDu −−+−−<−+ )()(1)())(1(1)()1()( , 

which reduces to 

[ ] )()()()()()()( buaukaumpcubuauD −<+−+−   (1) 

 

As the model introduced here assumes that 0)()( >=− εbuau , its solution (i.e. finding the values 

of k  ensuring simultaneously the acceptance and the efficiency of reform) is dependent on the sign of 

the expression in the parenthesis in (1). The potential (positive or negative) sign of this expression is 

driving our model into a case of hysteresis due to sunk costs, as is further shown.   

 

(I) Low Sunk Costs of Reform 52 

If 0)()()()()( ≤+−+− kaumpcubuau , then the efficiency condition above always holds, 

irrespective of the values of baD ,, . 

 

The terms in the expression above can be re-arranged, to give: 

)()()( cuaumpk −≤+ ε                                                      (i) 

 

Expression (i) states that reforms are always efficient if the expected utility increase of the Losers 

exceeds the sum of the sunk costs accruing to the Losers and the corresponding increase in the utility 

(or maximum sunk costs) of the Winners. In other words, efficiency is determined by low sunk costs, 

doubled by high expected returns (for Losers) and modest increase in the ex post returns of the initial 

Winners.  

 

Note that, for 0→ε , the expression (i) –the Efficiency condition- overlaps with the Acceptance 

condition (Acc. A). To sum up, Losers will always be willing to accept reforms where their individual 

sunk costs are lower than their expected gains from reform. Moreover, these reforms are also efficient, 

in the sense of benefiting the society as a whole and allowing for Losers’ (partial) compensation.  

 

(II) High sunk costs of reform 

Case (i), appears to be an idyllic case: Losers always accept the reforms, which are not costly and in 

the same time are efficient. More representative for real life (and thus more interesting for study) is the 

case where the sunk costs exceed the expected individual gains from reform, thus being harder to 

accept by the sector of Losers:  

)()()( cuaumpk −>+ ε     (ii) 

   

                                                           
52
 In the Fernandez and Rodrik paper the value of ε  is implicitly set to 0, their model only covers the situation 
of low sunk costs of reform, which is labeled here as case (i). The Fernandez and Rodrik setup does not endorse 

the existence of case (ii).  
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If 0=ε , expression (ii) contradicts the Acc. A condition. Thus, when sunk costs are high, efficient 

reforms are never accepted. However, we investigate what happens if ε  is higher than 0. In this case, 

expression (1) does not always hold, and it depends on the values of baD ,, . As all factors are 

positive, it can be rewritten as  

)(
)()()()()(

)()(
kX

kaumpcubuau

buau
D =

+−+−
−

<              (2)  

 

 

Solving expression (2) for the values of k that ensure efficiency is dependent on the value of the right-

hand side of (2), )(kX , in comparison to 
2

1
. 

A.1. If 
2

1
)( <kX , from (2) follows that Winners are forming the majority: 

2

1
)(0 <<< kXD . Thus, 

the condition becomes 

2

1

)()()()()(

)()(
0 <

+−+−
−

<
kaumpcubuau

buau
   (3) 

The right-side inequality in (3) becomes 

2 ( ) 2 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 0u a u b u c u a u b p m u a k− − − + + − < , 

which reduces to 

[ ( ) ( ) ( )] [ ( ) ( )]k p m u a u c u a u b> − + − .   (4) 

 

From (ii) and (4), and the initial assumption that 0k > , results that 

).)],()([)]()()(([))],()([)]()()(([),0( ∞−+−∩∞−−−∩∞∈ buaucuaumpbuaucuaumpk  

 

Thus, the Efficiency condition in case A.1 reduces to: 

( )[ ( ) ( ) ( )] [ ( ) ( )],k p m u a u c u a u b∈ − + − ∞   (Eff.A.1) 

If (Eff.A.1) is satisfied, reform -which is going to be implemented anyway, being prompted by the 

majority of Winners-, is also going to be efficient. However, when (Eff.A.1) is satisfied, Losers would 

always vote against reform, since the efficiency costs are unambiguously higher than the costs making 

the reform acceptable to them (as required by Acc. A). 

A.2. If )(
2

1
kX≤ , as (ii) and (2) imply that 1)( <kX , it follows that in this case the majority consists 

of Losers, 1)(
2

1
<<≤ kXD , or  

1
)()()()()(

)()(

2

1
<

+−+−
−

≤
kaumpcubuau

buau
   (5) 

The left-hand side inequality in (5) requires that 
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2 ( ) 2 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 0u a u b u c u b u a p m u a k− − + − + − ≥ , 

which reduces to 

[ ( ) ( ) ( )] [ ( ) ( )]k p m u a u c u a u b≤ − + −  .  (6) 

On the other hand, the right-hand side inequality in (5) demands that 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 0u a u b u c u b u a p m u a k− − + − + − < , 

implying that 

( ) ( ) ( )k p m u a u c> −     (7) 

From (ii), (6) and (7), the efficiency condition for sunk costs in case A.2 is  

( ][ ( ) ( ) ( )],[ ( ) ( ) ( )] [ ( ) ( )]k p m u a u c p m u a u c u a u b∈ − − + −   (Eff.A.2) 

Once again, the condition for efficiency (Eff.A.2) clashes with the condition for acceptance (Acc. A).  

* 

Concerning the W and L rules for the allocation of sunk costs, the conclusion for the case (i), are 

identical: when sunk costs are low, only the efficient reforms will be implemented. The only difference 

from Case A.i resides in the precise form of expression (i), which is )()()()( cuaumpkmp −≤+ ε in 

Case W.i, and )()()()](1[ cuaumpkmp −≤+− ε in Case L.i. In what follows, we focus only on the 

results of the efficiency condition under the W and L rule for case (ii), where Losers’ individual sunk 

costs are larger than their expected gain, thus they are not willing to sanction the reform.  

* 

W. Suppose now that only those Losers who are to become Winners suite of the reform will be paying 

its sunk costs (in a way of speaking, they are ‘bribing’ their way to the Winners’ sector). The efficiency 

condition is now written as: 

[ ] [ ] DkmpdDumpauDmpbDucDu )()()(1)())(1(1)(1()( −−+−−<−+  

which translates into 

kmpaumpcubuau

buau
D

)()()()()()(

)()(

+−+−
−

<   (8)  

W.1: In a fashion similar to the one followed in case A, the efficiency condition for 
1

0
2

D< <  is 

derived as 

[ ( ) ( ) ( )] [ ( ) ( )]
,

( )

p m u a u c u a u b
k

p m

 − + −
∈ ∞ 

 
  (Eff.W.1) 

And, in case W.2, for 
1

1
2

D≤ < , the efficiency condition is 








 −+−−
∈

)(

)]()([)]()()([
,

)(

)]()()([

mp

buaucuaump

mp

cuaump
k  (Eff.W.2)  

 

L:  Finally, when the sunk costs are only borne by those remaining losers at Time 1, the efficiency 

conditions are derived starting from the following: 
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[ ] [ ] [ ]DkmpdDumpauDmpbDucDu )(1)()(1)())(1(1)(1()( −−−+−−<−+  

which reduces to 

kmpaumpcubuau

buau
D

))(1()()()()()(

)()(

−+−+−
−

<   (9) 

Following the same steps as previously, we find that for L.1 (when 
1

0
2

D< < ), the sunk costs that 

make the reform efficient must satisfy the condition  

[ ( ) ( ) ( )] [ ( ) ( )]
,

1 ( )

p m u a u c u a u b
k

p m

 − + −
∈ ∞ − 

.  (Eff.L.1) 

In case L.2, when 
1

1
2

D≤ < , reform efficiency requires that the sunk costs must satisfy the following: 










−
−+−

−
−

∈
)(1

)]()([)]()()([
,

)(1

)]()()([

mp

buaucuaump

mp

cuaump
k  (Eff.L.2) 

 

The results of the reform’s Acceptance and Efficiency conditions in case A.ii (All initial Losers pay the 

high sunk costs, )()()( cuaumpk −>+ ε ) are summarized in Figure 4.453, 54. According to the 

Figure 2.4, the joint examination of the Acceptance and Efficiency conditions leads to 6 possible 

situations55, depending on the values taken by the sunk costs and on society’s initial division between 

Winners and Losers. These situations are discussed in turn.  

 

When Winners form the majority (Cases 1 to 3), reforms will always be implemented, but they will not 

necessarily lead to efficiency. In Case 1, reform is accepted by the entire population (the Losers favor 

it as well), but its implementation is not efficient. Society as a whole is not better off at Time 1, since ex 

post Losers cannot be compensated for the losses incurred to them by the reform (consisting of utility 

loss and payment of sunk costs). This situations can be labeled as ‘populist’ reforms, where the poor 

are lured into voting a reform that would not lead to progress, but which is attractive to them due to its 

low costs (and because of the potential of ‘winning’, )(mp ).  

 

                                                           
53
 For the sake of simplicity, we chose to omit the extensive presentation of cases W and L, as they are very 

similar to those of case A.  The only distinction consists in the demarcation points on the line of values taken by 

the sunk costs k  (each value being divided by ( )p m  and 1 ( )p m− , respectively).  

54
 In Appendix 2, we present the table corresponding to the ’ideal’ case A.i, when )()()( cuaumpk −≤+ ε , 

i.e. when the expected utility increase of the Losers exceeds the sum of the sunk costs accruing to the Losers and 

the corresponding increase in the utility of the Winners. (As before, the graphic results for W and L are not 

displayed, due to their similarity and in order to economise on space)  
55
 Obviously, the magnitude of the cells 2 and 5 in Figure 2.4 depends on the value of ε  ( )()( buau − ). 

If 0=ε , these cells vanish, and our model would collapse into the ‘standard’ Fernandez and Rodrik setup.  On 

the contrary, the significance of cases 2 and 5 increases with a high value of ε  (i.e. a large increase in the 
returns of the initial Winners). 
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Case 2 illustrates the concept of ‘state capture’. The Winners implement a reform that is neither 

efficient, nor accepted by the poor, but that would make the Winners better off (their returns increase, 

but not enough to be able to compensate the Losers for their decrease in utility). 

 

In Case 3, the magnitude of the paid sunk costs makes the reform efficient. The Winners, in spite of 

clear opposition from the Losers, implement it. This is a case of ‘progressive leaders’, who drive the 

society towards its advancement, in spite of opposition. (True, reform is not solely based on their 

goodwill and benevolence: these leaders have a personal interest in increasing their own returns).  

 

 

    0              [ ( ) ( ) ( )]p m u a u c−      [ ( ) ( ) ( )] [ ( ) ( )]p m u a u c u a u b− + −     k  

 

1
0

2
D< <  

Majority 

of 

Winners  

Reform is accepted by 

Losers 

Implemented by All 

(L+W) 

Not efficient 

1. 

Reform not accepted by 

Losers 

Implemented by Winners 

Not efficient 

 

2. 

Reform not accepted by 

Losers 

IMPLEMENTED by 

Winners 

EFFICIENT 

3. 

1
1

2
D≤ <  

Majority 

of 

Losers  

Reform is accepted by 

Losers 

Implemented by All 

(L+W) 

Not efficient 

4. 

Reform not accepted by 

Losers 

NOT IMPLEMENTED 

EFFICIENT 

 

5. 

Reform not accepted by 

Losers 

Not implemented 

Not efficient 

 

6. 

 
Figure 2.4: Values of sunk costs and the corresponding fulfillment of the Acceptance and 
Efficiency conditions. 
 

When Losers form the ex ante majority (Cases 4 to 6), uncertainty about the reform’s outcome 

prompts them to decide upon it based on their calculation of expected returns. As shown, decisions 

based on the thresholds of ‘acceptable sunk costs’ set by the Losers may conflict with the society’s 

interest. Case 4 is similar to Case 1, in the sense that an inefficient reform is implemented, because 

the ex ante computation of individual returns is gives positive results. Case 5 illustrates what we call 

‘inefficient status quo’, the case when a potentially efficient reform is not implemented, because the 

majority of voters expects negative individual returns. Finally, Case 6 illustrates an ‘optimal status 

quo’: the majority of Losers blocks ex ante a reform that would not be efficient. 
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2.4. IMPLICATIONS OF THE MODEL
56

 
 

2.4.1. Status quo vs. Reform. The conflict between reform’s acceptance and reform’s efficiency 
 

This model aims to identify the necessary conditions for a reform to be both accepted by voters and 

efficient. ‘Reform’ is interpreted here as the change of the ruling party, suite of elections, and the 

subsequent change in economic policy. It is assumed that the challenger party promises a set of 

‘reformist’ economic measures that would alter the current state of facts in the following way: those 

who are initially Winners will maintain their position after the elections, reaping higher returns. In the 

same time, some of the initial Losers will move to the group of Winners, benefiting from increased 

returns, while the rest would remain in the sector of Losers, reaching even lower returns than before 

the elections. Moreover, reform inflicts some sunk costs over the group of Losers, that could be borne 

either by All, or just by the ex post Winners or Losers. 

 

The electoral outcome thus mainly depends on the group of Losers. The Winners would definitely vote 

the reform, as it increases their returns. Losers, however, face uncertainty about their future, not 

knowing which of them will become Winners, and which will remain Losers. What is known at Time 0 

is the probability with which Losers could move to the sector of Winners )(mp  and the rule regarding 

the allocation of sunk costs. 

 

Uncertainty about their future renders all Losers equal: they stand identical chances to become 

Winners or to remain Losers. The model ignores the Losers’ attitude towards risk (whether they are 

risk-lovers or risk adverse). Thus, it is assumed that they base their judgment about the proposed 

reform on their expected returns, calculated as a weighed average of the expected gain/loss. If the 

expected return is positive, Losers vote in favor of reform, joining the group of Winners who also 

support the reform, and reform is implemented. If expected return is found to be negative, they would 

prefer the status quo. Thus, it may well happen that a reform is not adopted, even though ex post it 

could have proved welfare-enhancing, not only for particular individuals (that would have become 

Winners), but for society as a whole (the net social gains would have been positive). Alternatively, a 

widely supported reform could eventually prove inefficient. The model investigates the question of 

match between the reform’s efficiency and acceptance, by taking into consideration its sunk costs.  

 

The model’s main finding is that uncertainty about future individual returns induces a substantial 

conflict between the acceptance and the efficiency of reform. On one hand, in order for the Losers to 

accept the reform, the sunk costs must not exceed a certain amount. In case all Losers pay the sunk 

costs of reform, this amount equals ( ) ( ) ( )k p m u a u c< − .  
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 We only discuss the implications of the model for case (II), )()()( cuaumpk −>+ ε , and when All 

Losers equally share the sunk costs. More details on the ‘ideal’ case (I) are found in the Appendix 2.  
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On the other hand, efficiency of reform unambiguously requires that the sunk costs exceed the value 

that the Time 1 Losers find acceptable. For
1

0
2

D< < , in case All Losers pay the sunk costs, reform 

is efficient if and only if ( )[ ( ) ( ) ( )] [ ( ) ( )],k p m u a u c u a u b∈ − + − ∞ . Similarly, for 
1

1
2

D≤ < , 

efficiency needs that )])()([)()()([)],()()(([ buaucuaumpcuaumpk −+−−∈  

 

Against this background, it becomes clear that it is practically impossible to obtain the Losers’ ex ante 

acceptance for efficiency-enhancing reforms, since these require sunk costs for which their computed 

expected individual gain would always be negative. A disturbing result is that, when Losers form the 

majority, society systematically loses as a result of their involvement in the political process. Because 

Losers are reluctant to pay efficiency sunk costs, potentially beneficial reforms are not implemented 

(as is Case 5 in Figure 2.4), while the implemented reforms are inefficient (Case 4). The only situation 

when Losers’ decision is ‘beneficial’ for society is Case 6, when their opposition prevents inefficient 

reforms from being implemented.  

 

When the Winners form the majority, they will implement some reforms that are efficient, despite the 

Losers’ opposition (as is Case 3). However, their haste in implementing reforms that unambiguously 

increase their returns could also lead to inefficiency (Case 2), even though to a certain extent their 

decisions would be backed up by the Losers (Case 1).  

 

Concluding, we find that there are only 2 possible cases of efficiency. One is Case 3, when the 

Winners implement an efficient reform, albeit it does not benefit from the Losers’ acceptance. A less 

productive case is 5, when an efficient reform is blocked ex ante by the Losers’ uninspired opposition. 

On the other hand, Losers’ opposition prevents inefficient (and costly) reforms from being 

implemented (Case 6).  

 

2.4.2. Importance of electoral manipulation and of fake promises  
 

The previous section pointed at the systematic contradiction relating reform acceptance and reform 

efficiency. If Winners form the majority, efficiency can only be achieved when sunk costs are high and 

thus unacceptable to the Losers. When Losers are in majority, efficiency is never achieved, although 

possible. Within this framework, an issue of interest is to identify the ways through which the voters 

could be stimulated into accepting and implementing reforms that are efficient. Symmetrically, it is also 

important to find ways of dissuading the L-sector voters from commonly supporting inefficient reforms, 

based on the fact that their sunk costs seem acceptable. Providing answers to these questions is 

crucial for a party’s electoral success (assuming that the party leaders are altruistic and forward-

looking: they are not only interested in gathering the majority of votes, they are also interested in the 

country’s long-term well being). 
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It is sensible to agree upon the fact that the median voter has little to no concern about the overall 

efficiency of the reform. When he or she votes for a promised reform, the elector focuses mainly on his 

(and his family’s) expected benefit. Even if assuming that overall efficiency would matter to him, the 

voter does not have the practical means to exactly compute the aggregate gains or losses from 

reform. As such, the elector in the L-sector will vote the reform every time he or she finds it acceptable 

(expects positive ex post revenues), while the ‘born’ Winners always vote the reform as they know 

with certainty that they will reap increased returns. 

 

Once the realization of reform discloses the new distribution of Winners and Losers, the second period 

Losers would ex post regret their voting choice. This regret underlies the new political environment, 

creating further tensions, unless the Winners find a way to compensate the Losers for their decreased 

utility. If the efficiency condition is satisfied, compensation is possible, and the Winners (old and new) 

could transfer some of their gains to the remaining Losers, in order to (at lest) bring them back to their 

utility level at Time 057. That explains why a competing party should strive to only achieve the efficient 

reforms, to be able later to ensure redistribution within the society, and, thus, social balance. Inefficient 

reforms do not allow compensation, creating social unrest and political opposition inside the L-sector. 

 

Since the initial gains (b and c ) are known and fixed, they cannot be influenced by the party 

proposing the reform. However, the reformer has other instruments at his disposal: the value of the 

sunk costs k  (decided upon and sealed in the electoral platform describing the reform’s content), the 

promised returns a , d 58, the probability of Winning ( )p m , and the rule for assigning the sunk costs. 

We focus here is on how the ‘declared’ values of a  and ( )p m could be used in order to manipulate 

the public’s voting decision, while the importance of sunk costs and their rule of allocation will be 

discussed in section 2.4.3. As the model only covers two periods, it is not concerned with issues of 

credibility, adaptive expectations, punishment, etc. 

 

An ‘altruistic’ party (equally interested in harvesting votes and efficiency) promising reform ought to be 

interested in ways of extending the feasibility of Cases 2,5 and 6 (important, since it blocks the 

inefficiencies before any attempt to implement them), and focus on dissuading the realization of Cases 

1,2 and 4. The following possibilities are identifiable, once k  is decided upon and made public: 

 

• When the value of sunk costs falls into Cases 1, 2 and 3, there is little to be done to prevent 

the Winners from implementing the reform (with or without the Losers’ support), since they 

form the majority and reform is in their interest. The best that can be done by the altruistic 

party is to lower the threshold value of sunk costs that make the reform efficient 

                                                           
57
 Thus, the Pareto-type of efficiency is achieved. 

58
 Previously in the model, the value of d  was assumed to obtain ( ) 0u d = , but that restriction was only meant 

to simplify the model. The ensuing discussion, however, takes this restriction into account. As such, we do not 

elaborate here on the potential of manipulating the value of ( )u d . 
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( ( )[ ( ) ( ) ( )] [ ( ) ( )],k p m u a u c u a u b∈ − + − ∞ ). This can be done by choosing the lowest 

acceptable value for ( )u a (thus curtailing the Winners’ ex post benefits) or ( )p m  (thus 

hurting exclusively the Losers), or both. Thus, the range of costs that ensure efficiency is 

mitigated to cover lower values of k . 

• In Case 4, the low value of sunk costs determines the Losers to hastily vote inefficient 

reforms. Thus, they could be easily discouraged from voting an inefficient reform by declaring 

a false probability of Winning, and/or a false value of ( )u a , both lower than their real values.  

In this way, the policymaker conveys to the public the false impression that the real values of 

( )p m and ( )u a in fact fall in Case 5, where sunk costs are high and thus unacceptable.  

• The reformer actually wants the paid sunk costs to fall into the 5th Case, because this ensures 

efficiency, but he also needs voters’ support for the implementation of Case 5. In this case, 

Losers’ votes can be obtained by promising higher values for ( )p m and/or ( )u a than the real 

ones. Thus, the Voters would erroneously calculate a maximum threshold of acceptable sunk 

costs, higher than the real one. Thus, anything below that ‘fake’ limit (including the real value 

of the sunk costs) would be acceptable.  

• In Case 6, the truly altruist reformer is characterized by inaction. Knowing in advance that the 

reform is inefficient and not accepted (under the given value of the sunk costs), he does not 

propose it to the public. What the reformer should do in this case would be to identify ways to 

reduce the sunk costs of reform to the level of efficiency. 

• The choice of the parameters ( )p m and ( )u a in Cases 4,5 and 6 confront the reformer with 

a trade-off. If he chooses low values, the threshold values for k shift to the left, reducing the 

probability of acceptance (Case 4), but also minimizing the range of the interval of efficiency 

(which is equal to )()( buau − ) (Case 5).  

 

If voters are rational (and retrospective), their manipulation will eventually lead to the party’s loss of 

credibility and to adaptive expectations. Alternatively, the reformist policymaker has the option of being 

fair and not proposing inefficient reforms or simply asking the electorate to only vote the efficient ones 

(although these incur expectations of negative individual returns). However, this strategy could only 

work if the policymaker gives credible guarantees that those on the reform’s losing side will later be 

fully compensated out of the enhanced benefits accruing to the Winners.    

 

Concluding, in order to replace the incumbent party, the challenger party promising an efficient reform 

has two main lines of action available. One is to manipulate the electorate by deliberately inducing 

false perceptions of winning or losing from reform. The second one is to credibly enforce the 

perception that, even if some individuals will remain Losers after the policy change, the Winners will 

strive to compensate them out of their enhanced revenues. 
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2.4.3. The importance carried by sunk costs and the importance of who is bearing them. 
Minimizing ex post regret  
 

Reform’s implementation (the change of policymakers) imposes irrecoverable costs k  upon the 

society. Since the reform’s costs are sunk, they constrain the reform process: reversal of reform (at 

next elections), even if possible, could not restore the situation existent at Time 0. For this reason, 

voters in the L-sector, who have to pay these costs, are carefully computing their costs and benefits of 

voting: their expected return not only accounts for the potential utilities, but also for the sunk costs.  

 

It is thus of vital importance for the competing parties to set correctly the rule for the allocation of the 

k  sunk costs (whether all Losers, only the future Winners, or only the future Losers will have to pay) 

and to announce it prior to the elections. This prior announcement allows the voters to accurately 

compute their expected return and to decide in favor or against the reform. The rule for the allocation 

of the sunk costs can make the difference between maintaining the incumbent of installing a new party 

in office. The following numeric example illustrates this point.  

 

Suppose that the reformist party announces values such that ( ) ( ) ( ) 10p m u a u c− = . Table 2.1 below 

presents the corresponding acceptance conditions set by the L-constituency for each of the three 

different sunk cost allocation rules. Otherwise stated, the table presents the maximum value that the 

sunk costs could reach, so that the Losers be willing to accept the reform. Three possible values for 

( )p m are investigated: 0.1 (low probability of winning), 0.5 (equal probability of winning or losing) and 

0.9 (high probability of winning). 

 

Table 2.1: Acceptable sunk cost values under different probabilities of winning and cost 

allocation rules 

                     ( )p m  

Rule  

0.1 0.5 0.9 

All pay k <10 k <10 k <10 

Winners pay k <100 k <20 k <11.1 

Losers pay k <11.1 k <20 k <100 

 

What becomes apparent is that the probability of winning and the rule of sunk cost allocation jointly 

influence the costs of reform that are deemed acceptable by the L-voter. The higher (lower) the 

probability of winning, the lower (higher) the acceptable costs under the ‘Winners pay’ rule59. On the 

contrary, under the ‘All pay’ rule, voters’ computation on the acceptable costs of reform is indifferent to 

the probability of winning. 

                                                           
59
 Otherwise stated, the voter’s judgment is the following: “If I have a 0.9 probability of winning, and we all 

bear costs, I accept a value of maximum 10 for sunk costs. If only Winners will pay the costs, I am willing to 

accept costs up to 11.1. But if only Losers pay the costs, then let the sunk costs that I accept ex ante grow up to 

100”.  
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Thus, in order to make a reform with high costs acceptable to the public, a competing party promising 

reform has the following choices: when the announced probability of winning ( )p m is low, announce 

that the costs of reform will be borne only by those becoming Winners. In contrast, if the probability of 

Winning is high, the voters will accept high sunk costs, if their payment will hinge upon the Losers. If 

sunk costs of reform are not very high, it is best to let all those in the L-sector share their payment. 

 

Several conclusions could be drawn from Table 2.1: 

a) Existence of sunk costs makes the L-voters extremely careful about their choices. On the one 

hand, if they will wind up in the sector of ex post Losers, they know that sunk costs are preventing the 

full reversal of reform. On the other, even if they end up as Winners, they are nevertheless interested 

in maximizing their returns, by reducing the costs of reform. Thus, the more likely the voters are to pay 

the sunk costs, the more responsible is their decision-making process.  

b) Irrevocability of sunk costs induces an acute disliking of mistakes: voters dread the reversal of 

reform. This aversion of mistakes is equivalent to the concept of regret minimization: the voter wants 

to minimize his regret either if reform is later reversed, or if the reform does not make him a Winner. 

Minimization of ex post regret, due to the voter’s individual uncertainty, can only be controlled by 

minimizing the estimated sunk costs. However, reluctance to pay the costs also blocks reforms that 

are efficient, given the fact that efficient reforms incur high sunk costs. 

c) Thus, voters’ minimization of the sunk costs to pay results in three disturbing effects. One is 

that mostly inefficient reforms are to be implemented (their costs are low, thus acceptable). The 

second is that voters tend to be selfish and to free ride on costs incurred to other constituencies: if it is 

known ex ante that the probability of winning is high (low), the acceptable costs of reform are the 

highest when they are supposed to be paid by the Losers (Winners). Finally, minimization of sunk 

costs has the worst effects under the ‘All pay rule’: an egalitarian attempt to make all Losers share the 

sunk costs has the adverse effect that the acceptable costs have the lowest value. In other words, if 

there is no possibility of free riding, the incentive to pay the costs of reform is the lowest, and efficient 

reforms could hardly be implemented. 

 

Summing up, the existence of sunk costs prevents the reversal of reform and determines the voters to 

minimize their ex post regret. In the framework of this model, regret minimization leads to selfishness, 

free riding and inefficient reforms. Once again, it rests upon the policy maker to speculate on the 

voters’ regret minimization and implement efficient reforms by appropriately matching the probability of 

winning to the allocation of sunk costs. Once again, reformers could appeal to the public in order to 

enforce efficient reforms, by credibly promising fair compensation for those on the losing side. Under 

these circumstances, the incentives for computing the acceptable sunk costs might be altered in favor 

of accepting reforms with higher costs and thus, more efficient. 
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2.5. CONCLUSIONS 
 

This chapter has presented a simple model of voting behavior with sunk costs. A 2-sector economy 

(with Winners and Losers) is studied over 2 periods with regard to the potential of implementing a 

reform (i.e. an electoral change of the policymakers). The prospective reform is evaluated with respect 

to 2 factors: acceptance and efficiency. The main findings of the model are the following: 

• Acceptance of reform is often in conflict with efficiency. This is due to the initial Losers’ 

uncertainty with regard to their probability of becoming Winners after the reform is 

implemented. This prompts them to ex ante accept inefficient reforms which incur low costs, 

and reject efficient reforms with high costs 

• Optimal reforms can be implemented, nevertheless, by two alternative strategies. Either the 

public is manipulated into wrongly computing the expected individual returns of reform (the 

competing parties present them with fake probabilities of winning, or with prospects of higher 

returns from reform), or the public is credibly assured that the ex post Losers will be 

compensated out of the Winners’ increased returns. 

• Payment of sunk costs increases Losers’ responsibility in voting, since it prevents reform 

reversal. However, since voters want to minimize ex post regret, they are fearful and reluctant 

to pay high sunk costs of reform. As a result, they are selfish and tend to free ride on the sunk 

costs borne by other constituencies. If Losers are more likely to be winning, they are willing to 

accept higher sunk costs, if aware that those losing from the reform will pay them. Moreover, if 

sunk costs are equally shared by the ex ante Losers, the lack of possibilities for free riding 

distorts incentives: only reforms with very low sunk costs (and thus inefficient) are accepted. 
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Chapter 3.  ROMANIA IN TRANSITION: THE POLITICAL PROCESS VS. REAL AND PERCEIVED 

ECONOMIC OUTCOMES  – 1990-200160 

 

Most of the literature on electoral behavior has focused on advanced industrial democracies 

(numerous studies referred to US, Canada, UK, Japan, Germany, Denmark, Sweden, The 

Netherlands, Australia), less on transitional countries (of Latin America and Eastern Europe), and 

seldom on Romania. It is thus challenging to evaluate the extent to which the assumptions, the 

questions and the results of the voting behavior theory apply to the Romanian transitional experience. 

Romania has been a special case of ‘democracy’ right from the outset of its transition, due to the 

violent fall of its extremely authoritative form of communism in 1989. In this context, is the model of 

voting behavior in Romania prone to ‘idiosyncratic’ effects, or does it comply with the results 

encountered in the more advanced democracies? Has the first decade of democracy in Romania been 

long enough to enforce the pattern of rational self-interest voting? Alternatively, is voter myopia more 

prone to emerge in Romania, a country chronically lacking the experience of democracy prior to 1989? 

 

The general elections of 1990 and 1992 in Romania were judged as being heavily plagued by the lack 

of democratic experience, manipulation and electoral fraud. The elections of 1996 contradicted the 

classic ‘issue voting’ hypothesis: irrespective of the occupational structure of the voters, the vast 

majority voted for the center right coalition. In that case, the desire for privatization and restructuring -

regarded as ways of fighting corruption and inflation- prevailed over the fear of own unemployment. 

The results of the elections in 2000 testified in favor of the ‘incumbency theory’, but under confusing 

circumstances: low voting turnout, segmented preferences, and the raise in popularity of a nationalistic 

party, with little coherence in its economic platform. Voters appeared less interested in the economic 

offerings of the competing parties, recurring to a type of ‘voice’ and ‘exit’ voting, supporting a 

peripheral party, as a sign of disappointment with the evolution of Romanian politics during the first 

decade of post-communism.  

 

Such complex political developments provide an ideal raw material for testing the weight carried by the 

assumption of ‘economic voting’ in comparison to the ability of social cleavages to account for the 

Romanian voting patterns. On what grounds do Romanians legitimize their voting? Are the economic 

issues predominant in determining the votes? Is Romania a society with clear socio-economic and 

ideological structures, or is it that Romanians, when voting, amalgamate identity dilemmas, economic 

issues and psychological attachments?  
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 This macro-level discussion of the Romanian transition covers a longer time interval: 1990-2000. However, 

due to data availability, the ensuing micro-level empirical study will only cover the interval 1995-2001. 
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3.1. THE POLITICAL BACKGROUND
61 

 

After the violent fall of the communism in 1989, the Romanian politics presented a peculiar model of 

dislocation from its past ideology. Movement from an authoritarian regime to a democratic system 

proved to be considerably slower and more hesitant than in many neighboring countries. Explanations 

for this sluggishness of (political) transition can be traced to the distinguishing features of Ceausescu’s 

dictatorial regime of the 80’s.  

 

On one hand, the existence of a pervasive, highly feared State police (Securitate) has hindered the 

emergence and the development of a consistent ‘underground’ opposition, which could have come out 

in the early 90’s with a coherent strategy for political and economic transformation. Instead, those who 

took the power in December 1989 represented a mix of ‘reformist’ members of the Romanian 

Communist Party and idealistic dissidents. The latter had little say in designing the economic policy, 

but their presence in the first democratic government was needed in order to ensure its legitimacy, 

given that the communist ‘reformers’ were regarded with suspicion by large parts of the public, 

particularly the youth.  

 

On the other hand, unlike in the neighboring countries (Hungary in particular, but also Poland and 

Czech-Slovakia), during the socialist regime, the country did not have any experience whatsoever of 

economic or democratic reforms. In addition, as a result of Romania’s policy of repaying the 

international debts, the country’s economic resources were largely depleted: the population had been 

experiencing food shortages, lack of heating and electricity, while corruption was widespread at the 

level of bureaucratic authorities. A generalized lack of incentives with regard to any form of 

entrepreneurial activity was marking the country, since it would have been either illegal, or its results 

would have had to be shared, within the framework of ‘socialist property’. The ‘underground’ economy 

was mainly concerned with small trade of consumer goods and foreign currency exchange.  

 

The first democratic government ruling in post-communist Romania, the National Salvation Front 

(NSF), led the political life until the elections of 1992. Elections took place in May 1990, legitimizing 

this ‘coalition’ of former communist nomenklatura and ‘revolutionaries’. The opposition, mainly 

consisting of the so-called ‘historical’ parties62, ethnic parties and nationalistic parties, had little time to 

campaign and little means to make themselves appealing to the public.  

 

NSF followed a leftist, alleged ‘social democrat’ economic program, addressed to a traumatized public, 

extremely circumspect with regard to steep economic changes. NSF’s economic program relied 

heavily of populist promises of stability and gradual change. This message mostly appealed to 

                                                           
61
 This section uses information and data incoming from the Romanian Institute of Statistics and Economic 

Studies (Romanian Statistical Yearbooks) and The Economist Intelligence Unit (Romania: Country Reports and 

Country Profiles – 1994-2001) 
62
 ‘Historical’ in the sense of reviving their pre-World War II tradition, in terms of ideology and even leadership, 

after having been forbidden by the communists for 50 years. The main historical parties were the National 

Liberal Party (NLP) and the National Christian Democrat Peasant Party (NCDPP) 
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industrial workers, state bureaucrats and managers of state owned enterprises, the categories most 

likely to be affected by reforms and systemic restructuring. Some (incomplete) agricultural reforms 

(mainly land restitution resulting from the dismantling of the former common Agricultural Production 

Cooperatives) also secured NSF’s support in the rural areas. 

 

The political scene had been progressing and became increasingly animated by the time of the 

second post-communist general elections, in September 1992. The number of political parties was 

booming (amounting to more than 250 on the electoral lists), as an extreme reaction to the lack of 

democracy and political diversity prior to 1989. In this context of dissipated opposition, lack of 

democratic experience, and fear of change (still deeply rooted in Romanians’ minds), the populist 

discourse of the Democratic National Salvation Front (former NSF) had little difficulty in winning a 

second mandate. The left-wing government depended on the parliamentary support of ultra-

nationalistic and neo-communist parties, which further slowed down the pace of Romanian reform and 

deteriorated the image of the country internationally. 

 

Over the mid-nineties, privatization and structural reforms were delayed and their results were 

unconvincing. The government’s goals were mostly oriented towards ensuring further political support 

from its main constituency, the blue collars (the most likely to bear the social costs of restructuring), 

rather than towards achieving medium and long-term macroeconomic stabilization and growth. More 

visible attempts at macroeconomic stabilization only started with 1994, mostly due to the requirements 

of the international financial organizations, to which the Romanian government had turned in order to 

finance the transition process. Changes were also meant to gradually comply with the requirements of 

the accession into the European Union (Romania applied for membership in 1995). The long-reaching 

positive results of these policies, however, were largely reversed by the permissive economic 

measures adopted prior to the general elections of November 1996. 

 

In response to the electoral defeat of 1992, the opposition assumed a process of aggregation and 

strengthening. The main opposing parties, the National Liberal Party (NLP) and the National Christian 

Democrat Peasant Party (NCDPP), allied with the Hungarian Democratic Union from Romania 

(HDUR) –the party representing the interests of Romania’s largest ethnic minority- and some parties 

with smaller constituencies, and formed the Democratic Convention (DC). The Convention, based on 

a center-right ideology, became the main political force of the opposition. The impact of the 

Convention was reinforced by the support of the Civic Alliance, an organization representative of the 

civil society, which catalyzed a large share of the Romanian intellectuals. 

 

Suite of increasing discontent with the performance of the NDSF, in November 1996 the electorate 

transferred the political power from the social-democrats (mostly ‘reformed’ communists) to the center-

right reformists of the Democratic Convention. Emil Constantinescu (an academic) replaced President 

Ion Iliescu (a former communist with alleged reformist views) in the Presidential office. According to 

analysts, the general elections of 1996 marked the electorate’s real and informed breakup with the 
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communism and the completion of a democratization process that had lasted longer than in the 

neighboring countries. 

 

The new government followed a program of radical reforms aimed at stabilization and the 

development of a sustainable market economy. The governmental measures (again, partly propelled 

by the need for international financing) included full liberalization of prices, tightened monetary and 

fiscal policies and liberalization of the exchange rate regime. However, only limited results were 

achieved in the privatization of large-scale enterprises and state owned banks. Moreover, this 

government also postponed the drastic restructuring and the closing-down of loss-making giant 

enterprises. Thus, the performance of the right-wing coalition during its mandate was far from 

delivering the promises of the beginning. ‘The Contract With Romania’ (the document used as a 

platform during the electoral campaign of 1996) was largely unaccomplished by 2000. 

 

Partly due to the economic conditions inherited from the previous government and partly due to the 

Convention’s own contradictory and hesitating measures, the population did not experience the 

expected improvements in living standards. In addition to its policies’ underachievement, conflicts for 

power within the coalition were also conducive to the significant loss of popularity of the Democratic 

Convention by the end of 1999. In November 2000, in spite of some macroeconomic improvement (a 

slowing down of inflation and output growth after three years of continuous contraction), population’s 

growing discontent with the reformist package of the Convention resulted in its dismissal in the new 

round of general elections. The Party of Social Democracy in Romania (PSDR-yet another name for 

the former NDSF, after another division of membership) returned to power, once again tilting the 

political balance towards center-left ideologies63. 

 

Two disturbing outcomes emerged from the ballots in 2000. Firstly, the incumbent coalition (the 

Democratic Convention) ranked extremely low in voters’ preferences, not being able to gather the 

threshold value of 10% of votes, required by a coalition for entering the Parliament. The right-wing 

parties that ‘survived’ the electoral process were the National Liberal Party, and the Hungarian 

Democratic Union, which decided to split from the coalition and run alone. The latter, in order to 

pursue the interests of the ethnic minority it represents, agreed to join the PSDR in the government. 

Secondly, the ultra-nationalistic Greater Romania Party, with a populist political platform including 

measures as radical as territorial revisionism64, a military state, public executions of ‘those guilty of the 

country’s disaster’ and re-nationalization of the large companies, succeeded in becoming the second-

largest party in the Parliament, with around 25% of the votes65. These outcomes raised questions with 

regard to how deep is Romanians’ understanding of the democracy and whether their ‘learning’ of 

democracy had been a positive experience altogether. 

                                                           
63
 In order to increase constituency, the party allied with some other social-democrat parties into a coalition 

named The Social Democrat Pole of Romania 
64
 The party claims the return to Romania’s borders prior to the Second World War (including territories 

currently belonging to Moldavia, Ukraine and Bulgaria). The very name of the party (The “greater” Romania) 

hints at its platform of territorial revisionism. 
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One conclusion is obvious with regard to the first decade of post-communist Romanian politics. During 

the 90’s, the political arena has exhibited the chronic inability of its main forces (President, 

government, opposition, trade unions and minorities’ groups) to agree on the timing and sequencing of 

economic and institutional reform, reform being systematically influenced by political constraints. 

Succession to power of a left-wing party mainly consisting of former communists (1990-1996), a 

center-right coalition (1996-2000), followed again by center-left (since 2000), has introduced a series 

of conflicting reformist policies and policy reversals. The political cycle and the corresponding policies 

and reversals have taken their toll from the economic performance of the country, slowing it down.  

 

3.2. A BIRD’S EYE VIEW INTO THE ROMANIAN DATA: ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE (ACTUAL AND 

PERCEIVED) VS. THE CORRESPONDING SUPPORT FOR THE GOVERNMENT 
 

Among the group of studies linking (perceptions of) economic outcomes to the political transition in 

Eastern Europe, the evidence coming from Romania is fairly modest. One study that covers Romania 

(among other Eastern European countries) and which became a cornerstone for further research is 

Evans and Whitefield (1995). The authors use national probability samples from Bulgaria, Estonia, 

Hungary, Lithuania, Poland, Romania and Ukraine in order to examine the various influences 

explaining the cross-national variation in support for democracy. 

 

The authors’ intent is to evaluate whether the ‘first’ (economic) or ‘second’ (political) generation 

factors66 are more significant in maintaining popular support for democracy in the examined countries. 

The research analyses individual-level responses to surveys questioning commitment to democracy in 

parallel with opinions on economic and political key measures. The questions on economic 

evaluations single out i) perceptions over the market’s performance and ii) retrospective and 

prospective evaluations of the individual’s and the country’s living standards. Similarly, the political 

factors are captured by i) the evaluation of democracy in practice and ii) respondents’ perceptions on 

the responsiveness of the political system. Results of the multivariate analysis show that, although 

both sets of factors are significant, the political experience gains substantially more weight than the 

economic one in motivating citizens’ attachment to democracy.  

 

Romania appeared to systematically exhibit a different pattern from the other countries of this study67. 

Support for democracy was the highest in Romania (81% of population supported the move towards 

democracy)68, in spite of having one of the lowest economic performances in the region, as captured 

by the macroeconomic indicators at the time of the study (GDP per capita, average percentage fall in 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
65
 Appendix 1 presents the successive results of the legislative elections in Romania between 1990-2000. 

66
 Economic factors include perceptions/experiences over the level of economic development and rising 

expectations, while the political factors refer to the model of transition to democracy, the effectiveness of 

political institutions and the emerging electoral processes. 
67
 The other outlier is Estonia, but the details of its peculiarity are not the subject of study here. 

68
 For comparison, the next in line is Lithuania, with 57%.  
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GDP, unemployment, cumulative fall in real wages and share of private sector in GDP)69. 

Nonetheless, Romanians seemed to have correct perceptions over the real state of the economy 

(unlike, for instance, Bulgarians), since they had a very low evaluation of the market performance: only 

14% of the surveyed population had a positive feeling of the current experience of the market. In the 

same time, 63% of the respondents declared that they felt a decline over their family living standard 

over the past 5 years and 79% confirmed that, at country level, the situation declined in the past 5 

years. With regard to the future 5 years, 28% foresaw additional decline in their family’s living, and 

29% estimated further decline in the country’s living standards.  

 

When questioned about their beliefs regarding the political process, Romanians were an outlier on the 

‘pro-democracy’ side, displaying much higher trust in the effectiveness of the democratic system than 

was found in the other countries. Additionally, in what regards attachment to a party, 42.7% of the 

Romanians admitted to be supporters of a particular party (thus ranking the third, after 49.6% in 

Lithuania and 45.1% in Bulgaria. The lowest was Russia, with 13.3%). 

 

Although the article’s conclusion is that, in general, political factors prevail over the economic ones in 

explaining the selected countries’ support for democracy, “neither evaluations of the market nor 

democracy appear to explain Romania’s high normative commitment” (p. 508). The authors attribute 

this result to Romania’s legacy of the most repressive communist regime and suggest that high 

democratic commitment is a consequence of the profound distaste for the previous regime. In 

addition, they posit that, since “the revolution was ‘hijacked’ in the early stages by sections of the old 

regime in alliance with the military […] the limited nature of the break from the old regime […] by 

comparison with other countries in the region, may explain why the respondents continue to attach 

special significance to the ideal of democracy. In other countries, democracy has either been 

attempted and worked badly, in which case normative commitment is low, or has been attempted and 

worked well, in which case is high. Romania still operates at a previous stage in the transition process 

where commitment is very high because democracy has yet to be firmly established” (p. 508). 

 

The conclusions of the two authors are substantiated by the fact that they were based on surveys 

administered in 1993, when the experience of democracy was extremely recent, and the electoral 

process in Romania (as they note), was still soiled by widespread allegations of electoral manipulation 

and overt perpetuation of the former Securitate’s control. 

 

While Evans and Whitefield address the link between economics and politics in Romania, they do so 

at macro (or aggregate) level. Their dissertation also makes an attempt to use the micro (individual-

level) data for modeling the support for democracy, but the data blends the information for all 

countries, therefore Romanians are treated as a self-contained, homogeneous group (i.e. distinct from 

                                                           
69
 The authors argue that the fact that the poorest countries (Romania, Bulgaria and Lithuania at the time of the 

study) display the strongest support for democracy suggests an entirely opposite argument to that advanced by 

Kitschelt (1992), according to which economic development and market success are the required conditions for 

the emergence of a ‘pro-democracy’ public attitude.   
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the ‘homogeneous’ group of Estonians, Bulgarians, etc). Their analysis thus does not provide valuable 

information about the heterogeneity of preferences within the Romanian group. 

 

Attempts to investigate upon the heterogeneity of preferences within one electoral group (in this 

particular case, the Romanians) are necessary, in order to thwart the consequences of the so-called 

‘micro-macro dichotomy’, mentioned in Section 1.2.170. The results obtained by studying longitudinal, 

aggregate survey data might differ significantly from the results obtained when the data is detailed to 

individual-level. In this sense, Micklewright (1994) states that “unless one is satisfied with the 

tabulations in the aggregate reports […], access to the data from each […] survey is essential if 

descriptive analysis of various topics is to be carried out” (p.79). Access to detailed individual-level 

data, apart from providing extensive additional information (that is otherwise ‘erased’ through 

aggregation), lends itself to numerous forms of multivariate analysis. 

 

Acknowledging the utmost importance of studying longitudinal survey data both in the aggregate 

(macro) and at the individual (micro) level, this section sets off to the analysis of the link between 

Romanians’ perceptions over the country’s (economic) performance and their political preferences 

during transition. The basis of this analysis is data incoming from a series of consecutive public 

opinion surveys, carried out in Romania over the interval March 1994-November 2001. The focus of 

the current chapter is on studying the aggregate (or macro) results of the surveys and their links to 

Romanians’ economic voting behavior. In the following chapter, the data, detailed to individual level 

(micro data), will be used for multivariate analysis, in order to identify the factors determining the 

heterogeneity of Romanians perceptions over the economy and their consequences on political 

preferences. Subsequently, we will discern whether there are significant differences between the 

conclusions stemming from the use of the macro- or micro-level data and we will be able to infer 

whether there is a case of ‘micro-macro dichotomy’ in the Romanian data.                     

 

This Section is dedicated to the analysis of the link between respondents’ economic perceptions and 

their political preferences in the aggregate data
71. This macro-level relation between (perceptions of) 

economic performance and the political support in Romania is investigated on three levels: 

a. The relation between the Romanians’ support for the government and the objective 

economic performance 

b. The relation between the actual economic performance in Romania and the 

population’s perceptions over the economic and social issues, as reflected in surveys 

                                                           
70
 See reference to Duch, Palmer and Anderson (2000) 

71
A detailed description of the database of longitudinal surveys used here follows in Chapter 4, along with 

methodological notes on its collection.  One technical note relevant at this point is that, for our macro 
longitudinal study, we employ a set of surveys that cover a time span (March 1994-November 2001) slightly 

longer than the one that will be used in the subsequent micro-level multivariate analysis (June 1995-November 

2001). This is due to the constraints imposed by the data availability at the individual level, as will be further 

discussed.  
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c. The relation between the support for the government and the subjective perceptions 

and evaluations of the state of the country’s economy 

 

Before proceeding, it is fair to acknowledge that the scarcity of data (in aggregate form) does not fully 

warrant the ensuing results. Although displaying a high degree of empiricism, these first-hand results 

are meant to shed light on some stylized facts, to suggest some hypotheses and to guide the more in-

depth research that is carried on at micro-level data in Chapter 4.  

 

3.2.1. The relation between the Romanians’ support for the government and the objective 
economic performance 
 

The first thing to note about the relation between Romanians’ support for the incumbent government 

and the country’s economic performance is its remarkable volatility72. This equally applies when 

plotting the support for the government against monthly inflation levels (Graph 1), unemployment 

(Graph 2) or monthly GDP growth (Graph 3).  

Graph 1: Relation between monthly inflation rate and 

support for government 
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Support for the government in power is computed by using the surveys’ aggregate results to the 

question: “If elections were held next Sunday, which party would you vote for?”. The percentages 

obtained by different parties were summed for the parties forming the incumbent coalition.73 Data 

reflecting the objective economic performance of the country is obtained from the Romanian Institute 

of Statistics and Economic Studies, as follows: monthly variation in consumer prices is used as a 

proxy for inflation, the monthly unemployment rate is measuring the country’s unemployment and the 

                                                           
72
 When relating political support to actual economic outcomes, we intentionally ‘fall into the trap’ identified by 

Duch and Stevenson (2001): Researchers of economic voting often replace the (missing) data on perceptions of 

economic outcomes with data on actual economic outcomes. However, we are fully aware of this fallacy, and 

use this approach only for the sake of comprehensiveness and for comparison reasons (as we later also link 

political support to the public’s perceptions over the economy).  
73
 The incumbent coalition was formed of left-wing parties in 1994-1996, right-wing parties between 1996-2000 

and by SDP+HDUR afterwards. 
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monthly industrial output variation is employed as proxy for GDP growth. The graphs thus display the 

relation between the support for the government and the levels of the three economic indicators 

corresponding to the month when the survey was conducted74.  

 

Inspection of the graphs indicates that support for the government is poorly linked to the actual 

economic outcomes. The coefficients of correlation between the support for the incumbent and the 

realized economic outcomes (-0.230 for levels of inflation, -0.542 for levels of unemployment and 

0.065 for GDP growth), although having ‘correct’ signs from theoretical standpoint (support decreases 

with the decline in economic performance), confirm the weakness of this link. The correlation 

coefficient is the highest for the unemployment levels, suggesting that government’s measures 

regarding unemployment are most likely to be perceived by the population and have an impact on the 

government’s popularity.  

 

Graph 2: Relation between monthly unemployment 

rate and support for government 
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74
 One valid argument that can be raised is that people form perceptions over unemployment, inflation and GDP 

growth with a time lag, and thus, using the current levels of these indicators means to overestimate their ability 

to inform themselves. However, the extreme volatility of data maintained when we used the previous month’s 

levels of unemployment, inflation or GDP growth against current level of support for the incumbent. 
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Graph 3: Relation between output growth and support 

for government 
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Based on these results, we conclude that the electorate does not base much of its support for the 

incumbent government on the actual values of the economic outcomes (except, maybe, for the 

unemployment rates). This result can have two meanings: either people do not blame the government 

when the real economy deteriorates, which gives weak prospects for the ‘incumbency hypothesis’, or, 

more likely, people do not hold accurate perceptions on the real economic performance of the country. 

 

3.2.2. The relation between the actual economic performance in Romania and the population’s 
perceptions over the economic and social issues, as reflected in surveys 
 

Further on, we set to evaluate the strength of the ‘issue-priority’ (or the policy-oriented) hypothesis. To 

this end, and in the context of the limited survey questions, we examine what are the things most 

feared by the Romanians. These could indicate a) what are the stimuli they respond to in terms of 

parties’ electoral promises and b) their perceptions on the stringent policy issues that they “signal” to 

politicians as being important to address. 

 

Romanians’ fears are captured by the survey question “What are the things that you fear the most?”, 

to which the respondents were allowed two choices from a pre-set list. With the precise purpose of 

investigating the economic and social “issues” only, three fears are retained for study here: the fear of 

price increase, of unemployment and of social unrest. 

 

Graph 4 shows that undoubtedly, unemployment and inflation (‘fear of price increases’) are the issues 

most feared by the Romanian public, with inflation largely outweighing any other ‘fears’ (The y-axis 

measures the percentage of people admitting of being afraid of the stated issue). Another matter of 

constant concern is the possible ‘social unrest’, which affects an average of 10% of the population. 
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 Graph 4: Romanians' Fears
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Our next objective is to evaluate the extent to which the subjective ‘fears’ compare to the actual values 

of unemployment and inflation. Is there evidence of the fact that individuals correctly perceive the 

actual state of the economy? Graph 5 and 6 show the relationship between the actual levels of 

inflation and unemployment and the fears they generated within the public.  

 Graph 5: Fears of inflation vs real levels of inflation
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Several observations can be discerned from graphs 5 and 6. Firstly, at the beginning of the interval 

(‘94-’96), there was little correlation between the actual levels of economic outcomes and the public’s 

fears. Over time though, it seems that a process of learning has occurred: by 1999-2001, the public’s 

expectations of inflation moved more in line with the actual variation in prices75. This observation 

mirrors the results obtained by Anderson and O’Connor (2000) with regard to the East Germans and 

their perceptions and evaluations of unemployment.  

                                                           
75
 It seems that individuals have developed some form of ‘adaptive’ expectations with regard to prices: after an 

inflation increase, fear of prices tends to grow in the following months. We tested this observation by using 

correlation coefficients. Thus, the correlation coefficient between current levels of inflation and the fears of 
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 Graph 6: Fears of unemployment versus real levels of 

unemployment
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On the other hand, it appears that perceptions over unemployment are less accurate and understated: 

although the unemployment rate has an increasing trend over 1997-2000, the fears of unemployment 

significantly decrease during that period. This outcome weakens the result obtained in section 2.2.1: 

the correlation between levels of unemployment and support for government appears to be more of a 

coincidence, rather than an indication of the ‘reward-punishment’ voting behavior. 

 

Summing it up, we notice a lag between the actual change in the economy and the time the public 

perceived this change. In addition, while over time fears of inflation seemed to converge to the actual 

levels of inflation, fears of unemployment underestimated its real extent. These results endorse Duch, 

Palmer and Anderson’s (2000) claim that it is easier for the public to form accurate perceptions of 

inflation than of unemployment (since inflation is experienced by all individuals, while unemployment 

only hits some parts of the public, the rest having only mediated perceptions over it).  

 

Fears of unemployment and prices have significantly diminished over time, as the unfolding of the 

transition’s reform packages appeased the initial concerns. Still, a constant prevalence of people’s 

fear of prices is noticeable, in spite of the fact that inflation decreased significantly, while the cut in 

unemployment rates recorded less progress. We interpret this result as an indication of people’s 

pocketbook, egocentric behavior: they do fear inflation more since they will surely be affected, while 

unemployment might spare them. 

 

The next issue under scrutiny is the way in which the actual economic outcomes relate to Romanians’ 

evaluations of the government’s performance. Our data’s answer to this question is depicted in Graph 

7 (‘Dissatisfied’ refers to the cumulative percentage of people saying that they are dissatisfied/very 

dissatisfied, in response to the question “How satisfied are you with the activity of the 

                                                                                                                                                                                     

inflation is 0.009. However, when fears of inflation are correlated to the levels of inflation existing three months 

earlier, the correlation coefficient is 0.138. 
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Government?
76

”). Paradoxically enough, the general dissatisfaction with government’s activity is at its 

lowest when inflation if highest, and, in general, it does not seem to move in line with the economic 

performance77. This goes against the incumbency hypothesis. The policy-oriented hypothesis does not 

fare too well either, since Romanians do not seem to vote in order to counter (or applaud the 

resolution of) a major issue of their concern (inflation or prices). 

 

Graph 7: Dissatisfaction with government's activity vs actual 

economic outcomes
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3.2.3. The relation between the support for the government and the subjective perceptions and 
evaluations of the state of the country’s economy  
 

The next logical step is to evaluate the link between the support for the government and the 

corresponding perceptions over the country’s economic performance. Graph 8 depicts the relationship 

between the support for the government in power, the actual level of inflation and the evolution of the 

fear in prices. Graph 9 does the same for unemployment78.  

 

                                                           
76
 In some surveys, this question has been replaced with the alternative: “How much do you trust the 

government?” (Very little/Little/Much/Very much). In this case, the graph presents the percentage of the people 

answering “little” or “very little” 
77
 The same result obtains if we use fears of inflation or prices, instead of actual values: dissatisfaction with 

government activity increases in spite of the fears’ recess. 
78
 In fact, graphs 8 and 9 regroup the data from Graph 1 and 5 and 2 and 6, respectively. 
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Graph 8: Support for government vs inflation (actual and fears)
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Graph 9: Support for government vs unemployment (actual and 

fears)
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What becomes apparent from Graphs 8 and 9 is that the relationship between the support for the 

incumbent government and the economic outcomes (if there is any relationship at all), is more likely to 

connect support for the government to the public’s subjective fears (of prices and unemployment) than 

to the actual levels of the economic variables. Paradoxically, while fears of prices and of 

unemployment decreased, so did the percentage support for the government. This result goes against 

the incumbency and policy-oriented hypotheses of voting, but is an indication of the ‘rally-around-the-

flag’ hypothesis (loyal voters’ stability around one party, irrespective of its incumbency status). Support 

seems to be based on ideology or social cleavages, rather than on economic performance.  

 

In addition, we find ‘throughs’ and ‘peaks’ in the support for government, visible in the surveys 

immediately preceding and following the elections of 1996 and 2000. This is typical evidence of what 

the literature has called ‘the backswing/honeymoon effect’ –new governments experience a short-lived 

increase in popularity immediately after elections, then support returns to ‘normal’ levels, to decrease 

abruptly in the interval immediately preceding the next elections).  
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Finally, Graph 10 addresses the issue of the electorate’s rationality. When studying solely the 

longitudinal data on the percentage of population dissatisfied with government activity and the 

percentage of those supporting the government, it appears that the two are the mirror images of each 

other. This is by all means natural: when dissatisfaction with the incumbent government’s activity 

increases, a corresponding decrease in the support for the government occurs. However, this simple 

logic does not seem to apply to its fullest extent to the Romanian population: when summing the 

percentages of those supporting the government and those dissatisfied with the government’s activity 

(i.e. those saying that the government does poor/very poor job79), during most of the surveyed months 

the result is higher than 100%. This clearly indicates that some individuals are supporting the 

government, in spite of not being satisfied with the ‘job’ it performs. In consequence, the hypothesis of 

fully rational voters is questionable in Romania. However, this outcome makes way for the hypothesis 

of the vote of attachment (those voting for the same party for pure ideological reasons) or the 

exchange voters (those voting the party that allows them to pursue their corrupt interests, which do not 

coincide with those of the society as a whole). 

 

Graph 10: Rationality?
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3.3.  THE QUESTIONS TO ADDRESS 
 

The analyses carried out in this Chapter pointed to certain facts (and puzzles) about the Romanian 

economic voting, which emerged from an “eyeballing” of the macro-level, longitudinal data. These 

stylized facts hint towards what is to be expected from a more involved research, if survey data is 

decomposed and studied at individual-level detail. The major observations at the macro-level data are:  

 

� High volatility of support for the government (both in survey results and in what regards the actual 

outcome of elections – there were two electoral reversals during the interval of our study: from left 

to right in 1996 and a return to left in 2000) 
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� A seemingly weak relationship between the objective economic outcomes and the government’s 

popularity  

� Romanians’ tendency to rely on their subjective perceptions (or “fears”) of economic performance 

rather than on objective outcomes, when assessing their support for the government 

� A gap (or lag) existing between the real and the perceived economic outcomes. The gap was larger 

at the beginning of the transition process and narrowed down over time, suggesting a process of 

social learning of the democracy 

� The seeming contradiction between the voters’ maintained support for the government and their 

dissatisfaction with its performance  

 

Consequently, at macro-data level, we draw the following conclusions with regard to the ‘classic’ 

working hypotheses of the voting behavior literature: 

� There is little evidence in favor of the incumbency hypothesis: apparently, people neither blame the 

government when things go sour in the economic life, nor reward it for any positive results 

� The issue priority hypothesis does not fare too well either: people do not seem to append higher 

support to the government when its policies respond to a particular concern of the public (inflation 

or unemployment) 

� In addition, people seem to be egotropic, rather than sociotropic (they are more afraid of inflation 

than of unemployment) 

� Unsurprisingly, the ‘backswing//honeymoon effect’ is present in Romania, too 

� Some evidence seems to warrant the rally-around-the-flag hypothesis: support for government 

seems to be based on idiosyncratic reasons, other than the economic performance. 

� There is evidence against the full rationality of the voters: they support the government against 

their best economic interest (i.e. when they are dissatisfied with its overall performance). This 

suggests the potential of alternative explanatory models of voting behavior (i.e. the attachment or 

the exchange voter). However, these ‘behavioral’ hypotheses require some distancing from the 

rational choice theory, by admitting the voter’s predilection for certain ‘heuristics and biases’80. 

 

Following these empirical macro-level observations, a series of key research questions justify and 

require the analysis of the survey data at micro-level. These questions are:  

 

1. Is economic voting in Romania rational?  

o Does economic voting in Romania comply with the ‘standard’ results, as they have been 

formulated in advanced democracies? Does it compare to the results obtained in other 

transitional democracies?   

o In addition, is there evidence in favor of the incumbency hypothesis, the policy-oriented or the 

rally-around-the-flag hypothesis? Or, could it be that all/none of them are significant? 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
79
 Or, as already mentioned, the people saying that they do not trust the government 

80
 To use the famous terminology introduced by the equally famous Tverski and Kahneman (1974) 
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2. Is there evidence of ‘irrational’ or ‘behavioral’ responses within the Romanian electorate?  

o What other significant issues can ‘fill in’ the gaps left unexplained by the study of rational 

(economic) voting behavior?  

o Are these issues of ‘irrational’ nature (plain errors in voting choices or deliberate ignorance of 

available information)? How much of the ‘error’ is due to (voluntarily) ignoring the information, 

and how much is due to erroneously interpreting it? 

o Or, could these issues eventually be justified within the framework of behavioral responses? Is 

there evidence of some behavioral ‘rules’ emerging, such as  

� Emergence of systematic ‘attachment’ voting –not necessarily justifiable in cost-

benefit terms, but rather in terms of socially acquired norms, preferences and 

behavioral rules emerging from social cleavages; 

� Existence of a typology of ‘stable’ voters, with different interests and psychological 

characteristics, voting consistently with respect to issues that are not of obvious 

economic nature (i.e. minorities);  

� Evidence of ‘voice’ and ‘exit’ in the attachment for a party, due to perceptions of 

misbehavior (or corruption) at the level of its leadership.  

 

3. Are there significant differences between the conclusions obtained from the macro-level 

data and the results of the micro-level analysis? 

o Is there any form of micro-macro dichotomy detectable in the Romanian data? Does the ‘macro’ 

aggregation of the ‘micro’ level results run the risk of ‘erasing’ significant information induced by 

respondents’ heterogeneity? (Duch, Palmer, Anderson, 2000). 

 

Shifting the focus of analysis from the aggregate survey results to the micro-level data will provide the 

answers to these questions. This is done in the next Chapter.  
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Chapter 4.  ECONOMIC VOTING IN ROMANIA - EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE 

 
4.1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Chapter 3 has investigated the variation over time of Romanians’ electoral preferences, studied at 

macro-level. However, the literature has warned against the so-called ‘micro-macro dichotomy’ of data 

(see Section 1.2.1.), arguing that data aggregation runs the risk of ‘erasing’ significant information 

induced by respondents’ individual heterogeneity (Duch, Palmer, Anderson, 2000): results obtained 

through the study of longitudinal, aggregate survey data (the ‘macro’ level) are less informative and 

might differ significantly from the outcome of individual (‘micro’-) level data analysis. Therefore, this 

Chapter proceeds with a multivariate analysis of individual respondents’ electoral preferences, 

searching for detailed explanations of their political choices.  

 

According to the terminology introduced in Chapter 1, our multivariate data analysis aims to document 

the following theoretical questions regarding the Romanians’ electoral behavior:  

o The relevance of the incumbency-oriented (or reward-punishment) hypothesis: whether voters 

punish the incumbents for worsening living conditions or not 

o The question of issue priority: are supporters of the Left (Right) wing more afraid of unemployment 

(inflation) than the rest of the population? 

o Is there any evidence in favor of the rally-around-the-flag hypothesis? Are there systematic 

patterns of support for Left (Right) wing parties, irrespective of their (economic) performance? 

o How are the (perceptions of) economic conditions translated into a vote choice? Do subjective 

perceptions over the economy matter with priority in the voting booth, rather than the objective 

performance of the government?  

o Finally, are voters egotropic or sociotropic? Are the honeymoon/backswing effects identifiable? 

 

The research design is the following: a longitudinal database of 13 opinion polls is joined, at micro-

level, into what the literature calls a ‘pooled cross-section’. For brevity (but also in order to facilitate the 

interpretation of some results), some of the variables in the original dataset are reduced on orthogonal 

dimensions, using the method of principal components. The final set of variables is then analyzed 

though the means of a heteroskedastic probit model, followed by a sensitivity analysis (aggregate data 

is decomposed by years), in order to identify the determinants of voting behavior in Romania (between 

1995-2001) and the factors influencing the heterogeneity of preferences. In terms of research 

questions, two main themes are investigated: 

1. An analysis of the variables that influence electorate’s support for the incumbent party.  

2. An analysis of the individual characteristics that might shape the voters’ support for Left vs. Right.   
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4.2. METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES  
 

4.2.1. Database description, the survey questions 
4.2.1.1. The Romanian Public Opinion Barometer. Selection of the relevant surveys 

The database used with the purpose of modeling Romanians’ patterns of political support between 

1995-2001 consists of a series of opinion polls conducted regularly by the Open Society Foundation 

Romania. Data collection was initiated in 1994, under the name of “Public Opinion Barometer” (POB), 

and has continued ever since. It therefore provides a collection of repeated cross-sections, which 

supplies a comprehensive image of respondents’ perceptions over the Romanian society81.  

 
The Barometer’s Jury selects professional survey research institutions to collect the data. A final 

check-up of data quality is done by comparing the structure of the sample with the data provided by 

the Romanian Institute of Statistics and Economic Studies (INSSE) and by checking up the 

consistency of the relations within the data82. 

 

The main themes of the Barometer include: “political options and notoriety of main political parties and 

personalities, standard of living, life styles, social and economic policies evaluation, institutions’ 

evaluation, institutional capital, social capital and sociability resources, tolerance and patriotism, 

human and physical capital, health, leisure, religion and faith, labor ethics and perceptions of 

corruption, income and expenses”. Thus, the successive Barometers lend themselves to numerous 

possibilities for analysis and forecast83, one of the main areas being the dynamics and the swings in 

the public’s understanding of and support for the political process. However, longitudinal analysis of 

successive Barometers is significantly hindered by the fact that the scope and the structure of 

questions often changed since 1994, making it difficult to follow the evolution of public opinion but for a 

very limited number of (quasi-) unchanged questions. Also, given that several research institutes 

collected the data, often is the case that the format and the coding of the answers are not consistent.  

 

Initially, POB data were collected quarterly. Eventually, collection became bi-annual.  The number of 

surveys has evolved as follows: 4 (in 1994, 1995 and 1997), 3 (in 1996) and 2 (1998-2005). For the 

purposes of this research, only the barometers afferent to the interval 1995-2001 are being used. This 

‘truncation’ of data is based on several reasons. On one hand, data for 1994 is extremely scarce: the 

first barometers, as a first independent exercise in surveying the Romanians’ opinions, were lacking 

an initial vision in terms of what information to collect. Collection of data in 1994 was plagued by 

                                                           
81
A rare case, information collected through each survey (database, questionnaire, aggregate results) is freely 

available to the public, downloadable from the Open Society Foundation’s web page. POB’s opinion polls “have 

became a public good, providing a solid collection of data for research, study, confrontation and dialogue. The 

Barometer is the only research of the kind in Romania that publishes the sample and the questionnaire. The 

research is undertaken twice a year: in early spring and in autumn. For each research, the execution and the 

verification is done by two separate institutions, selected within a closed-envelope bid announced through the 

press. The questionnaire, the sample, as well as the responsibility for the field survey reside upon the team of 

specialists within the Barometer's jury” (From POB’s webpage) 
82
 The fundamental assumption of this research is that the data and the statistics provided by the POB are correct 

and unbiased.  
83
 Unfortunately though, not many Romanian studies have used the wealth of information provided by the 

Barometers at micro-level. One such study is Bjola (2001) 
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vague or changing questions and by coding incompatible with the rest of the surveys. A more involved 

motivation in ignoring the data for 1994 relies on the assumption that, respondents’ experience with 

answering surveys of this magnitude being nil, their answers might not be entirely reliable84. It may be 

the case that, during its first year of existence, while the Barometer was still an unknown initiative, the 

individuals feared the lack of confidentiality of these surveys. Also, it may be the case that, in 1994, 

individuals were not entirely accustomed to the workings of democracy, in the sense of making a clear 

relation between their perceptions over the economy and their political choices.  

 

Data availability was thus limited downwards by the year 1995, while the upward limit was set to 2001. 

After this year, some questions regarding the public’s perceptions over the economy and over the 

government’s performance -which are used here for analysis- have been removed altogether from the 

questionnaire. Under the constraints imposed by data availability, this study thus follows the changes 

occurring in the (economic) voting behavior during the interval 1995-2001, that is, commencing with 

one year prior to the general elections of 1996, up to one year after the elections of 2000.  

 

Table 4.0: Availability of the Public Opinion Barometer (1995-2001):  
Year Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec 

1995   Y   Y   Y   Y 
1996   Y    Y   Y   
1997   Y   Y   Y   Y 
1998      Y     Y  
1999     Y      Y  
2000     Y      Y  
2001     Y      Y  

Y– months when Barometer survey data was collected 
The shaded cells indicate the surveys selected for this research 
 

Given that the yearly number of barometers varies (see Table 4.0), a decision was due regarding the 

particular surveys to be used in the research. To ensure consistency over time and comparability of 

data, only two barometer surveys were selected for each year under study. Given that a time pattern 

emerged during 1999-2001 (surveys being systematically administered in the months of May and 

November), over the interval 1995-1998 preferences were also given to the barometers administered 

in the months closest to May and November. This choice allows for capturing the possible seasonality 

of voting preferences, since the restricted data (2 barometers per year) encompasses the variation 

between summer and winter. 

 

Table 1 in Appendix 3 presents basic information on each of the Public Opinion Barometers that were 

used by our statistical analysis. As the table shows, the aggregate database is extremely large, 

corresponding to a total of more than 20000 respondents. Each respondent answered, on average, to 

                                                           
84
 Initially, the Barometer was supposed to comply with all the requirements of panel data collection. The same 

cohort of individuals was supposed to be observed over time. This project failed, not only because different 

research institutes found it difficult to question the same sample of people, but also because it appeared that, over 

time, the respondents became prone to give automatic answers to the questions asked, without considering the 

real changes occurring into their environment. For instance, to a question like “How much of your monthly 

income you spend on food?”, respondents’ answers appeared to be suspiciously stable over time, in spite of 

extreme variation in the purchasing power of population, as documented by statistical data. Therefore, the 

Barometer’s jury decided to move from panel data to multi-stage random selection of individuals. 
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over one hundred questions. However, only the answers to approximately 30 questions have been 

retained for this study, as detailed in Table 2 of the Appendix 3.   

 

4.2.1.2. Database cleaning and organization  

A significant problem encountered in the analysis of the Barometers resides in the questionnaires’ 

inconsistency over time. Potentially useful questions pertain only to a few surveys-thus had to be 

ignored-, while others have changed definition or answer keys over time –thus had to be re-coded. 

Data inconsistencies and limitations considerably hindered the formulation of the hypotheses to be 

tested, narrowing the comparison possibilities with previous results of the literature. 

 

Harmonization of data was required in order to restore consistency. Mostly, this requested a re-coding 

of the answer keys. A more significant sacrifice entailed by data harmonization consisted in leaving 

the November 2001 questionnaire off the data set. This decision was dictated by the fact that this 

survey lacks the question related to respondents’ ‘Fears’, and thus could not be used on an equal 

footing with the other surveys in formulating the models85,86. 

 

The complete collection of Public Opinion Barometer surveys was narrowed to the period 1995-2001, 

thus consisting of 13 surveys (2 surveys per year, with the exception of 2001). For the empirical study 

of Romanians’ voting behavior, selected questions from this ‘reduced’ database of opinion polls were 

used, in order to investigate: 

a) The importance of socio-demographic characteristics (age, gender, residence, nationality, 

schooling) in shaping the political choice of the individual. These personal characteristics are the 

main source of objective factors determining individuals’ voting decision  

b) The importance of subjective beliefs and attitudes (acknowledged ‘fears’ of inflation, 

unemployment, social unrest, etc, perceptions over the current quality of living in comparison to 

last/next year’s) in defining support for the government or for Left/Right parties 

c) Whether the determinants of political support have changed significantly between 1995-2001. 

 

The choice of the statistical techniques to use in analyzing aggregate time-series data has to 

accommodate the constraints of the econometric theory and the assumptions made about the 

analyzed model. The problem under our study is the connection between the Romanian parties’ 

popularity over the time interval 1995-2001(which includes 2 elections) and 2 sets of factors: a) 

elector’s personal characteristics (gender, age, ethnicity, schooling), and b) elector’s ‘subjective’ and 

‘objective’ perceptions over the economy and the environment. 

 

                                                           
85
 As will be seen, our models use a set of variables related to ’Fears’, an indicator of individuals’ subjective 

determinants of voting choices. 
86
 The same observation applies to the surveys administered after November 2001: The structure of the questions 

changed significantly from one survey to the next, making the harmonization of data impossible. This is another 

important reason for our sample only collecting 1995-2001 data. 
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The main hypothesis is that the social and economic environments affect the voter in two 

complementary ways87. The ‘evaluative’ effect reflects the objective state of the economy, and it is 

assumed that the better the state of the economy, the more likely it is that the incumbent government 

receives a high level of public support. Secondly, the ‘subjective’ or ‘instrumental’ effect captures the 

extent to which economic and social changes are perceived by voters as affecting their own self-

interest. Once voters’ perception is that they are doing well as a result of the current policies, they lend 

their instrumental support to the party in power. It is assumed here that this sort of ‘instrumental’ 

support of the electorate is best represented by their perceptions of the economic and social 

environment, captured by their current fears and their judgments regarding their current well being, in 

comparison with last year’s evaluation and next year’s prospects. When electors are optimistic 

regarding their future prospects, they are more likely to support the government who created the 

socio-economic conditions for this optimism.  On the contrary, pessimism regarding the future is likely 

to be associated with a fall in the support for the government.  

 

4.2.1.3. The why’s and what’s of data pooling  

A pattern of ’repeated cross-section’ data is typical for opinion surveys investigating the public’s 

preferences. What differentiates opinion surveys from other forms of longitudinal data (i.e. the classic 

‘panel’) is the fact that at regular intervals a ’new’ random sample, assumed to be representative for 

the investigated population, is drawn and asked to respond to (more or less) the same set of 

questions88. Thus, in the framework of the available data, we use methods concerned with pooled 

cross-sectional data. As stated by Micklewright (1994, p 78), “This term is used to describe the pooling 

of successive cross-sections of different observational units. The effect of this pooling is to produce a 

large cross-section, with time of observation as one attribute which varies across units” 89.  

 

Employment of pooled cross-sectional data has several advantages, not accessible when simple 

cross-sections or pure time series are used. At the same time, the appeal of pooled cross-section data 

must be balanced with the problems it raises in research. The main pros and cons of pooling cross-

sectional data are compiled in the next paragraphs, following Micklewright (1994) and Davies (1994).  

 

A) Benefits of pooling  

� Increased sample size: The most obvious advantage of combining several successive 

surveys investigating the same questions is the increase in the number of 

observations (and information). An increase in the sample size is desirable, since it 

results in higher precision of the statistical analysis. Nevertheless, this effect has a 

                                                           
87
 This framework was summarized by Sanders and Ward (1994), who evaluate the connection between the 

popularity of the incumbent government and the state of the domestic economy. 
88
 Cf. Sanders and Ward (1994), p 201 

89
 As already noted, the difference between pooled cross-sections and the ‘classic’ panel data is that for panel 

data the same sample of population is studied over time, while for pooled cross-sections the sample varies over 

time. Thus, panel data is a special case of the larger family of pooled cross-sectional data. As such, Micklewright 

(1994, p 82) argues: “It is wrong to think of pooled cross-sections as being a poor cousin of panel data, but a 

series of cross-sections can be used to create a ‘pseudo-panel’”. 
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ceteris paribus nature: if the parameters of the estimated model significantly change 

over time, then increasing the size of the sample will not necessarily increase the 

precision of the estimates.  

� Temporal change: Another major attraction of pooling is represented by the possibility 

to include temporal variation into the explanatory variables. While a single survey 

cannot capture this, pooling cross-sections genuinely introduces time variation90.  

� Growth accounting: Electoral results (and the opinion polls between elections) show 

significant variation over time. Ceteris paribus, one is interested to find out whether 

the response change is due to a change in behavior over time of a population with 

fixed characteristics, or whether the change was the result of a change in the 

characteristics of a population whose behavior was fixed. Pooled cross-sections can 

be successfully used to investigate these issues91, 92.  

 

B) Disadvantages of pooling 

� Changing definitions: as noted, the typical problem with time-series surveys is that 

collection of data, in terms of methodology and definitions, might change over time. 

Due to the fact that surveys are not specifically designed for eventual pooling, many 

variables are only present in one or a few questionnaires, and do not perpetuate over 

time. Similarly, variables are continuously present in the questionnaire, but which 

change definition or answer key. These inconsistencies in the definitions of variables 

require extra effort into data ‘cleaning’ and re-coding. 

� Technical effort required: Pooling of data leads to data sets involving tens (or 

hundreds) of thousands of observations, studying the behavior of tens (or hundreds) 

of variables. As a consequence, the human and computing power needed by the 

collection and manipulation of data require additional labor in order to conduct the 

data analysis and control the possibility of error. 

                                                           
90
 Nevertheless, one can argue that this time variation could be sufficiently captured by the use of simple 

aggregate time-series (not pooled cross-sections). Micklewright (1994, p 81) gives a compelling argument: 

“Statistical analysis is often dogged by problems of multicolinearity. Income, social class indicators, education 

levels and prices may all move together over time, making it hard to pin down their independent effects. By using 

a time series of cross-sections, individual-level effects coming from income, social class and education will be 

identified using the enormous variation present in micro-data. The effects of prices, for example, can be 

identified by the temporal variation introduced by pooling, thus avoiding the problems of colinearity present in 

aggregate time series”.  
91
 Gomulka and Stern (1990) have proposed a method that uses pooled cross-sections in order to decompose the 

causes of aggregate change over time. Their approach measures the effect of changes in the behavior of the same 

population over time, for a fixed set of population characteristics. On the other hand, it captures the effect of 

changes in demographic and other explanatory variables on the dependent variable (women participation rate), 

when population behavior is fixed by assumption.  
92
 Growth accounting warns that not all benefits of pooling can be used simultaneously. Estimating a model for 

each set of the time series observations clearly is in contradiction with the pooling of data in order to increase 

sample size. Pooling to increase sample size becomes necessary in circumstances when estimation with 

individual years (samples) might be impossible, which renders the growth accounting not feasible. Nevertheless, 

when sample sizes in individual years are sufficient, estimation of the same model should be carried out both for 

the pooled data and the individual years, in order to test the stability and robustness of parameters. Gomulka and 
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The ensuing analysis takes advantage of the benefits of data pooling, by applying (heteroskedastic) 

probit modeling to the aggregate cross-section data. Subsequently, the model is employed on yearly 

data, to test the robustness of the results. 

 

4.2.2. The model: Probit analysis with heteroskedastic extensions 
 

Our empirical model intends to evaluate the magnitude and direction of the impact of voters’ subjective 

perceptions of government’s (economic) performance on their electoral preferences. In addition, the 

model assumes that voting decisions are also shaped by the electors’ objective socio-demographic 

characteristics. 

 

Individual i’s voting decision is simultaneously a form of support for the incumbent (or the opposition), 

and a form of support for Left (or Right) wing parties. The electoral choice of each surveyed individual 

is thus inherently discrete and binary  (Incumbent vs. Opposition party or Left vs. Right wing party). In 

consequence, to capture the effects of subjective and objective factors (demographic factors, 

perceptions, attitudes) on the individual’s decision, a probit model is employed93. 

 

We assume that the political choices of the survey respondents are described by a latent random 

utility maximization function of the type94: 

 

εγβ
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where    

y
L

i
= political attitude of individual i , defined as:  (A) magnitude of support for Incumbent, (B) 

magnitude of support for Left wing party 

xi
= vector of personal, objective socio-demographic characteristics of individual i: age, gender, 

education, nationality, etc (in other words, the variables belonging to group 5) 

zi
= vector of (subjective and objective) beliefs, fears, attitudes and evaluations of the economy, 

specific to the individual i, reflected in his answers to the survey questions: degree of fear of inflation, 

unemployment, crime, social unrest, along with perceptions over the current state of the economy and 

the current quality of living in comparison to last/next year’s, evaluations of the government’s 

performance and degree of trust in state and non-political institutions.  

                                                                                                                                                                                     

Stern (1990) note that a major attraction of pooling resides precisely in allowing for a check-up of the reliability 

and representative power of the aggregate coefficients, based on the results of a single year’s data.  
93
 The probit model is preferred here to a logit, since it allows for Ramsey RESET-type tests of normality and 

heteroskedasticity of errors.  
94
 A similar method for the empirical study is found in Earle, Gehlbach, Sakova, Vecernic (1997) and Earle, 

Gehlbach (2003), who employ a logit model on Czech survey data in order to evaluate the effect of privatization 

experiences in determining support for the process of economic reform. 
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Since the data has a longitudinal dimension, time effects are captured through several dummy 

variables: seasonality, the ‘honeymoon effect’, etc (See Table 2 in Appendix 3). 

 

Throughout the model, we separate the socio-demographic variables (vector xi
), from the vector of 

objective and subjective fears, beliefs, attitudes and evaluations of the economy specific to individual i 

( zi
). This enables us to test our basic hypothesis, that (objective) socio-demographic variables alone 

cannot completely describe a voter’s choices, and that other (objective and subjective) ‘behavioral’ 

variables are picking up for unobserved determinants of voting. 

 

The problem here, as in many studies of attitudes and individual choices, is that we cannot directly 

observe y
L

i
, which has a latent nature. What can be observed, though, is its counterpart y

i
. y

i
 

takes the value 1 ( meaning (A) support for the Incumbent, (B) support for Left wing party) if  y
L

i
> 0, 

and value 0 (expressing (A) support for Opposition party, (B) support for Right wing party) if y
L

i
≤ 0. In 

fact, we actually estimate the probit model where y
i
 is the dependent variable. 

 

Customarily, probit models assume that the error term is normally distributed, )1,0(N
i
≈ε . Still, we 

have two reasons to be concerned about a potential heteroskedasticity in our data (i.e. a potentially 

unequal variance of the errors across the survey observations). The first concern is straightforward: 

pooled cross-section time series like the one employed here (data is pooled from 13 different surveys 

which extend over 7 years) are often affected by heteroskedasticity. Heteroskedasticity can be the 

result of difference in group size (bigger groups can take different decisions than small groups), 

difference in income (larger income individuals might have different behavior that poorer groups) etc. 

In addition, data was collected by different research institutes, which declared different percentages of 

error in the stratification.  

 

The second source of concerns regarding heteroskedasticity is more sophisticated, and originates in 

the theory of “heterogeneous choice” models, elaborated by Alvarez and Brehm (1995) with regard to 

survey responses on policy choices. In the authors’ view, certain situations can lead to respondents’ 

two-sided answers and to a corresponding unequal variance of errors. These situations are: 

equivocation (respondents might be uncertain about the interviewer’s reaction to their answers, thus 

give ‘spineless’ answers to questions in order to evaluate this reaction), uncertainty (the respondent is 

insufficiently informed to answer the question) and ambiguity of questions (although respondents 

might hold firm opinions on the issue at stake, the questions are inadequately formulated). A more 

complicate source of unequal variance in responses is ambivalence (although certain about their 

position on some core beliefs and values and equally certain about the ramifications of these beliefs, 
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the respondents still find some questions difficult to answer, as conflict between personal core beliefs 

makes for difficult choices and uncertain or unstable responses. Ambivalence about policy choices 

should vary across survey respondents according to differences in the amount of values conflict.). 

According to Alvarez and Brehm, “preferences […] are not identically distributed and […] the process 

of generating responses to policy choices is heterogeneous: some respondents will be more 

uncertain, more ambivalent, or more equivocal than other respondents and this will cause them to 

have a wider underlying distribution of choices”.  

 

If an empirical model fails to account for the process that causes unequal variance in the survey 

responses, the model is likely to produce incorrect results. However, making amends for the unequal 

variance in a model means nothing else than correcting for the time-old problem of heteroskedasticity. 

Nonetheless, the novelty of the approach proposed by Alvarez and Brehm is that they cease to regard 

heteroskedasticity as a ‘disease’ plaguing the data. On the contrary, they look at heteroskedasticity as 

an opportunity to examine how unequal variance can give powerful insights into empirical processes. 

The underlying variance in a respondent’s answers yields direct info about the degree of certainty or 

ambivalence that a respondent has in his or her opinions, preferences and choices. Alvarez and 

Brehm’s innovative  study of heterogeneous choice models laid the foundation for regarding variability 

in survey responses as the outcome of something more significant than simple human error or 

ignorance. Moreover, they made a case for the fact that, in certain circumstances, identification of the 

factors that determine variability of choice is more interesting than identifications of the factors 

determining choice. In fact, understanding the reasons behind the unequal variance is equivalent to 

understanding the factors that determine respondents’ ambivalence.   

 

Unlike in the case of linear models (where heteroskedasticity only leads to inefficiency), in the specific 

case of probit models, heteroskedasticity makes the maximum likelihood estimates both inconsistent 

and inefficient: as proved by Yatchew and Griliches (1985), heteroskedasticity leads to incorrect 

estimates of the covariance matrix of the model and impacts on both the coefficient estimates and the 

estimated variances of parameters. 

 

As our simple probit model is suspected of heteroskedasticity, this is tested and the model is modified 

accordingly into a heteroskedastic probit model. The attraction of this model, apart from providing a 

cure for heteroskedasticity, is that it is also able to provide insights into the causes of ambivalent 

preferences. Thus, in addition to the standard probit, the heteroskedastic model includes a set of 

variables meant to account for the unequal variance. A plausible form for modeling the heterogeneity 

in variance is Harvey’s (1976) ‘multiplicative heteroskedasticity’ probit model. The functional form of 

the model remains unchanged, but the variance of the error term is assumed to be dependent on 

some of the independent variables (hence the ‘multiplicative heteroskedasticity’ idea). Therefore,  
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wi
 is a vector of independent variables that impact on the heteroskedasticity of the error term. The 

time variables are natural candidates for the heteroskedasticity test, but the other variables are also 

tested for their potential impact on the errors’ variance95,96.  

 

Estimation of the model is thus achieved in three steps. Standard probit specifications provide initial 

estimations on the significance of subjective and objective voter characteristics. Secondly, diagnostic 

testing reveals the presence of several variables in the heteroskedastic component of the model. 

Finally, a heteroskedastic probit model provides more accurate estimations, not only for the 

coefficients corresponding to the structural variables (the β and γ  vectors) but also for the 

heteroskedastic coefficients (λ ). 

 

4.2.3. The variables 
 

The large number of questions existing in the 13 surveys under study raised a number of problems 

with regard to the selection of relevant information and the subsequent data reduction. This choice has 

been jointly constrained by data availability, by the longitudinal heterogeneity of questions, and, last 

but not least, by the existing theories and results of the literature on economic voting. The 

particularities of the political life in Romania between 1995-2001 have further narrowed the choice of 

variables. Table 2 in the Appendix 3 gives more details on the choice and coding of the variables, 

while Table 3 presents their descriptive statistics97.  

 

4.2.1.1. Dependent variables 

Respondents’ electoral preferences are given by their answer to the question: “If elections were held 

next Sunday, which party would you vote for?”
98. Our study of the voting response within the 

Romanian population follows two directions, employing 2 separate dependent variables ( y
i
): 

A. Support for incumbent party (INCUDMR): This binary variable captures whether the 

respondent admits that he would vote for the incumbent party or coalition (1), or not (0).  

B. Support for Left or Right Wing parties (PROBITLR): Also a binary variable, it captures whether 

the party of the voter’s choice has a Left- (1) or Right-wing (0) ideology.  

 

The dependent variables are used in the specification of two different sets of probit models: INCUDMR 

tests several hypotheses related to the incumbency-oriented theory, while PROBITLR allows the 

evaluation of the issue voting theory.  

 

                                                           
95 
 Note that, for computational purposes, this vector must not contain a constant term. 

96
  Technical details on the Harvey’s heteroskedastic probit model are found in Appendix  5. 

97
 Due to the limited nature of the data, we could not find appropriate ways for testing several ‘traditional’ 

hypotheses and dilemmas of the literature: the Myopic vs. the Sophisticated Voter, the Retrospective vs. the 

Forward Looking Voter. Also, constrained by data availability (lack of long time series of aggregate survey 

data), we could not resort to the techniques of the ‘traditional’ Voting-Popularity functions. 
98
 This question consistently maintained its format in all of the 13 Barometer questionnaires. 
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A problem in coding respondents’ electoral preferences into a binary choice between 0 (for parties 

belonging to the Right or Center-Right wing) or 1 (for parties belonging to the Left or Center Left) was 

represented by the Greater Romania Party (GRP), a populist, extremist, ultra-nationalistic, fascist 

party. Typically, the nationalist and fascist parties classify as belonging to the ‘Right wing’. However, in 

the Romanian context, classifying the Greater Romania Party at the Right would mean assimilating it 

with the reformist parties promoting economic reform, European integration, and Western-style values. 

In consequence, a Right-wing label would be misleading and would distort the results of the analysis. 

Since its economic platform is based on ideas of property nationalization and extreme social 

protection, we consider the Greater Romania Party  –at least from an economic point of view- as 

belonging to the (extreme) Left side. In consequence, a correct and complete definition of the 

PROBITLR variable would be: 0- support for Right wing parties and 1- support for Left wing and 

Populist parties. 

 

Similar questions arose regarding the coding of several ethnic parties, mainly the Hungarian 

Democratic Union in Romania (HDUR), but also the Democratic Forum of Germans in Romania and 

other smaller ethnic parties, due to the fact that these parties gather votes mostly based on their 

appeal to ethnic minorities, (who regard them as a port parole of their specific needs and demands), 

not due to their economic ideology or performance. Since, in terms of economic policies, these parties 

were in favor of liberalization, reform, opening of the economy, etc, we consider them as belonging to 

the Right wing99. 

 

Several reasons justify our preference for the employment of a binary Left-right variable instead of a 

multinomial dependent variable that could have also included (at least) GRP and HDUR. The first 

reason concerns the efficiency of analysis: given the effervescence of the Romanian political life -

hundreds (!) of parties coexisting over the interval under study-, a multinomial probit function using all 

possible electoral choices would have been extremely cumbersome. In the same time, it would have 

been unjustified, since few parties were indeed relevant for the political life. Some parties dissolved, 

some merged into coalitions, some changed name (and even ideology) during the interval of study, 

making it difficult or redundant to track them over the entire 1995-2001 time interval. Thus, regrouping 

the multitude of voting choices into only two broad categories: vote for Left vs. vote for Right (or vote 

for Incumbent vs. vote for the Opposition) appeared as an economical and justified solution. However, 

as Tucker (2005) noted, “It is difficult to apply a simple left-right classification to parties in transition 

countries, both because it is hard to know where parties stand and because they can often change 

their positions” (p. 11). The coding decision into Left-Right was thus based on two factors: a party’s 

                                                           
99
 An important point to be made here is that, in transition economies, thus in Romania, the significance of Left 

and Right parties slightly differs from the established ‘Western’ definition. By ‘Right wing (Romanian) parties’, 

we refer to reformists, in favor of rapid price liberalization, privatization, opening of the system. ‘Left-wing’ 

parties favor a slower pace of reform and increased social protection (sometimes even halting the reformist 

policies due to their social costs). Moreover, we examine the interval 1995-2001, when the distinction Left vs. 

Right was mostly based on the reform vs. gradualism crossing line. In time, nevertheless, this distinction faded 

away, being gradually replaced by cross-lines more similar to those existing in the established Western 

democracies (attitudes towards social protection, unemployment, inflation, etc) 
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declaration regarding its position and the coalitions in which it took part. Although possible as an 

option (at least theoretically), votes for the Center are not captured in the model, since the Romanian 

political life between 1995-2001 did not display a truly ‘referential’ Center party: parties claiming to be 

in the Center would invariably define themselves as ‘Center-Left’ of ‘Center-Right’.  

 

A second reason why binary coding was preferred aims the clarity of exposition and the interpretation 

of results. With a multinomial probit, testing the theories of issue voting would have been difficult or 

even confusing: the issue voting theory links concerns of unemployment or inflation to support for Left 

or Right, but states nothing on the influence that these concerns could have on support for an ethnic 

or nationalistic party. Separate coding of the two parties would have been justified if additional 

independent variables could have identified and captured other issues of concern, specific to ethnic or 

nationalistic parties’ platforms. As these variables are lacking, some proxies should be used to identify 

links between concerns (other than prices and unemployment) and support for HDUR or GRP. Thus, 

employment of the variable “MINORITY” attempts to capture the fact that support for Right (or 

Incumbent/Opposition, according to the case) is in fact an indication of Support for HDUR. 

Unfortunately, no similar proxy could be used to determine the specific characteristics or concerns of 

GRP’s voters.  

 

As regards the INCUDMR variable, this was coded as follows: for the surveys 1-4, the incumbents 

were PSDR, RUNP, SPW, GRP100. In surveys 5 to 12, the incumbency variable had value 1 for DC, 

NCDPP, NLP, REM, NLP-DC, RAP and 0 otherwise. Finally, in the 13th survey, the following parties 

were coded as incumbents: SDPR, PSDR, HDUR.  

 

In addition to these two variables, a pre-testing variable has been defined: VOTEYN, capturing 

whether the respondent displays a politically active attitude (1-would vote next Sunday, knows for 

whom) or an absentee-mentality (0-would not vote next Sunday, does not know for whom to vote). 

 

4.2.1.2. Independent variables 

The choice of the model’s independent variables ( xi
and zi

) has been inherently and inevitably 

limited by the data availability. Appendix 2 provides detailed information regarding the content, the 

initial answer key, the final coding and the descriptive statistics for each variable employed in the 

model. Due to the initial complexity of the questionnaires, the data retained for this study of economic 

voting behavior has been assembled into the following distinct (but not necessarily disjunctive) 

categories101: 

 

Group 1-Satisfaction with living standards: This group captures subjective evaluations of the 

respondents, and collects the answers to the following questions: 

                                                           
100
 Appendix 2 details the significance of the acronyms used in this dissertation for the names of parties. 

101
 Attribution of the ‘subjective’ or ‘objective’ tag to the groups of variables was our choice, based on common 

sense and personal values. It might be that readers do not entirely endorse this (subjective) categorization. 
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• DIR: Do you think that things are going into the right direction? 
• CURRENT: How satisfied are you in general with your living? 

• PAST: How do you judge your current life in comparison to last year? 
• FUTURE: How do you think you will be living next year? 

 

Subjectivity of evaluations in this group is generated by the word loading of the questions (‘think’, 

‘judge’, ‘in general’), and by the fact that questions are vague, do not touch upon specific issues. 

 

Group 2- Fears: Collects the answers to the question “What are the things you fear the most?”, with 

two choices allowed, out of the following answer key: 

• prices (PRICES) 
• unemployment (UNEMP) 
• criminality (CRIME) 
• social unrest (UNREST) 

 
The variables in this group are, undoubtedly, of subjective nature, since the individual is asked to 

confront himself with (and confess to) his fears. 

 
Group 3- Evaluation of government’s performance: Variables are based on the answers to the 

questions below: 

• GEMPL: Are you rather pleased or displeased with the government’s activity regarding 
employment? 

• GCORR: Are you rather pleased or displeased with the government’s activity in combating 
corruption? 

• GIND: Are you rather pleased or displeased with the government’s activity regarding industry? 
• GAGR: Are you rather pleased or displeased with the government’s activity regarding 

agriculture? 

• GEDU: Are you rather pleased or displeased with the government’s activity regarding 
education? 

• GHEALTH: Are you rather pleased or displeased with the government’s activity regarding 
health? 

 
These variables are considered to have an objective nature, since respondents are required to give 

their opinion on specific issues, which entail introspection and logical consideration. 

 

Group 4- Trust in state/civil institutions: These variables collect the answers regarding opinion on 

specific institutions, as follows: 

• TGUV: How much trust do you have in the Government? 

• TPARL: How much trust do you have in the Parliament? 
• TJUST: How much trust do you have in Justice? 
• TARMY: How much trust do you have in the Army? 

• TCHURCH: How much trust do you have in the Church? 
 
Similar to Group 3, variables belonging to this group are judged as being of an objective nature, for the 

questions are very specific and demand a rational evaluation of the institutions’ performance before 

answering the question. 

 

It could nonetheless be argued that Groups 3 and 4 have a subjective nature, since questions are 

based on words like “judge”, “pleased”, “trust”. Still, this analysis assumes that the rational, objective 
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introspection necessitated by these questions subdues the possible subjectivity of the responses. In 

the least, these groups of variables should be taken as holding a “mostly” objective nature. 

 
A variable is standing alone, since its distinct nature does not allow for its clustering: 

• INCOME: How do you judge your family’s income? 
 

This variable is assumed to hold a subjective nature, for both the question and the answer key have a 

vague content (“enough for living”, “only covers the bear necessities”, etc). Optimists (if any) would 

tend to overstate their evaluation of income, while pessimists would undervalue it102.  

 
Group 5-Socio-Demographic (’Ecological’) variables: These objective variables capture the 
specific characteristics of each respondent: 

• GENDER: gender 

• AGE: number of years at the date of the interview 
• YOUNG: below the sample’s mean age (45 years). Use of this variable has been favored over 

AGE, since it allows for a distinction between the voting behavior of ‘young’ and ‘old’ electors 
• MINORITY: Ethnic minority status (Hungarian, Roma, German or other) 
• PRIMARY: Primary school studies at most  
• POSTSEC: Post-secondary education (For the PRIMARY and POSTSEC dummies, the 

omitted value is “Secondary school at most”) 
• RESID: Residence (urban 1 versus rural 0) 
• MOLD: Respondent is from Moldova 
• TRANS: Respondent is from Transylvania, Banat or Crisana (For the regional dummies, the 

omitted value is Wallachia) 
 
 
Group 6- Time variables: These are: 

• TIME: the number of the survey in the range of surveys (from 1 to 13) 
• SEASON: season effect (1 for a survey occurring in winter, 0 for summer) 
• HONEYMOON: honeymoon effect (surveys immediately following elections) 
• BACKSWING: backswing effect (surveys immediately preceding elections) 
• INCUML: political orientation of the incumbent: (1 – left incumbent, 0-right incumbent) 

 
 
4.2.1.3. Cluster variables. Data reduction on orthogonal dimensions, using the Principal 

Components Method 

Simultaneous employment of all the independent variables would be impractical, primarily because 

their large number would make the interpretation of the results cumbersome. A more significant 

problem resides in the fact that many of the variables belonging to groups 1, 2, 3 and 4 are possibly 

correlated103. To reduce dimensionality and avoid (or at least reduce) multicolinearity, some groups of 

variables are further aggregated into cluster variables, by employing the method of Principal 

Components (Sharma 1996, Tacq 1997)104.  

 

                                                           
102
 Objective income data could have been obtained if individuals had been questioned upon the absolute value 

of their income. In this case INCOME would have been included in the group of objective ecological variables. 
103
 Multicolinearity of variables within Group 5 (Socio-demographic characteristics) and 6 (Time variables) was 

avoided by their very construction. 
104
 This technique uses the rotating factor analysis in order to construct clusters of variables –known as 

eigenvectors or principal components- that are fully orthogonal to each other. They represent separate 

dimensions of the initial variables, and can be used in regression analysis. The factor loadings (or correlations) 

define the clusters and help in their interpretation. 
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The method of Principal Components is employed here with two purposes: (1) to reduce the number 

of variables (and their possible colinearity) and (2) to detect structure in the relationships between 

variables. The goal of this exercise is to identify the latent factors (or structure) determining individuals 

to give certain (clusters of) answers to certain questions. (For instance, in group 1 variables, it is 

probable that individuals giving negative appreciation of their current life in comparison to last year 

would also give negative answers when asked to evaluate their prospects for next year’s living). 

Basically, the method of Principal Components aggregates the answers to several questions into 

synthesizing variables, which are, in essence, linear combinations of the original ones. Although there 

are as many principal components as there are initial variables, most of the variability in the original 

variables is explained by only one or a few components. Only these are retained for further analysis, 

and it is in this that the data reduction aspect of the factor analysis method consists of. 

 

We applied the Principal Components technique to the first 4 groups of variables105. The results to 

each of the 4 factor analyses are detailed below (more detailed results are found in Appendix 4). Due 

to their aggregate nature, interpretation of principal components is mainly based on the components’ 

factor loadings and requires awareness of the data content and a certain level of intuition. 

 

• Group 1: Satisfaction with living standards 

44.816% of the variance in this group of variables is explained by a single principal component. A 

glimpse at the Component Score Coefficients shows that all initial variables have quite significant 

factor loadings (at least 0.330, at most 0.402). As such, we conclude that the principal component 

characterizing these 4 variables is a measure of Satisfaction with living standards (SATLI), and will be 

further used as a single variable replacing the 4 variables in group 1. As the initial variables from 

which it is derived, SATLI has a subjective nature.  

 

• Group 2: Fears 

56.458% of the variance in the group of variables describing fears is explained by two principal 

components. The first carries high positive loadings for the fears of prices (0.487) and of 

unemployment (0.373), and very high negative loading for fear of crime and infractions (-0.671). The 

second component displays a very high loading for the fear of social unrest (0.890), and a quite high 

negative residual loading for crime (-0,304). In this framework, we use these two principal components 

as variables of their own: The first confines egotropic fears (FEAREGO), while second captures the 

sociotropic fears (FEARSOC)106, both retaining the subjective nature of their components. 

 

                                                           
105
 The Principal Components analysis was carried out with the Data Reduction facility of the SPSS 11.0 for 

Windows. The extraction method was Principal Components, while the selected rotation method was Varimax 

with Kaiser normalization. 
106
 The fact that individuals were only allowed two choices from a list of fears translates into the structure of the 

principal components: the egotropic individual mostly fears prices, unemployment or crime, while the 

sociotropic fear social unrest or crime. This makes the fear of crime a special variable, since people think of 

crime in two dimensions: egotropics fear the crime that could affect them individually, while the sociotropics 

fear the overall level of crime within the country.  
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• Group 3: Evaluation of government’s performance 

One principal component explains 42.695% of the variance in this group of variables. Interpretation of 

this component is similar to group 1. Since all the original variables enter the principal component with 

quasi-equal positive loadings (between 0.22 and 0.28), this principal component encompasses the 

respondents’ satisfaction with the activity of the government (SATGU), and has an objective nature. 

 

• Group 4: Trust in institutions 

Two principal components explain 71.39% of the variance in the variables belonging to group 4. The 

first component has very high loadings for the political institutions (Government and Parliament), and 

less for Justice. This component will be further used in the analysis to reflect trust in representative 

(elective) institutions (TRREPINS). The second component has high factor loadings for the trust in 

Church and Army, reflecting individuals’ trust in the not representative (non-elective) institutions 

(TRNREPINS)107,108. Both variables are assumed to carry an objective nature, as they derived from 

the objective variables collected within Group 4. 

 

Before concluding this section, it is fair to mention some of the variables that could not be used in this 

analysis, due to their heterogeneous definitions and coding. The most significant loss of information is 

due to the fact that respondents’ occupation and main source of revenue was not uniformly coded 

over time. Some surveys have separate questions for occupation and for status (employed, 

unemployed, retired, student, social benefits recipient, etc), but most of them mix these categories in 

one question only. Regarding the main source of revenue, definitions varied, from a mere distinction 

between state, private or farming income to a large array of possible answers, including dividends, 

restitution of property, rents, etc. The respondents’ revenue groups could not be used, since this 

question only appeared in few surveys and, besides, inflation and under-reporting of revenues (due to 

extensive tax evasion) erode the validity of answers109. 

 

 

                                                           
107
 The interpretation of the two ‘Trust’ components requires additional insight: the institutions of Parliament and 

Government are characterized by a democratic process of elections and by transparent rules of mass 

communication. In contrast, the Church and the Army are not similarly transparent with respect to their 

governing rules and their decision-making (i.e. regarding the election of leaders, budget allocation, etc). The 

institution of Justice has a mixed status, being partly a ‘representative’ institution (the Justice Minister belonging 

to the Government), partly non-transparent (judicial decisions and procedures follow embedded rules, not 

exposed to public debate and voting). Moreover, when asked about their ‘Trust in Justice’, the questioned 

population might fail to distinguish between two different meanings for Justice: one is Justice as an Institution of 

the State, the other is a populist avenging (or ‘justitiary’) attitude, specific to the supporters of the Greater 

Romania Party (to whom the slogan ‘Justice should be done’ greatly appeals). It is thus fitting that trust in 

Justice has factor loadings both in the TRREPINS and TRNREPINS components.   
108
 Alternatively, we could have named the two components as ‘Trust in Modern’ (i.e. Government, Parliament) 

vs. ‘Trust in Traditional’ (Church, Army) Institutions. We prefer, however, the separation criteria based on 

transparency of rules and their elective representation.  
109
 Between 1995 and 2000, yearly inflation rates in Romania ranged between 32 and 155%, making 

comparisons of nominal revenues between surveys quite difficult and misleading. During the period, the 

estimated share of the underground economy reached approximately 40% of GDP, suggesting that a large part of 

population was under-declaring their real revenues.   
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4.3. THE EMPIRICAL STUDY. RESULTS
110 

 

4.3.1. The role of non-responses: pre-testing for a potential sample bias 
 

A striking feature of the data contained in all of the 14 surveys (including November 2001) is the large 

number of undecided or absentees. Overall, 38% of the sampled individuals have answered “I don’t 

know” or “I don’t vote” to the question “If elections were held next Sunday, which party would you vote 

for?” The large number of non-responses being automatically discarded by the design of our model, it 

biases the results of our analysis in the sense of being under-representative for the group of 

undecided or absentees. 

 

In order to evaluate the risk of sample bias, we run a preliminary standard probit specification, aiming 

to identify the socio-demographic characteristics of those most prone to non-response or indecision. 

To this end, we used the entire sample of data (14 surveys), and the dependent variable is VOTEYN 

(a dichotomous variable, taking the value 1 if the individual would vote if elections were held next 

Sunday and knows which party to vote for and 0 otherwise). The independent variables are the main 

socio-demographic characteristics.  

 

Table 4.1: Testing the potential sample bias  

Y=1: will vote, knows which party to vote for 

Independent variables Estimated coefficient (Standard 
error) 

Constant 0.3060 ×××  
(0.0265) 

Gender 0.2436 ×××  
(0.0176) 

Young -0.0655 ×××  
(0.0190) 

Minority 0.0063   
(0.0307) 

Primary -0.1917 ××× 
 (0.0221) 

Post-secondary 0.0100   
(0.0251) 

Residence -0.0553 ×××  
(0.0190) 

Moldova 0.0168  
(0.0227) 

Transylvania 0.0114  
(0.0205) 

N 21932 

Mean log-likelihood -0.658329 

14 surveys used 
×××- significant at 1% 

                                                           
110
 All estimations were performed using the GAUSS 3.5 software package. All specifications using the 13 

surveys’ aggregate data passed a RESET-type test of normality, consisting of a joint test of significance for the 

variables 
2''
)ˆˆ( γβ zx ii

+  and 
3''
)ˆˆ( γβ zx ii

+  included in addition to xi
 in an auxiliary probit regression. 

The results for normality are not presented here in order to simplify the presentation and to economize on space.    
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From our specification (Table 4.1), it emerges that those most likely to go to vote and to know whom to 

vote for are male, older than 45, with secondary studies. Urban voters are more likely to be absent, 

while the region of residence does not impact on the degree of absenteeism. Noteworthy is the fact 

that the ethnic minority status does not guarantee knowledge of which party to vote for (which means 

that the minorities do not necessarily support the ethnic parties). 

 
The results of our preliminary regression indicate that certain demographic variables are biasing the 

remaining sample in favor of the group of decided voters111. However, this bias is not blatant, since the 

high magnitude and significance of the constant term suggest that other (unobservable) characteristics 

of the (non-)respondents have not been pinned down by this initial regression. 

 

4.3.2. Support for the incumbent party of coalition 
 

Throughout this Section, the dependent variable reflects Support for incumbent (INCUDMR) and 

captures whether the respondent would vote for the incumbent party or coalition (1), or not (0). Table 

4.2 presents the results of our probit models. Several specifications have been set: only demographic 

and time variables (1), demographic, time and cluster variables (2,3), demographic, time, cluster 

variables and the income variable (4), demographic and cluster variables (5) and time, income and 

cluster variables (6)112. Out of the several specifications, Model (4) has been selected for further 

analysis, since it appears to have the best fit (in terms of mean and maximum log-likelihood)113. 

 

Specification (4) indicates that, over the time interval June 1995-May 2001, the demographic groups 

more likely to vote for the incumbent party were the women, the elderly, and those with only primary 

schooling. Ethnic minorities were also in favor of the incumbent party. This result is in accordance with 

the ‘rally-around-the-flag’ theory: HDUR, the party representing the interests of the Hungarians, the 

largest minority in Romania, has been holding the incumbency status between 1996-2001, as part of 

the leading coalition. Time variables are found to be significant: support for the incumbents regularly 

increased over the winter season. In accordance to the predictions of the literature, there is evidence 

in favor of both the honeymoon and the backswing effect (support for incumbents is high immediately 

after elections, but decreases prior to the new elections). 

 

Intriguingly enough, those who judge themselves as having high incomes are against the incumbent, 

finding which contradicts the predictions of the incumbency theory. On the other hand, incumbency 

theory is supported by the fact that those satisfied with their living standards and those satisfied with 

the activity of the government do support the government. Subjective fears do not appear as 

significant in determining support for the incumbent government. Those trusting the representative 

                                                           
111
 Although for the preliminary analysis we have used all 14 samples available (in order to obtain maximum 

information regarding the characteristics of the non-respondents), for the following analyses we have restricted 

the sample only to 13 surveys (as previously discussed).  
112
 Models (5) and (6) have been developed in order to see whether demographic or time variables alone are 

enough for explaining the volatility of electoral support. 
113
 Use of a dummy variable ’Young’ (those with age below mean value) appears to give better results than the 

employment of the ’Age’ variable. As a result, our models are in terms of ’Young’ vs. ’Old’ voters. 
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institutions (Government, Parliament) are in favor of the incumbents, as opposed to those trusting the 

non-representative, traditional institutions (Church, Army).  

Table 4.2: Support for the incumbent party or coalition-standard probit model 

Y=1: Support for the incumbent party- standard probit 

 Coefficients (Standard errors) 

        Specification 
Variables 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
 

(6) 
 

Constant 
-0.3276××× 
(0.0486) 

-0.4481××× 
(0.0498) 

-0.2977××× 
(0.0453) 

-0.2176××× 
(0.0535) 

-0.2393××× 
(0.0433) 

-0.1764××× 
(0.0414) 

Standard probit coefficients 

Demographic variables 

Gender 
-0.0705××× 
(0.0235) 

-0.1178××× 
(0.0244) 

-0.1189××× 
(0.0244) 

-0.1179××× 
(0.0244) 

-0.0713××× 
(0.0235) 

 

Age 
0.0013× 
(0.0008) 

0.0024××× 
(0.0008) 

    

Young   
-0.0808××× 
(0.0260) 

-0.0725××× 
(0.0262) 

-0.0493×× 
(0.0250) 

 

Minority 
0.5901××× 
(0.0423) 

0.6226××× 
(0.0433) 

0.6236××× 
(0.0433) 
 

0.6237××× 
(0.0433) 

0.5906××× 
(0.0423) 

 

Primary 
0.1037××× 
(0.0298) 

0.1377××× 
(0.0309) 

0.1390××× 
(0.0306) 

0.1318××× 
(0.0307) 

0.1032××× 
(0.0295) 

 

Post-secondary 
0.0814×× 
(0.0325) 

0.0387 
(0.0343) 

0.0388 
(0.0343) 

0.0496 
(0.0346) 

0.0806×× 
(0.0325) 
 

 

Residence 
-0.0567×× 
(0.0252) 

-0.0116 
(0.0262) 

-0.0109 
(0.0262) 

-0.0081 
(0.0262) 

-0.0564×× 
(0.0252) 

 

Moldova 
0.0110 
(0.0306) 

0.0303 
(0.0317) 
 

0.0287 
(0.0317) 

0.0265 
(0.0317) 

0.0102 
(0.0306) 

 

Transylvania 
-0.0031 
(0.0276) 

-0.0204 
(0.0286) 

-0.0218 
(0.0286) 

-0.0179 
(0.0286) 

-0.0039 
(0.0276) 

 

Time variables
114 

Time 
-0.0171××× 
(0.0032) 

-0.0046 
(0.0034) 

-0.0047 
(0.0034) 

-0.0051 
(0.0034) 

-0.0173××× 
(0.0032) 

-0.0034 
(0.0033) 

Season 
 

0.1845××× 
(0.0290) 

0.1139××× 
(0.0300) 

0.1140××× 
(0.0300) 
 

0.1093××× 
(0.0300) 

0.1845××× 
(0.0290) 

0.1059××× 
(0.0299) 

Backswing 
-0.3371××× 
(0.0349) 

-0.2647××× 
(0.0357) 

-0.2642××× 
(0.0357) 

-0.2596××× 
(0.0357) 

-0.3368××× 
(0.0349) 

-0.2467××× 
(0.0355) 

Honeymoon 
0.7493××× 
(0.0364) 

0.3959××× 
(0.0413) 

0.3968××× 
(0.0413) 

0.3931××× 
(0.0413) 

0.7497××× 
(0.0363) 

0.3617××× 
(0.0402) 

Income    
-0.0408××× 
(0.0148) 

 
-0.0592××× 
(0.0142) 

Satisfaction with 
living standards 

 
0.1821××× 
(0.0131) 

0.1817××× 
(0.0131) 

0.1952××× 
(0.0140) 

 
0.1842××× 
(0.0138) 

Egotropic fears  
-0.0111 
(0.0120) 

-0.0110 
(0.0120) 

-0.0148 
(0.0121) 

 
-0.0206× 
(0.0119) 

Sociotropic fears  
0.0079 
(0.0116) 

0.0079 
(0.0116) 

0.0100 
(0.0117) 

 
0.0041 
(0.0117) 

Satisfaction with 
government 

 
0.1464××× 
(0.0128) 

0.1465××× 
(0.0128) 

0.1477××× 
(0.0128) 

 
0.1633××× 
(0.0125) 

Trust in 
representative 
institutions 

 
0.2522××× 
(0.0134) 

0.2524××× 
(0.0134) 
 

0.2538××× 
(0.0134) 
 

 
0.2401××× 
(0.0131) 

Trust in non-
representative 
institutions 

 
-0.0575××× 
(0.0134) 

-0.0568××× 
(0.0133) 

-0.0581××× 
(0.0134) 

 
-0.0721××× 
(0.0130) 

N 12401 12400 12400 12400 12401 12408 

Mean log-
likelihood 

-0.646160 -0.598833 -0.598804 -0.598497 -0.646130 -0.610456 

Maximum log-
likelihood 

-8010 -7430 -7430 -7420 -8010 -7570 

13 surveys used 
Significance level: × - 10%, ×× - 5%, ××× -1% 

                                                           
114
 A natural choice for the independent time variables was to use dummies for each of the 13 surveys. However, 

the computer software was not able to run this specification, due to ‘insufficient variation in the variables’ (the 

matrix of independent variables cannot be inverted). 
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 Our results so far support the validity of the ‘rally-around-the-flag’ and the ‘attachment voter’ theories: 

there are factors (other than the outcomes of the government’s economic policy per se) that determine 

citizens’ support for the incumbent. In Romania (between 1995-2001), these factors appeared to be 

the inherent trust in the representative institutions, the minority status and gender. As for the 

‘incumbency theory’, the evidence is mixed  (those satisfied with the government’s performance and 

their living standard vote the incumbent, but, paradoxically, those pleased with their income do not). 

 

The simple probit specification of Model (4) is further tested for heteroskedasticity. As customary, the 

variables wi
, thought to be influencing heteroskedasticity, are chosen form the variables xi

 and 

y
i
, the variables that were used to model the standard probit115.   

 

Our heteroskedasticity test (Specification (7) in Table 4.3) reveals that several of the independent 

variables (Young, Time, Backswing, Honeymoon, Satisfaction with government and Trust in traditional 

institutions) are found to induce error variance116. The original probit model (4) is thus modified into a 

heteroskedastic probit (Model (8)), by including, in addition to the customary β  and γ , a set of 

‘heteroskedastic’ coefficients λ , corresponding to the variables that have failed the heteroskedasticity 

test. Thus, the λ component models the variables’ effect on the error variance.      

 

Table 4.3: Support for the incumbent-heteroskedasticity test and the heteroskedastic probit 
model 
                                                                                                                                                                                                      

Y=1: Support for the incumbent party: 
(7) augmented standard probit (test for 

heteroskedasticity)  
(8) heteroskedastic probit  

 Coefficients (Standard errors) 

        Specification 
Variables 

(7) 
 

(8) 
 

Constant 
-0.2336××× 
(0.0553) 

-0.1793××× 
(0.0497) 

Standard probit coefficients 

Demographic variables 

Gender 
-0.1095××× 
(0.0303) 

-0.1037××× 
(0.0223) 

Young 
-0.1116××× 
(0.0306) 

-0.0908××× 
(0.0256) 

Minority 
0.6856××× 
(0.0855) 

0.6500××× 
(0.0521) 

Primary 
0.1149××× 
(0.0338) 

0.0924××× 
(0.0277) 

                                                           
115
 The estimation results from the probit model are used to construct an artificial regression designed to test 

heteroskedasticity. The heteroskedasticity test is based on the joint significance of the variables 

wzx iii
)ˆˆ(

'' γβ + , included in addition to )ˆˆ(
'' γβ yx ii

+  in an auxiliary regression (cf. Jensen, Harris 

(2003)). Test statistics are based on the Lagrange Multiplier principle. A test statistic is the explained sum of 

squares from the artificial regression. (Davidson and MacKinnon, 1984). 
116
 Throughout the whole of the empirical study, correction of heteroskedasticity has only been applied to those 

variables failing the heteroskedasticity test at 5% level of significance. 
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Post-secondary 
0.0746 ×× 
(0.0378) 

0.0552× 
(0.0298) 

Residence 
-0.0201 
(0.0287) 

0.0099 
(0.0234) 

Moldova 
0.0385 
(0.0347) 

0.0109 
(0.0279) 

Transylvania 
-0.0218 
(0.0314) 

-0.0094 
(0.0250) 

Time variables 

Time 
-0.0007 
(0.0039) 

-0.0068×× 
(0.0035) 

Season 
 

0.1162××× 
(0.0349) 

0.0971××× 
(0.0274) 

Backswing 
-0.3506××× 
(0.0551) 

-0.3460××× 
(0.0613) 

Honeymoon 
0.2622××× 
(0.0625) 

0.2820××× 
(0.0397) 

Income 
-0.0422×× 
(0.0171) 

-0.0360××× 
(0.0133) 

Satisfaction with 
living standards 

0.1985××× 
(0.0266) 

0.1673××× 
(0.0150) 

Egotropic fears 
-0.0131 
(0.0130) 

-0.0132 
(0.0108) 

Sociotropic fears 
0.0100 
(0.0124) 

0.0103 
(0.0104) 

Satisfaction with 
government 

0.1426××× 
(0.0206) 

0.1361××× 
(0.0151) 

Trust in 
representative 
institutions 

0.2710××× 
(0.0311) 
 

0.2476××× 
(0.0187) 
 

Trust in non-
representative 
institutions 

-0.0482××× 
(0.0172) 

-0.0569××× 
(0.0132) 

Heteroskedastic coefficients 

Gender 
0.0238 
(0.0482) 

 

Young 
-0.2029××× 
(0.0514) 

0.2206××× 
(0.0459) 

Minority 
-0.1524 
(0.0973) 

 

Primary 
-0.0158 
(0.0604) 

 

Post-secondary 
0.1183× 
(0.0702) 

 

Residence 
-0.0863× 
(0.0513) 

 

Moldova 
0.0464 
(0.0642) 

 

Transylvania 
-0.0453 
(0.0547) 

 

Time 
0.0293××× 
(0.0068) 

-0.0297××× 
(0.0068) 

Season 
 

0.0162 
(0.0693) 

 

Backswing 
-0.2384××× 
(0.0834) 

0.3146××× 
(0.0861) 

Honeymoon 
0.2298×× 
(0.1005) 

-0.1136 
(0.0756) 

Income 
-0.0258 
(0.0293) 

 

Satisfaction with 
living standards 

0.0515 × 
(0.0278) 

 

Egotropic fears 
0.0232 
(0.0237) 

 

Sociotropic fears 
-0.0053 
(0.0236) 

 

Satisfaction with 
government 

-0.1510××× 
(0.0272) 

0.1342××× 
(0.0269) 
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Trust in 
representative 
institutions 

0.1527××× 
(0.0270) 

-0.1164××× 
(0.0235) 

Trust in non-
representative 
institutions 

0.0027 
(0.0277) 

 

N 12400 12400 

Mean log-
likelihood 

-0.592514 -0.593569 

Max log-likelihood -7420 -7360 

13 surveys used 
Significance level: × - 10%, ×× - 5%, ××× -1% 
 

Concerning the ‘standard’ coefficients, Harvey’s ‘multiplicative heteroskedasticity’ probit model (8) 

provides results similar to those of the simple probit model (4), with some qualifications. Firstly, in (8), 

post-secondary education becomes significant (the more educated favor the incumbents). Secondly, it 

appears that longer tenure in office is detrimental to incumbent’s support. This result agrees with the 

conclusions of the standard literature (Anderson (2000), the VP-literature, etc).  

 

While the standard probit coefficients reflect the direction and the magnitude of the influence that the 

independent variables have on voting decisions, the heteroskedastic coefficients bring up additional 

insight: they reflect the exogenous variables’ impact on the variance of the error terms (in other words, 

their role in determining heterogeneity in the voting preferences).  

 

As anticipated, time introduces heteroskedasticity of errors. It can be argued that variance in the 

distribution of support for incumbents decreased over time, since, as the democratic experience 

unfolded, voters become more knowledgeable about the political institutions and also more aware 

about the payoffs of their votes. If at the beginning of the transition voting was more of a ‘learning-by-

doing’ process, with time voters became more systematic in their preferences. In addition, positive 

significance of the ‘BACKSWING’ heteroskedastic coefficient indicates that preferences are more 

dispersed in surveys immediately preceding elections. This result can be justified through the role of 

the ‘last minute’ campaigns, which may have serious impact on the previously undecided voters. Our 

finding converges with the Box-Steffensmeier and Kimball’s (1999) result, according to which ‘the error 

variance increases for late deciders. The decision of voters affected by the short campaign are harder 

to explain (there is a larger error variance), because the factors of the short campaign are larger in 

number and harder to identify and measure’. 

 

Out of the demographic characteristics, we notice that only age introduces heteroskedasticity: the 

‘YOUNG’ have more heterogeneous preferences for the incumbent. Otherwise stated, the young ones 

are less decided when it comes to supporting the party in power. It also appears that those trusting the 

modern institutions of the state (Government, Parliament) are less inclined to volatile preferences. 

Quite surprising, those satisfied with the government’s activity also tend to have high variation in their 

support for the incumbent. This result is in contradiction with the incumbency theory, which would 

predict a negative sign for the heteroskedastic coefficient of this variable. A potential explanation for 

this result could be based on the Alvarez and Brehm’s (1995) explanation of ‘ambivalence’: 
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heterogeneity of voters’ choices can appear as a result of an underlying conflict in the voters’ beliefs 

on what the authors call ‘core’ issues117,118. In the context of this research, a plausible argument is that 

ambivalence (i.e. higher variance) in preferences towards the incumbent can result due to an inherent 

conflict between voter’s satisfaction with the government’s policy and its core ideological values or 

preferences (i.e. due to a ‘rally around the flag’ or ‘attachment’ position, the voter could not vote the 

incumbent, although being satisfied with the incumbent’s policy).  

 

4.3.3. Support for Left-wing vs. support for Right-wing parties 
 

The second goal of the empirical analysis is to investigate the determinant factors behind Romanians’ 

support of the Left- or Right-wing parties. Models’ specifications have progressed in a fashion similar 

to the one used for modeling support for the incumbent (Table 4.4): Following the structure of model 

(4), specification (9) expresses support for the Left parties as a function of socio-demographic, time, 

income and the composite variables derived through factorial analysis. To check the usefulness of 

adding explanatory variables, Model (10) only includes demographic variables, while Model (11) only 

explains support for Left through time, income and aggregate variables. According to the maximum 

loglikehood, we conclude that model (9) has the best fit and we choose it for further analysis. 

 

Model (9) reveals that gender does not influence support for Left or Right, while age does. This is not 

surprising, since in Romania Left parties tend to be associated with the former communists, while the 

Right wing is regarded as the promoter of liberalism and reform, thus being preferred by the young. 

Ethnic minorities are also in favor of the right wing, reflecting the fact that HDUR, the minority party 

with the strongest base (the Hungarians), defines itself as a Center-Right party. This result is an 

unambiguous case of ‘rally-around–the-flag’ or ‘attachment voting’, typical for parties representing 

minorities: to the minority voter, it does not necessarily matter what the party’s economic platform is, it 

is more important that it advocates the minority’s rights. 

 

Concerning the educational attainment, our results are relevant for the ‘issue voting’ theory: those with 

less education (primary schooling) strongly favor the Left wing, which promises gradual restructuring, 

low unemployment and social protection. On the contrary, those with post-secondary schooling and 

above favor the Right wing, more concerned with privatization and achieving economic stability and 

integration in the Western-style economic system. Furthermore, urban voters tend to support the Right 

(once again, perceived as the promoter of liberalization and of the Western orientation of the country), 

                                                           
117
 Alvarez and Brehm’s dissertation showed that individuals’ internal conflict between fundamental principles, 

such as respect for the right of choice and the respect for life could lead to ’ambivalence’ towards the abortion 

policy. Ambivalence was channeled through a heteroskedastic probit model of support for abortion rights, which 

identified the factors most likely to cause unequal variance in the error terms. The basic argument is that 

’individuals who possess strong arguments to both of the underlying core principles should have a harder time 

making a decision about abortion; thus they should have a higher error variance’ (p 1065). 
118
 ’Ambivalence’ is defined as in Feldman and Zeller’s (1992) ’ambivalence axiom: Most people possess 

opposing considerations on most issues, that is, considerations that might lead them to decide the issue either 

way’. 
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while the Left wing builds its constituencies in the rural areas, based on land restitution and promises 

of gradual agricultural reform. Support for the Left wing increased over the interval of our study. 

 

 Table 4.4: Support for Left parties- standard probit 

Y=1: Support for Left parties- standard probit 
 Coefficients (Standard errors) 

        Specification 
Variables 

(9) 
 

(10) 
 

(11) 
 

Constant 
0.2853××× 
(0.0550) 

0.2101××× 
(0.0459) 

0.0935×× 
(0.0415) 

Standard probit coefficients 

Demographic variables 

Gender 
0.0129 
(0.0252) 

0.0016 
(0.0250) 

 

Young 
-0.1029××× 
(0.0271) 

-0.1297××× 
(0.0266) 

 

Minority 
-1.4183××× 
(0.0462) 

-1.4114××× 
(0.0454) 

 

Primary 
0.0913××× 
(0.0324) 

0.1197××× 
(0.0320) 

 

Post-secondary 
-0.2717××× 
(0.0343) 

-0.3181××× 
(0.0335) 

 

Residence 
-0.1344××× 
(0.0277) 

-0.1299××× 
(0.0273) 

 

Moldova 
0.1025××× 
(0.0327) 

0.1175××× 
(0.0324) 

 

Transylvania 
-0.0991××× 
(0.0291) 

-0.1119××× 
(0.0288) 

 

Time variables
119 

Time 
0.0773××× 
(0.0035) 

0.0805××× 
(0.0035) 

0.0727××× 
(0.0033) 

Season 
 

-0.0228 
(0.0309) 
 

-0.0612×× 
(0.0303) 

-0.0154 
(0.0299) 

Backswing 
-0.0399 
(0.0368) 

-0.0129 
(0.0364) 

-0.0314 
(0.0355) 

Honeymoon 
0.0272 
(0.0421) 

-0.1185××× 
(0.0397) 

0.0638 
(0.0397) 

Income 
-0.0425××× 
(0.0153) 

 
-0.0869××× 
(0.0144) 

Satisfaction with 
living standards 

-0.1027××× 
(0.0146) 

 
-0.0882××× 
(0.0140) 

Egotropic fears 
0.0159 
(0.0122) 

 
0.0169 
(0.0118) 

Sociotropic fears 
0.0062 
(0.0118) 

 
-0.0040 
(0.0114) 

Satisfaction with 
government 

-0.0162 
(0.0130) 

 
-0.0092 
(0.0123) 

Trust in 
representative 
institutions 

-0.0669××× 
(0.0146) 

 
-0.0498××× 
(0.0137) 

Trust in non-
representative 
institutions 

0.0643××× 
(0.0138) 

 
0.1398××× 
(0.0129) 

N 12400 12401 12408 

Mean log-
likelihood 

-0.549481 -0.557303 -0.603702 

Maximum log-
likelihood 

-6810 -6910 -7490 

13 surveys used 
Significance level: × - 10%, ×× - 5%, ××× -1% 

                                                           
119
 Similar to the analysis of support for the incumbent, use of dummies for each of the 13 surveys could not be 

implemented by the computer software, due to ‘insufficient variation in the variables’ (the matrix of independent 

variables cannot be inverted). 
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In terms of regional distribution of support during the period, the Western part of the country 

(Transylvania), turned out to be distinctly in favor of the Right wing, as opposed to the Eastern part of 

the country, clearly supportive the Left (these results are relative to the voters belonging to the 

‘missing category’, the Southern region of the country, which includes Bucharest, the capital city).  

 

Individuals with higher income are less prone to support the Left wing, which provides evidence in 

favor of the ‘issue voting’ theory: those with high incomes tend to fear inflation, as degrading their 

wealth. In consequence, they traditionally vote the Right, as a promoter of anti-inflationary policies. 

Although in post-communist Romania the ideology of the Right wing is rather Liberal than 

Conservative, the Right is nevertheless a promoter of stabilizing economic policies, meant to 

eventually contain inflation to low levels. Those satisfied with their general living standards also 

support the Right wing, as do those trusting the representative state institutions. On the other hand, 

those who declare themselves as trusting the non-representative, traditional institutions (the Church, 

the Army), support the Left wing.  

 

Model (9) was tested for heteroskedasticity in specification (12), which identifies the variables that 

induce unequal error variance. The corrected model, using Harvey’s multiplicative heteroskedasticity 

probit functional form, is found in the specification (13), Table 4.5.  

 

Table 4.5: Support for Left parties-heteroskedasticity test and the heteroskedastic probit model 
Y=1: Support for Left parties- 

(12) augmented standard probit (test for 
heteroskedasticity) 

(13) heteroskedastic probit 

 Coefficients (Standard errors) 

        Specification 
Variables 

(12) 
 

(13) 
 

Constant 
0.2847××× 
(0.0580) 

0.1875××× 
(0.0278) 

Standard probit coefficients 

Demographic variables 

Gender 
0.0354 
(0.0324) 

0.0107 
(0.0107) 

Young 
-0.0288 
(0.0345) 

-0.0218× 
(0.0115) 

Minority 
0.4012× 
(0.2298) 

-0.4465××× 
(0.0468) 

Primary 
0.0661 
(0.0486) 

0.0302×× 
(0.0138) 

Post-secondary 
-0.0634 
(0.0468) 

-0.1076××× 
(0.0175) 

Residence 
-0.0399 
(0.0368) 

-0.0581××× 
(0.0127) 

Moldova 
0.0987× 
(0.0571) 

0.0173 
(0.0164) 

Transylvania 
-0.1350 
(0.0366)××× 

-0.1329××× 
(0.0190) 

Time variables 

Time 
-0.0198 
(0.0123) 

0.0271××× 
(0.0036) 

Season 
 

-0.0017 
(0.0387) 

0.0208 
(0.0149) 
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Backswing 
0.0565 
(0.0468) 

-0.0544××× 
(0.0202) 

Honeymoon 
-0.3097××× 
(0.0564) 

-0.0069 
(0.0182) 

Income 
-0.0295× 
(0.0178) 

-0.0216××× 
(0.0069) 

Satisfaction with 
living standards 

0.0197 
(0.0233) 

-0.0350××× 
(0.0076) 

Egotropic fears 
0.0014 
(0.0149) 

0.0153××× 
(0.0054) 

Sociotropic fears 
-0.0007 
(0.0139) 

0.0019 
(0.0056) 

Satisfaction with 
government 

0.0183 
(0.0168) 

-0.0108 
(0.0072) 

Trust in 
representative 
institutions 

0.0466×× 
(0.0211) 
 

-0.0129× 
(0.0077) 
 

Trust in non-
representative 
institutions 

0.0527××× 
(0.0178) 

0.0345××× 
(0.0073) 

Heteroskedastic coefficients 

Gender 
-0.0746 
(0.0476) 

 

Young 
0.0050 
(0.0512) 

 

Minority 
0.6734××× 
(0.1466) 

-0.5206××× 
(0.1138) 

Primary 
-0.1012× 
(0.0613) 

 

Post-secondary 
0.0299 
(0.0725) 

 

Residence 
-0.0377 
(0.0536) 

 

Moldova 
-0.0992 
(0.0755) 

 

Transylvania 
0.2850××× 
(0.0585) 

-0.3511××× 
(0.0636) 

Time 
0.0884××× 
(0.0088) 

-0.0787××× 
(0.0084) 

Season 
 

0.0774 
(0.0604) 

 

Backswing 
-0.3089××× 
(0.0709) 

0.1979××× 
(0.0613) 

Honeymoon 
0.6599××× 
(0.0857) 

-0.2562××× 
(0.0622) 

Income 
0.0505× 
(0.0303) 

 

Satisfaction with 
living standards 

-0.1223××× 
(0.0274) 

0.0973××× 
(0.0228) 

Egotropic fears 
0.0402× 
(0.0234) 

 

Sociotropic fears 
0.0124 
(0.0235) 

 

Satisfaction with 
government 

-0.0860××× 
(0.0257) 

0.0624×× 
(0.0251) 

Trust in 
representative 
institutions 

-0.1481××× 
(0.0277) 

0.0962××× 
(0.0254) 

Trust in non-
representative 
institutions 

-0.0597×× 
(0.0261) 

0.0043 
(0.0242) 

N 12400 12400 

Mean log-
likelihood 

-0.535639 -0.539683 

Max log-likelihood -6810 -6690 

13 surveys used 
Significance level: × - 10%, ×× - 5%, ××× -1% 
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Specification (13) enables us to construct the portrait of the Romanian supporter of the Left-wing 

parties during the period, also accounting for the variables that induce heterogeneity of preferences. 

The significance of the coefficients corresponding to the standard probit do not differ much from Model 

(9). The ‘Leftists’ are typically older than the average, mostly with only primary schooling, residing in 

the rural areas. The ethnic minorities do not generally support the left wing. Individuals with post-

secondary studies do not support the Left, neither do so the individuals belonging to the Western part 

of the country (Transylvania, Banat, Crisana). In comparison to model (9), residence in Moldova 

(Eastern part of the country) loses significance in determining support for right. 

 

It is noticeable that the electorate increased its support for the Left over the interval of study. This 

testifies for the widely acknowledged ‘incumbency tax’. In our study, the Right-wing coalition ruled the 

country for most of the 1995-2001-time interval (1996-2000), and the increased support for the Left 

over time indicates that Right’s tenure in office resulted in loss of votes (Anderson (1995)). Unlike 

previously (model (9)), the backswing effect is noticeable in model (13): support for Left parties 

decreases in an electoral year, most likely to be explained by the fact that in 1996 the population 

reversed support from Left to Right. Contrary to what could be expected, the honeymoon effect (after 

the elections in 2000, when Left returned to power) is not significant (moreover, it is negative). 

 

In terms of the public’s evaluations of their well-being and of the government’s activity, Left wing is not 

supported by those satisfied with their income and with their living standards. One could thus conclude 

that the ‘winners’ of the transition (be they well-off as a result of entrepreneurship or of increased 

returns to education) do not support the Left-wing economic policies, since these were deliberately 

slowing down the economic liberalization, with the purpose of protecting the blue-collar voters from 

unemployment.  This result is in line with the theories of the issue voting (White collars and wealthy 

individuals vote for Right). Doyle and Fidrmuc (2003) also find evidence that it is the ‘Winners’ of 

transition (the educated, the young, those employed in private or privatized companies) who are 

supporting the reformist parties, while the transition’s ‘Losers’ tend to support the parties opposing fast 

reform (the Left parties, the former communist parties). 

 

We further notice that supporters of Left are egotropic (fears for their individual well-being are 

significant in shaping their voting decision, which is a novelty in comparison to Model (9)), and that 

they mostly trust the traditional, non-elective institutions. This result is not surprising, and can be easily 

explained through the specificities of the Romanian society at the time: many of the Left-wing voters 

live in the countryside, are extremely religious and prone to respect the church and the advice of its 

servants120.  

 

                                                           
120
 Given that the Orthodox Church has been incessantly exposed by the media for influencing its followers to 

vote for Left, we could also argue that the link between support for Left and Trust in church is not just a casual 

occurrence, but rather an ’attachment voter’ syndrome. This result is also warranted by the fact that the ‘Greater 

Romania’ extreme Left party propels its ideology on the return to the traditional values of Orthodoxy. 
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Two demographic variables determine variance in the preferences for Left: voters belonging to the 

ethnic minorities and to Transylvania are more decided and show less variance in their preferences 

than others (voting against Left, as the ‘standard’ component of the coefficients indicates). Like in our 

model of support for incumbency, the time variables in model (15) are unsurprisingly responsible for 

heteroskedasticity. In addition to the effects of Time and Backswing, we find here that the 

‘HONEYMOON’ variable has a negative effect on variance. The logic of this result is that, in the 

opinion surveys administered immediately after elections, the public shows much less ambivalence: 

they clearly know what are their preferences with respect to Left or Right, which cannot be said for 

times when elections were not so close in time.  

 

Some values of the heteroskedastic coefficients bring up again the theory of ambivalence. Thus, 

voters’ satisfaction with their living standards and their level of trust in the elective institutions are 

determining support for Right, but also induce higher variation in the electoral preferences. 

Satisfaction with government’s activity, although it is not significant in the standard part of the model, 

induces a paradoxical increase in the variance of the electoral preferences for Left/Right. 

 

In addition to the subject matter of the previous section (determinants of support for the incumbent, - 

Section 4.3.2.), the current analysis (support for Left vs. Right) lends itself to an additional research 

question. In order to test the classic assertions of ‘issue voting’ (those afraid of inflation vote for Right, 

those afraid of unemployment vote for Left), we set up a new set of specifications, (Table 4.6) which 

model support for Left based not on the aggregate variable ‘Fears’, but on its original components 

(Fear of Prices, Unemployment, Crime and Social unrest)121. 

 

The qualitative results of model (16) (the heteroskedastic probit) are very similar to those of 

specification (13), except for the variable ‘YOUNG’, which loses significance. By breaking down the 

variables ‘EGOTROPIC FEARS’ and ‘SOCIOTROPIC FEARS’ into their basic components, we find 

that, out of the 4 types of fears, only the fear of prices is significant as an explanatory variable. Fears 

of crime and of social unrest do not appear to be significant, which reiterates the fact that the 

Romanian voters are egotropic rather than sociotropic (However, fear of crime generates 

heteroskedasticity in the error terms, i.e. the more afraid of crime the voters are, the more they are 

undecided between Left and Right). These results are surprising, because they contradict the precepts 

of the ‘issue voting’ theories on several grounds: first and foremost, those afraid of inflation vote Left 

(not Right, as the theory forecasts); secondly, fear of unemployment, although having the expected 

sign, is not significant in generating votes for the Left parties. On the other hand, those judging their 

income as high do vote for Right, thus supporting the ‘issue voting’ theories. Finally, the variables 

evaluating satisfaction with the government, with the elective state institutions or with living standards 

contradict the predictions of the responsibility theory, since they are increasing rather than reducing 

voter’s decision uncertainty (or ‘ambivalence’ of choice) between Left and Right candidates.  

                                                           
121
 Modeling support for incumbent as a function of fears of prices/unemployment would not have made sense in 

Section 4.3.2, since there is no plausible and systematic theoretical link between them. 
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Table 4.6: Support for Left – Testing the Issue voting theory 

Y=1: Support for Left parties- Original fears instead of principal 
components  of fears 

 
Coefficients (Standard errors) 

        Specification 
Variables 

Simple probit 
 

(14) 

Test of 
heteroskedast

icity 
(15) 

 

Heteroskedas
tic probit  

 
(16) 

 
Constant 

0.2492××× 
(0.0612) 

0.2506××× 
(0.0657) 

0.1627××× 
(0.0308) 

Standard probit coefficients 

Demographic variables 

Gender 
0.0122 
(0.0253) 

0.0342 
(0.0324) 

0.0108 
(0.0110) 

Young 
-0.0977××× 
(0.0275) 

-0.0269 
(0.0351) 

-0.0189 
(0.0120) 

Minority 
-1.4183××× 
(0.0463) 

0.2998 
(0.2441) 

-0.4498××× 
(0.0469) 

Primary 
0.0913××× 
(0.0325) 

0.0725 
(0.0490) 

0.0301×× 
(0.0140) 

Post-secondary 
-0.2735××× 
(0.0343) 

-0.0884× 
(0.0493) 

-0.1108××× 
(0.0181) 

Residence 
-0.1353××× 
(0.0277) 

-0.0526 
(0.0377) 

-0.0573××× 
(0.0128) 

Moldova 
0.1040××× 
(0.0328) 

0.1093× 
(0.0579) 

0.0164 
(0.0167) 

Transylvania 
-0.0993××× 
(0.0291) 

-0.1392××× 
(0.0371) 

-0.1356××× 
(0.0196) 

Time variables 

Time 
0.0783××× 
(0.0036) 

-0.0122 
(0.0134) 

0.0284××× 
(0.0038) 

Season 
 

-0.0227 
(0.0309) 

-0.0053 
(0.0388) 

0.0207 
(0.0151) 

Backswing 
-0.0429 
(0.0369) 

0.0495 
(0.0471) 

-0.0540××× 
(0.0204) 

Honeymoon 
0.0258 
(0.0421) 

-0.3066××× 
(0.0564) 

-0.0048 
(0.0187) 

Income 
-0.0415××× 
(0.0153) 

-0.0317× 
(0.0177) 

-0.0223××× 
(0.0071) 

Satisfaction with 
living standards 

-0.1017××× 
(0.0146) 

0.0146 
(0.0239) 

-0.0362××× 
(0.0076) 

Fear of prices 
0.0499× 
(0.0268) 

0.0715× 
(0.0367) 

0.0349××× 
(0.0120) 

Fear of 
unemployment 

-0.0029 
(0.0327) 

-0.0203 
(0.0395) 

0.0075 
(0.0155) 

Fear of crime 
-0.0120 
(0.0343) 

0.0388 
(0.0409) 

0.0111 
(0.0198) 

Fear of social 
unrest 

0.0455 
(0.0435) 

0.0418 
(0.0525) 

0.0240 
(0.0206) 

Satisfaction with 
government 

-0.0161 
(0.0130) 

0.0185 
(0.0167) 

-0.0109 
(0.0072) 

Trust in 
representative 
institutions 

-0.0666××× 
(0.0146) 

0.0421× 
(0.0216) 

-0.0126 
(0.0077) 

Trust in non-
representative 
institutions 

0.0643××× 
(0.0138) 

0.0578××× 
(0.0185) 

0.0365××× 
(0.0075) 

Heteroskedastic coefficients 

Gender  
-0.0715 
(0.0476) 

 

Young  
-0.0149 
(0.0524) 

 

Minority  
0.6972××× 
(0.1463) 

-0.5699××× 
(0.1142) 
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Primary  
-0.0988 
(0.0611) 

 

Post-secondary  
0.0387 
(0.0723) 

 

Residence  
-0.0346 
(0.0536) 

 

Moldova  
-0.1033 
(0.0757) 

 

Transylvania  
0.2758××× 
(0.0586) 

-0.3434××× 
(0.0638) 

Time  
0.0863××× 
(0.0089) 

-0.0792××× 
(0.0085) 

Season 
 

 
0.0798 
(0.0604) 

 

Backswing  
-0.3025××× 
(0.0711) 

0.2072××× 
(0.0608) 

Honeymoon  
0.6559××× 
(0.0853) 

-0.2470××× 
(0.0633) 

Income  
0.0485 
(0.0304) 

 

Satisfaction with 
living standards 

 
-0.1277××× 
(0.0276) 

0.0942××× 
(0.0224) 

Fear of prices  
-0.0881× 
(0.0516) 

 

Fear of 
unemployment 

 
0.1026 
(0.0692) 

 

Fear of crime  
-0.1589×× 
(0.0641) 

0.1791××× 
(0.0641) 

Fear of social unrest  
-0.0385 
(0.0861) 

 

Satisfaction with 
government 

 
-0.0888××× 
(0.0256) 

0.0632×× 
(0.0249) 

Trust in 
representative 
institutions 

 
-0.1497××× 
(0.0278) 

0.0993××× 
(0.0250) 

Trust in non-
representative 
institutions 

 
-0.0614×× 
(0.0263) 

0.0090 
(0.0240) 

N 12400 12400 12400 

Mean log-
likelihood 

-0.549366 -0.535187 -0.539206 

Maximum 
likelihood 

-6810 -6810 -6690 

13 surveys used 
Significance level: × - 10%, ×× - 5%, ××× -1% 
 

The analysis of support for Left or Right parties allows for yet another form of scrutiny, mainly the 

interaction effects between electors’ ideological preferences and the orientation of the incumbent 

party. More precisely, we aim to test whether support for the Left wing is higher when a Left party or 

coalition is in power. This analysis can be regarded as a crossing of the previous models (support for 

Incumbent or Opposition and support for Left or Right). To implement this analysis, a new (time) 

variable is used, INCUML (Incumbent of Left orientation). This variable takes value 1 when the 

incumbent government abides to the center-left side of politics arena (in surveys 1-4 and 13) and 0 

when the incumbent is center-right oriented (surveys 5-12)122.  

                                                           
122
 Another way to test the interaction effects is to model support for incumbent as a function of whether the 

incumbent is a Left party (INCUDMR=f(….., INCUML,…..). Nonetheless, the results of this specification 

convey a high degree of ambiguity and are hardly to be trusted. Obviously, support for a Left incumbent is high 

when the incumbent is Left-sided (1995, 1996, 2001). However, as over most of the interval of study the 

incumbent was Right-sided, the aggregate survey data displays a negative relation between INCUDMR and 

INCUML. In consequence, we chose to discard this specification, as aggregation over years leads to misleading 

results, depending on the color of the incumbents that dominated the political arena over the interval of study.   
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Introduction of this new variable (specification (17) in Table 4.7) brings additional information in 

comparison to the initial probit analysis of support for Left (specification 9 in Table 4.4). As before, the 

young, the minorities, the urban voters, the educated people and the Transylvanian residents give 

their support to Right, while the less educated and the Moldavians are favoring Left. The novelties of 

this specification reside in the effects of the time variables: while passage of time is beneficial for the 

Left parties (mostly in opposition during the studied time interval), it appears here that the backswing 

effect hurts the Left (in 1996) more than it affects the Right-wing government (in 2000). In addition, the 

Right wing seems to have enjoyed a honeymoon effect, which was not evident in specification (9). 

Indeed, we find that voters are influenced by the current state of politics: the color of the incumbent is 

influencing the voters to provide additional support to that side of the political arena (i.e. support for 

Left increases when the incumbent belongs to the Left wing). As before, satisfaction with living 

standards and trust in the representative institutions determines support for Right, while trust in the 

traditional institutions determines support for Left. The egotropic fears become significant here in 

determining support for Left.   

 

In addition to the simple probit, the heteroskedastic probit specification (19) reveals that men are more 

supportive of Left than women, and that support for Left increases in Winter, while support for Right is 

prompted by satisfaction with government’s activity. On the other hand, some variables lose 

significance: primary studies and the egotropic fears do not clearly determine support for Left, just as 

income does not necessarily determine support for Right. Ambivalence of preferences is higher when 

the incumbent is belonging to the Left wing and lower immediately after elections. Male voters appear 

to be more ambivalent in their preferences, while voters affected by egotropic fears are firmer in their 

voting choices.  

   

Table 4.7: Support for Left – Interaction effects  

Y=1: Support for Left parties- Interaction effects (role of 
incumbency status) 

 
Coefficients (Standard errors) 

        Specification 
Variables 

Simple probit 
 

(17) 

Test of 
heteroskedast

icity 
(18) 

 

Heteroskedas
tic probit  

 
(19) 

 
Constant 

-0.1673××× 
(0.0635) 

-0.0689 
(0.1189) 

-0.2835×× 
(0.0890) 

Standard probit coefficients 

Demographic variables 

Gender 
0.0105 
(0.0254 

0.0535× 
(0.0318) 

0.0680×× 
(0.0344) 

Young 
-0.1165××× 
(0.0273) 

-0.1358××× 
(0.0360) 

-0.1027×× 
(0.0316) 

Minority 
-1.4155××× 
(0.0464) 

-1.4804××× 
(0.2794) 

-1.6321××× 
(0.0752) 

Primary 
0.0747×× 
(0.0329) 

0.1189×× 
(0.0476) 

0.0109 
(0.0380) 

Post-secondary 
-0.2599××× 
(0.0344) 

-0.2738××× 
(0.0523) 

-0.2666××× 
(0.0402) 

Residence 
-0.1385××× 
(0.0279) 

-0.1507××× 
0.0383 
(0.0377) 

-0.1696××× 
(0.0326) 
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Moldova 
0.0979××× 
(0.0330) 

0.1656××× 
(0.0556) 

0.0793×× 
(0.0388) 

Transylvania 
-0.1019××× 
(0.0292) 

-0.1906××× 
(0.0374) 

-0.1356××× 
(0.0354) 

Time variables 

Time 
0.1176××× 
(0.0046) 

0.1075××× 
(0.0238) 

0.1291××× 
(0.0084) 

Season 
 

0.0416 
(0.0314) 

0.0383 
(0.0411) 

0.0921×× 
(0.0394) 

Backswing 
-0.2169××× 
(0.0390) 

-0.1938××× 
(0.0689) 

-0.3261××× 
(0.0571) 

Honeymoon 
-0.1070×× 
(0.0438) 

-0.1477××× 
(0.0522) 

0.0447 
(0.0459) 

Leftist Incumbent  
0.4941××× 
(0.0345) 

0.5413××× 
(0.1129) 

0.8759××× 
(0.0860) 

Income 
-0.0417××× 
(0.0154) 

-0.0424×× 
(0.0180) 

-0.0124 
(0.0178) 

Satisfaction with 
living standards 

-0.1007××× 
(0.0147) 

-0.1126××× 
(0.0245) 

-0.1999××× 
(0.0183) 

Egotropic fears 
0.0218× 
(0.0123) 

0.0150 
(0.0148) 

0.0098 
(0.0155) 

Sociotropic fears 
0.0111 
(0.0119) 

-0.0111 
(0.0135) 

0.0145 
(0.0137) 

Satisfaction with 
government 

-0.0151 
(0.0133) 

-0.0106 
(0.0167) 

-0.0748××× 
(0.0157) 

Trust in 
representative 
institutions 

-0.0726××× 
(0.0148) 

-0.0731××× 
(0.0222) 

-0.1523××× 
(0.0168) 

Trust in non-
representative 
institutions 

0.1087××× 
(0.0141) 

0.1392××× 
(0.0221) 

0.1103××× 
(0.0174) 

Heteroskedastic coefficients 

Gender  
-0.1000×× 
(0.0460) 

0.0700× 
(0.0412) 

Young  
0.0096 
(0.0494) 

 

Minority  
-0.0037 
(0.1363) 

 

Primary  
-0.0749 
(0.0609) 

 

Post-secondary  
-0.0979 
(0.0672) 

 

Residence  
-0.0334 
(0.0527) 

 

Moldova  
-0.0719 
(0.0720) 

 

Transylvania  
0.1902××× 
(0.0550) 

-0.0640 
(0.0439) 

Time  
0.0115 
(0.0124) 

 

Season 
 

 
0.0139 
(0.0617) 

 

Backswing  
-0.0316 
(0.0793) 

 

Honeymoon  
0.4533××× 
(0.0957) 

-0.5552××× 
(0.0592) 

Left Incumbent  
-0.4318××× 
(0.0822) 

0.8946××× 
(0.0725) 

Income  
-0.0135 
(0.0293) 

 

Satisfaction with 
living standards 

 
-0.0091 
(0.0266) 

 

Egotropic fears  
0.0444×× 
(0.0220) 
(0.0516) 

-0.0504××× 
(0.0189) 

Sociotropic fears  
0.0050 
(0.0220) 

 

Satisfaction with 
government 

 
-0.0206 
(0.0247) 
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Trust in 
representative 
institutions 

 
-0.0186 
(0.0266) 

 

Trust in non-
representative 
institutions 

 
-0.0542×× 
(0.0256) 

0.0147 
(0.0217) 

N 12400 12400 12400 

Mean log-
likelihood 

-0.540652 -0.535454 -0.533842 

Maximum 
likelihood 

-6700 -6700 -6620 

13 surveys used 
Significance level: × - 10%, ×× - 5%, ××× -1% 
 

 

4.4. SENSITIVITY OF RESULTS: YEARLY DATA 
 

Our data originates in pooled longitudinal cross-sections and revealed a heteroskedastic nature. 

These facts suggest that a check for the robustness of results is a worthwhile task. The initial 

specifications (models (1) to (19)) presented cumulative information over the electorate’s behavior in 

Romania between 1995-2001. However, this view potentially suffers from a form of fallacy: 

aggregation of data over time ‘purges out’ the would-be variation in political support induced by time 

itself and by ad hoc events, such as electoral campaigns, changes in the parties’ platforms and 

electoral strategy, media scoops, etc. Moreover, the very evolution of the society and of the 

democratic institutions in Romania is bound to have influenced the political process and should be 

reflected by corresponding changes in the coefficients of the yearly specifications. 

 

In order to check the consistency of results, we apply the following research design: we split the data 

over the 7 years of the time interval, obtaining sub-samples for year 1995, 1996, etc, up to year 

2001123. We then apply the original probit specifications ((4) and (9)) to the yearly sample data124. 

Results of the year-by-year analyses indicate the variation in the determinants of electoral support, 

accounting for the volatility in the various stimuli influencing political preferences. Moreover, these 

yearly specifications implicitly assess the robustness of our aggregate models of voting behavior.  

 

For simplicity, in the display of each year’s results, we leave out the results of the heteroskedasticity 

test, only presenting, if appropriate, the heteroskedastic probit model. It is worthy of note that, for the 

majority of yearly regressions, Ramsey’s RESET-type test of normality failed at 10% level of 

significance. (To signal this, the Ramsey values are presented in all of the tables of results). This 

raises questions regarding the functional form specification. Still, we maintained the functional form 

unaltered, to allow comparability (with the cumulative model and between the yearly specifications).  

 

                                                           
123
 Year 2001 was included in this analysis given its informative value (it follows an electoral change). However, 

since in 2001 the original sample only contains one valid survey (spring), this year’s sample is not comparable 

(in size and content) to those of the other years. For this year, the variable SEASON had to be removed from the 

modeling specifications.  
124 In the yearly data, parts of the Time variables obviously disappear: we drop the ‘TIME’, ‘BACKSWING’, 
‘HONEYMOON’ variables. Nevertheless, we maintain ‘SEASON’ (except for year 2001). 
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4.4.1.  Year 1995 
In 1995, the supporters of the incumbent coalition (Left-oriented Social Democrats) consisted of older 

individuals, not belonging to the ethnic minorities (not surprising, given the fact that the main ethnic 

parties were in the opposition), mainly with primary studies and from the rural areas (Table 4.8). The 

opposition parties were supported by those with post-secondary studies and by the people belonging 

to the Western part of the country (Transylvania). Confirming the predictions of the responsibility 

theory, the incumbent was supported by those satisfied with the government’s activity and with their 

living standards and by those trusting the elective institutions. However, in contrast to the incumbency 

theory, those who judged their incomes as satisfactory and sufficient did not support the leading party. 

None of the variables induced heteroskedasticity in the models of support for incumbent, indicating 

that preferences were uniformly distributed across the population during 1995. 

 

The results of the specifications modeling support for Left (Table 4.9) do not significantly differ from 

those modeling support for the incumbent (given that the incumbent was a Left wing party in 1995). 

The novelty resides in the fact that residence does not influence support for Left, while region does 

(Moldova is in favor, Transylvania is against) and that Trust in the non-representative (traditional) 

institutions (Army, Church) is also a factor determining support for Left. Although fears in the 

aggregate do not appear to influence the electoral choice ((21), (22)), the egotropic fear of prices is 

nevertheless tilting the voters’ support towards Left ((23), (24)). Again, this is in contradiction with the 

issue voting theory, given that, in theory, fear of inflation should determine support for Right, while Left 

should rather be supported by those fearing unemployment.  

 

Table 4.8: Determinants of support for the incumbent in 1995 

Y=1: Support for the incumbent 
party

125
 

Coefficients (Standard errors) 

        Specification 
Variables 

Simple probit  
(20) 

 

Constant 
0.3862××× 
(0.1395) 

Standard probit coefficients 

Demographic variables 

Gender 
-0.0379 
(0.0683) 

Young 
-0.4824××× 
(0.0717) 

Minority 
-1.0513××× 
(0.1862) 

Primary 
0.2414××× 
(0.0838) 

Post-secondary 
-0.2081×× 
(0.0971) 

Residence 
-0.2241××× 
(0.0724) 

Moldova 
-0.0499 
(0.0834) 

                                                           
125 None of the variables failed the heteroskedasticity test for the incumbency model in 1995. Therefore, we do not have a 

heteroskedastic probit specification in this year. 
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Transylvania 
-0.3643××× 
(0.0794) 

Season 
 

0.0607 
(0.0660) 

Income 
-0.1133××× 
(0.0433) 

Satisfaction with 
living standards 

0.1154××× 
(0.0386) 

Egotropic fears 
0.0347 
(0.0311) 

Sociotropic fears 
0.0322 
(0.0291) 

Satisfaction with 
government 

0.1282××× 
(0.0359) 

Trust in 
representative 
institutions 

0.2286××× 
(0.0469) 
 

Trust in non-
representative 
institutions 

0.0312 
(0.0432) 

N 1741 

Mean log-
likelihood 

-0.568032 

Maximum 
likelihood 

-989 

RESET-test p-
value*  

0.110 

*The RESET test is on the borderline, at 10% we reject the normality hypothesis.  
2 surveys used 
Significance level: × - 10%, ×× - 5%, ××× -1% 

 

Table 4.9: Determinants of support for the Left wing in 1995 

Y=1: Support for Left parties 

Coefficients (Standard errors) 

 Aggregated fears Original fears 

        Specification 
Variables 

Simple probit  
(21) 

 

Heteroskedas
tic probit  

(22) 
 

Simple probit  
(23) 

 

Heteroskedast
ic probit  

(24) 

Constant 
0.8050××× 
(0.1400) 

0.6769××× 
(0.1416) 

0.6354××× 
(0.1543) 

0.5029××× 
(0.1450) 

Standard probit coefficients 

Demographic variables 

Gender 
0.0360 
(0.0678) 

0.0044 
(0.0578) 

0.0315 
(0.0679) 

-0.0009 
(0.0591) 

Young 
-0.3323××× 
(0.0738) 

-0.3352××× 
(0.0794) 

-0.3144××× 
(0.0751) 

-0.3264××× 
(0.0794) 

Minority 
-1.2757××× 
(0.1549) 

-1.0434××× 
(0.1772) 

-1.2580××× 
(0.1553) 

-1.0376××× 
(0.1733) 

Primary 
0.2275××× 
(0.0870) 

0.2187××× 
(0.0801) 

0.2359××× 
(0.0873) 

0.2320××× 
(0.0819) 

Post-secondary 
-0.2527××× 
(0.0896) 

-0.1900××  
(0.0805) 

-0.2555××× 
(0.0895) 

-0.1981×× 
(0.0821) 

Residence 
-0.0330 
(0.0734) 

-0.0187    
(0.0643) 

-0.0432 
(0.0737) 

-0.0270 
(0.0662) 

Moldova 
0.0703 
(0.0876) 

0.4228× 
(0.2567) 

0.0795 
(0.0875) 

0.5075× 
(0.2923) 

Transylvania 
-0.2707××× 
(0.0777) 

-0.1963××× 
(0.0680) 

-0.2271××× 
(0.0780) 

-0.2081××× 
(0.0685) 

Season 
 

0.0052 
(0.0664) 

0.0032 
(0.0568) 

0.0047 
(0.0671) 

0.0009 
(0.0585) 

Income 
-0.1385××× 
(0.0420) 

-0.1261××× 
(0.0344) 

-0.1313××× 
(0.0421) 

-0.1176××× 
(0.0351) 
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Satisfaction with 
living standards 

0.1571××× 
(0.0380) 

0.1408××× 
(0.0380) 

0.1634××× 
(0.0382) 

0.1498××× 
(0.0390) 

Egotropic fears 
-0.0039 
(0.0312) 

0.0096 
(0.0264) 

  

Sociotropic fears 
0.0089 
(0.0300) 

-0.0024 
(0.0244) 

  

Fear of prices   
0.1517×× 
(0.0721) 

0.1850××× 
(0.0682) 

Fear of 
unemployment 

  
0.0390 
(0.0763) 

0.0308 
(0.0681) 

Fear of crime   
0.1565× 
(0.0907) 

0.1295 
(0.0797) 

Fear of social 
unrest 

  
0.1717 
(0.1138) 

0.1246 
(0.0971) 

Satisfaction with 
government 

0.1299××× 
(0.0392) 

0.0857×× 
(0.0358) 

0.1309××× 
(0.0393) 

0.0846×× 
(0.0363) 

Trust in 
representative 
institutions 

0.3127××× 
(0.0501) 

0.2524××× 
(0.0576) 

0.3147××× 
(0.0502) 

0.2587××× 
(0.0575) 

Trust in non-
representative 
institutions 

0.1106××× 
(0.0427) 

0.1225××× 
(0.0431) 

0.1078×× 
(0.0427) 

0.1271××× 
(0.0443) 

Heteroskedastic coefficients 

Moldova  
0.5951×× 
(0.2766) 

 
0.6751×× 
(0.2889) 

Income  
-0.0988 
(0.0605) 

 
-0.0903 
(0.0578) 

Trust in 
representative 
institutions 

 
-0.1496× 
(0.0819) 

 
-0.1758×× 
(0.0835) 

N 1741 1741 1741 1741 

Mean log-
likelihood 

-0.565449 -0.561533 -0.563323 -0.558556 

Maximum 
likelihood 

-984 -978 -981 -972 

RESET test p-value 0.189 0.189 0.195 0.195 

RESET test rejects the hypothesis of normality at 10% significance level    
2 surveys used 
Significance level: × - 10%, ×× - 5%, ××× -1% 

 

The significance of the standard probit coefficients is not altered much by the use of the 

heteroskedastic variables or the lack thereof. The only noticeable exception is the fact that, in the 

simple probit model that uses the original fears (23), the sociotropic fear of crime is significant in 

determining support for Left, while the significance of this fear disappears in the heteroskedastic 

model (24). The heteroskedastic probit models imply that citizens belonging to Moldova, although 

generally favoring Left, are more undecided in their choices than the rest of the population. In contrast, 

those trusting the state institutions have fewer doubts than the rest (and vote for Left, as the standard 

probit coefficients show).   

 

4.4.2. Year 1996 
Although there was a change of the party in power in 1996 (from Left to Right), this change occurred 

after the 2 surveys employed here were conducted. Therefore, from the point of view of these surveys, 

in 1996, the incumbent was still the Leftist Social Democrat government.  

 

The results of the models of support for incumbent (Table 4.10) are similar to those obtained for 1995, 

with the following amendments: in terms of regional support, Transylvania loses its opposing stance, 
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while Moldova (the Eastern part of the country) gains significance in determining support for the 

incumbent (but only in the simple probit model (25)). In addition, season becomes significant: in winter 

the incumbent loses support, testifying for the backswing effect: the government loses votes in the last 

opinion poll prior to new elections. Once again, trust in traditional institutions favors the incumbents.  

 

In the heteroskedastic probit model (26) the constant loses its significance. Primary schooling 

introduces variance in the error terms (although mainly voting for the incumbents, those less educated 

have more variance in their preferences than others). Trust in the representative institutions makes the 

voters more decided in favor of the incumbents, while satisfaction with government’s activity makes 

the voters more ambivalent towards the candidates (again, this result going against the predictions of 

the incumbency theory, but suggests the existence of an ‘attachment’ voting behavior). 

 

Table 4.10: Determinants of support for the incumbent in 1996 
Y=1: Support for the incumbent party 

Coefficients (Standard errors) 

        Specification 
Variables 

Simple probit 
(25) 

 

Heteroskeda
stic probit  

(26) 
 Constant 0.2112× 

(0.1249) 
0.0011 
(0.1162) 

Standard probit coefficients 

Demographic variables 

Gender -0.0906 
(0.0639) 

-0.0396 
(0.0581) 

Young -0.2122××× 
(0.0692) 

-0.2468××× 
(0.0645) 

Minority -1.0153××× 
(0.1531) 

-1.0144××× 
(0.1609) 

Primary 0.4208××× 
(0.0796) 

0.3703××× 
(0.0804) 

Post-secondary -0.2851××× 
(0.0956) 

-0.2398××× 
(0.0779) 

Residence -0.2390××× 
(0.0676) 

-0.1659××× 
(0.0614) 

Moldova 0.1437× 
(0.0800) 

0.1180 
(0.0735) 

Transylvania -0.0852 
(0.0722) 

-0.0205 
(0.0660) 

Season 
 

-0.1293×× 
(0.0625) 

-0.1038× 
(0.0581) 

Income -0.1547××× 
(0.0389) 

-0.1438××× 
(0.0337) 

Satisfaction with 
living standards 

0.1452××× 
(0.0383) 

0.1094××× 
(0.0358) 

Egotropic fears -0.0164 
(0.0296) 

-0.0201 
(0.0302) 

Sociotropic fears -0.0223 
(0.0306) 

-0.0142 
(0.0242) 

Satisfaction with 
government 

0.2248××× 
(0.0323) 

0.1231××× 
(0.0367) 

Trust in 
representative 
institutions 

0.1756××× 
(0.0303) 
 

0.5028××× 
(0.0453) 

Trust in non-
representative 
institutions 

0.0662×× 
(0.0305) 

0.0762×× 
(0.0306) 
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Heteroskedastic coefficients 

Primary  0.2545×× 
(0.1278) 

Egotropic fears  0.0507 
(0.0468) 

Satisfaction with 
government 

 0.2346××× 
(0.0621) 

Trust in 
representative 
institutions 

 -0.4377××× 
(0.0585) 

N 2099 2099 

Mean log-
likelihood 

-0.537473 -0.526566 

Maximum 
likelihood 

-1130 -1110 

RESET-test p value 0.234 0.234 

RESET test rejects the hypothesis of normality at 10% significance level  
 2 surveys used 

Significance level: × - 10%, ×× - 5%, ××× -1% 

 

Table 4.11: Determinants of support for the Left in 1996 
 

Y=1: Support for Left parties
126

 

Coefficients (Standard errors) 

 Aggregated 
fears 

Original fears 

        Specification 
Variables 

Simple probit  
(27) 

 

Simple probit  
(28) 

 

Heteroskedasti
c probit  

(29) 
 

Constant 
0.6827××× 
(0.1241) 

0.6227××× 
(0.1387) 

0.5491××× 
(0.1292) 

Standard probit coefficients 

Demographic variables 

Gender 
-0.1309×× 
(0.0610) 

-0.1282×× 
(0.0611) 

-0.0950 
(0.0562)× 

Young 
-0.0682 
(0.0663) 

-0.0460 
(0.0675) 

-0.0803 
(0.0627) 

Minority 
-1.2013××× 
(0.1176) 

-1.2062××× 
(0.1183) 

-1.1385××× 
(0.1167) 

Primary 
0.2689××× 
(0.0802) 

0.2615××× 
(0.0808) 

0.2436××× 
(0.0765) 

Post-secondary 
-0.1885×× 
(0.0821) 

-0.1868×× 
(0.0819) 

-0.1806×× 
(0.0723) 

Residence 
-0.2250××× 
(0.0664) 

-0.2258××× 
(0.0667) 

-0.2041××× 
(0.0609) 

Moldova 
0.1168 
(0.0801) 

0.1200 
(0.0803) 

0.1155 
(0.0749) 

Transylvania 
-0.0139××× 
(0.0696) 

-0.0117 
(0.0695) 

0.0188 
(0.0636) 

Season 
 

0.0282 
(0.0602) 

0.0305 
(0.0603) 

0.0186 
(0.0552) 

Income 
-0.1247××× 
(0.0368) 

-0.1253××× 
(0.0368) 

-0.1304××× 
(0.0336) 

Satisfaction with 
living standards 

0.1267××× 
(0.0364) 

0.1331××× 
(0.0365) 

0.1215××× 
(0.0340) 

Egotropic fears 
0.0383 
(0.0282) 

  

Sociotropic fears 
-0.0181 
(0.0283) 

  

Fear of prices  
0.1284×× 
(0.0651) 

0.1548××× 
(0.0595) 

                                                           
126
 None of the variables failed the heteroskedasticity test for the incumbency model in 1996. Therefore, we do not have a 

heteroskedastic probit specification in this year. 
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Fear of 
unemployment 

 
-0.0470 
(0.0701) 

-0.0237 
(0.0667) 

Fear of crime  
-0.0541 
(0.0803) 

-0.0358 
(0.0746) 

Fear of social 
unrest 

 
-0.0446 
(0.1049) 

-0.0166 
(0.0706) 

Satisfaction with 
government 

0.2578××× 
(0.0348) 

0.2615××× 
(0.0348) 

0.2105××× 
(0.0325) 

Trust in 
representative 
institutions 

0.1517××× 
(0.0325) 

0.1521××× 
(0.0324) 

0.1671××× 
(0.0340) 

Trust in non-
representative 
institutions 

0.0599×× 
(0.0278) 

0.0583×× 
(0.0278) 

0.0506×× 
(0.0264) 

Heteroskedastic coefficients 

Fear of social unrest   
-0.4908××× 
(0.1695) 

Trust in 
representative 
institutions 

  
-0.1723××× 
(0.0639) 

N 2099 2099 2099 

Mean log-
likelihood 

-0.587254 -0.586468 -0.583220 

Maximum 
likelihood 

-1230 -1230 -1220 

RESET-test p value 0.390 0.475 0.475 

RESET test rejects the hypothesis of normality at 10% significance level  
 2 surveys used 

Significance level: × - 10%, ×× - 5%, ××× -1% 

 

In 1996, the profile of the Left-wing supporter is slightly altered in comparison to 1995 (Table 4.11). 

Age is no longer significant; instead, gender makes a difference (women are more prone to support 

Left). Although not significant in 1995, place of residence influences the voter, rural areas being more 

Left-oriented. Transylvania is less inclined to support Left (but this becomes apparent only when 

aggregated fears are employed (27)). Fear of inflation continues to determine support for Left, in spite 

of the predictions articulated by the incumbency theory. Trust in the representative institutions 

determines the voters to have more homogeneous preferences, favoring Left. The sociotropic fear of 

social unrest reduces the error variance, meaning that those fearing it have more uniform preferences 

than others (although this variable is not significant in the standard part of the probit model). 

 

4.4.3. Year 1997 
Suite of elections, the coalition in power in 1997 was representing the Center-Right wing. The HDUR, 

the party promoting the interests of Hungarians, was also part of the government. As a result, the 

profile of the supporter of the incumbents in 1997 suffered several modifications (Table 4.12): women 

continue to be more supportive of the incumbents than men, but age is no longer significant in 

determining support. The minorities support the incumbents, as do the urban voters and those with 

higher education. In terms of region, both Transylvanians and Moldavians are more against the 

incumbents than the left-out category (Wallachia), but the significance of the coefficients varies: in the 

simple probit model (30) it is the Transylvanians that are more against the incumbents, while the 

heteroskedastic model (31) points to the Moldavians as opposing more to the government (the 

heteroskedastic coefficient for variance also shows that they have more homogeneous preferences 

than other voters). Support for government increases in the winter (this is a lagged ‘honeymoon’ 
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effect: it would have been expected that support increases in the first survey after the elections, not 

the second). The variable ‘SEASON’ increases the variance of errors, indicating that voting 

preferences are more heterogeneous during the second part of the year. 

 

Those with high income tend not to support the incumbents (as was also the case when the 

incumbents were representing the Left). This fact suggests that during 1995-1997, those with high 

incomes had a systematic tendency to oppose to the government, irrespective of its orientation. This 

behavior, besides contradicting the incumbency thesis (people punish the government although their 

lives are good), could be indicative of a form of ‘voice’ or ‘exit’ behavior (people’s opposition to a 

previously favored party, as a result of disappointment with its performance). 

 

Incumbency theory is substantiated by the fact that satisfaction with living standards propels support 

for government, but is not backed up by the results regarding the satisfaction with the government’s 

activity, since this variable is not significant. Those trusting the representative institutions support the 

incumbents, but this is not the case for those trusting the traditional institutions (this reinforcing the 

idea of a link connecting the Church and the Left political parties, now belonging to the opposition).  

 

Table 4.12: Determinants of support for the incumbent in 1997 

Y=1: Support for the incumbent party 

Coefficients (Standard errors) 

        Specification 
Variables Simple probit  

(30) 

Heteroskeda
stic probit  

(31) 
 

Constant 
-0.1565 
(0.1425) 

-0.2639× 
(0.1571) 

Standard probit coefficients 

Demographic variables 

Gender 
-0.1739×× 
(0.0742) 

-0.1811×× 
(0.0831) 

Young 
0.0447 
(0.0787) 

0.0978 
(0.0852) 

Minority 
1.6759××× 
(0.1995) 

2.0692××× 
(0.3273) 

Primary 
0.0488 
(0.0949) 

0.0685 
(0.1034) 

Post-secondary 
0.2775××× 
(0.1003) 

0.2931××× 
(0.1078) 

Residence 
0.3700××× 
(0.0782) 

0.4076××× 
(0.0875) 

Moldova 
-0.1149 
(0.0956) 

-0.1632× 
(0.0945) 

Transylvania 
-0.0302××× 
(0.0847) 

-0.0213 
(0.1011) 

Season 
 

0.1672×× 
(0.0737) 

0.3121××× 
(0.0952) 

Income 
-0.0781× 
(0.0443) 

-0.0773 
(0.0481) 

Satisfaction with 
living standards 

0.4716××× 
(0.0449) 

0.5359××× 
(0.0571) 

Egotropic fears 
-0.0403 
(0.0357) 

-0.0454 
(0.0388) 

Sociotropic fears 
-0.0019 
(0.0323) 

-0.0109 
(0.0362) 
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Satisfaction with 
government 

0.0507 
(0.0374) 

0.0675 
(0.0437) 

Trust in 
representative 
institutions 

0.3762××× 
(0.0427) 
 

0.4274××× 
(0.0504) 
 

Trust in non-
representative 
institutions 

-0.0734× 
(0.0383) 

-0.0654 
(0.0443) 

Heteroskedastic coefficients 

Moldova  
-0.2716×× 
(0.1254) 

Season 
 

 
0.3796××× 
(0.1042) 

N 1654 1654 

Mean log-
likelihood 

-0.487604 -0.482001 

Maximum 
likelihood 

-806 -797 

RESET-test p value 0.183 0.183 

RESET test rejects the hypothesis of normality at 10% significance level  
  2 surveys used 

Significance level: × - 10%, ×× - 5%, ××× -1% 

 

Table 4.13: Determinants of support for the Left in 1997 

Y=1: Support for Left parties 

Coefficients (Standard errors) 

 Aggregated 
fears 

Original fears 

        Specification 
Variables 

Simple probit  
(32) 
16 

Simple probit  
(33) 
19 

Constant 
0.3891××× 
(0.1423) 

0.3369×× 
(0.1556) 

Standard probit coefficients 

Demographic variables 

Gender 
0.0762 
(0.0731) 

0.0721 
(0.0732) 

Young 
-0.1950×× 
(0.0779) 

-0.1918×× 
(0.0781) 

Minority 
-1.6409××× 
(0.1644) 

-1.6350××× 
(0.1651) 

Primary 
-0.2211×× 
(0.0966) 

-0.2128×× 
(0.0973) 

Post-secondary 
-0.2169×× 
(0.0963) 

-0.2173×× 
(0.0963) 

Residence 
-0.2314××× 
(0.0770) 

-0.2341××× 
(0.0772) 

Moldova 
0.1795× 
(0.0943) 

0.1800× 
(0.0943) 

Transylvania 
0.0396 
(0.0822) 

0.0365 
(0.0824) 

Season 
 

0.1295× 
(0.0732) 

0.1325× 
(0.0735) 

Income 
0.1218××× 
(0.0422) 

0.1212××× 
(0.0423) 

Satisfaction with 
living standards 

-0.4496××× 
(0.0444) 

-0.4477××× 
(0.0447) 

Egotropic fears 
-0.0030 
(0.0328) 

 

Sociotropic fears 
0.0229 
(0.0298) 

 

Fear of prices  
0.0349 
(0.0766) 
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Fear of 
unemployment 

 
0.0281 
(0.0834) 

Fear of crime  
0.0471 
(0.0948) 

Fear of social 
unrest 

 
0.1264 
(0.1119) 

Satisfaction with 
government 

-0.1001××× 
(0.0357) 

-0.1002××× 
(0.0358) 

Trust in 
representative 
institutions 

-0.3902××× 
(0.0414) 

-0.3908××× 
(0.0416) 

Trust in non-
representative 
institutions 

0.1115××× 
(0.0373) 

0.1119××× 
(0.0376) 

N 1654 1654 

Mean log-
likelihood 

-0.509487 -0.509235 

Maximum 
likelihood 

-843 -842 

RESET-test p value 0.0339 0.0316 

RESET test does not reject the hypothesis of normality at 10% level of significance.  
2 surveys used 
Significance level: × - 10%, ×× - 5%, ××× -1% 

 

Supporting Left in 1997 meant supporting the opposition, implying that the profile of Left followers 

should mostly oppose the above profile of incumbent’s supporters. Indeed, sympathy for Left came 

from older ethnic Romanians, with secondary studies, from rural areas and mainly residing in 

Moldova. Support for Left increased in winter, as did the support for the Right-wing incumbents, 

indicating that the Winter of 1997 was characterized by a sharp political battle, determining the voters 

to ‘rally’ around their respective ‘flags’, of Left or Right color. (This battle led to heterogeneous voting 

preferences in the constituency of the incumbents’ supporters, as shown by the heteroskedastic 

coefficient of the variable ‘SEASON’ in specification (33) in Table 4.13).  

 

Quite surprisingly, higher income individuals and those trusting the traditional institutions supported 

the Left opposition. On the contrary, those satisfied with their living standard, with government’s 

activity and those trusting the elective state institutions supported Right (a predictable outcome of the 

responsibility hypothesis, in line with the results of the model of support for the incumbents). Neither of 

the subjective fears influenced the voter’s Left vs. Right choices in 1997, and none of the variables 

introduced heteroskedasticity of errors. 

 

4.4.4. Year 1998 
Neither the profile of the typical supporter of the Left nor the one of the typical supporter of the 

incumbent changes much from 1997 to 1998. Nonetheless, several observations are due. Table 4.14 

shows that the level of schooling decreases its role in determining support for incumbents: post-

secondary education only weakly matters in model (35), meaning that educated voters started to lose 

confidence in the leading Right. Geographical region is no longer relevant for the electoral choice, 

neither is season. The observation that high-income individuals tend not to support the incumbent 

continues to hold, but they do not re-orientate their support towards the Left opposition either. 

Satisfaction with government’s activity is instrumental in determining support for the leading coalition.  
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Although the variables related to region are not decisive in determining support for the incumbent in 

1998, they are nevertheless critical in influencing the variance of errors. We notice that both 

Transylvanians and Moldavians have less variance in preferences than the rest of the voters (the 

Wallachians), who appear to be more ambivalent towards the opposing sides of the political spectrum. 

 

Regarding support for Left (Table 4.15), a major change occurring in 1998 is that the ‘young’, rather 

than the ‘old’ are favoring the Left (but the heteroskedastic coefficients show that the young are also 

more ambivalent in their choices than the rest). Region and income lose significance (but 

Transylvanians appear to have less variance in their preferences than the rest of voters), while the 

sociotropic fears become relevant for supporting Left. When detailed into components ((38),(39)), it 

appears that it is the fear of social unrest that determines sympathy for Left. This is not surprising, 

given that the political discourse of the Social Democrat parties in the opposition was systematically 

pointing to the fact that the incumbents’ policies would end up in generating  ‘social unrest’ and 

‘turbulences’. 

 

Table 4.14: Determinants of support for the incumbent in 1998 

Y=1: Support for the incumbent party 

Coefficients (Standard errors) 

        Specification 
Variables 

Simple probit  
(34) 

 

Heteroskeda
stic probit  

(35) 

Constant 
0.1874 
(0.1418) 

0.1312 
(0.1076) 

Standard probit coefficients 

Demographic variables 

Gender 
-0.1159 
(0.0756) 

-0.1074** 
(0.0526) 

Young 
-0.0554 
(0.0800) 

0.0032 
(0.0539) 

Minority 
1.0523××× 
(0.1569) 

0.6825*** 
(0.1354) 

Primary 
0.0171 
(0.0930) 

0.0497 
(0.0647) 

Post-secondary 
0.1353 
(0.1052) 

0.1199* 
(0.0726) 

Residence 
0.2380××× 
(0.0816) 

0.1859*** 
(0.0606) 

Moldova 
-0.0403 
(0.1017) 

0.0159 
(0.0718) 

Transylvania 
0.0956 
(0.0873) 

0.0510 
(0.0618) 

Season 
 

-0.0740 
(0.0751) 

-0.0623 
(0.0511) 

Income 
-0.1253××× 
(0.0451) 

-0.0951*** 
(0.0337) 

Satisfaction with 
living standards 

0.3821××× 
(0.0444) 

0.2551*** 
(0.0434) 

Egotropic fears 
0.0155 
(0.0378) 

0.0246 
(0.0259) 

Sociotropic fears 
0.0410 
(0.0341) 

0.0338 
(0.0242) 

Satisfaction with 
government 

0.1181××× 
(0.0420) 

0.1025*** 
(0.0394) 
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Trust in 
representative 
institutions 

0.1228××× 
(0.0421) 
 

0.1146*** 
(0.0321) 

Trust in non-
representative 
institutions 

-0.1227*** 
(0.0445) 

-0.1044*** 
(0.0332) 

Heteroskedastic coefficients 

Moldova  
-0.5591*** 
(0.2056) 

Transylvania  
-0.6607*** 
(0.1801) 

Satisfaction with 
government 

 
0.1735* 
(0.0955) 

N 1308 1308 

Mean log-
likelihood 

-0.602847 -0.595615 

Maximum 
likelihood 

-789 -779 

RESET-test p value 0.255 0.255 

RESET test rejects the hypothesis of normality at 10% significance level  
 2 surveys used 

Significance level: × - 10%, ×× - 5%, ××× -1% 
 

Table 4.15: Determinants of support for the Left in 1998 

Y=1: Support for Left parties 

Coefficients (Standard errors) 

 Aggregated fears Original fears 

        Specification 
Variables 

Simple probit  
(36) 

 

Heteroskedas
tic probit  

(37) 
 

Simple probit  
(38) 

 

Heteroskedast
ic probit (39) 

 
 

Constant 
0.3290×× 
(0.1474) 

0.3585×× 
(0.1573) 

0.3322×× 
(0.1609) 

0.3662×× 
(0.1722) 

Standard probit coefficients 

Demographic variables 

Gender 
0.0005 
(0.0769) 

0.0072 
(0.0803) 

0.0030 
(0.0775) 

0.0082 
(0.0810) 

Young 
0.1177 
(0.0822) 

0.2359×× 
(0.1170) 

0.1237 
(0.0831) 

0.2401×× 
(0.1182) 

Minority 
-1.2063××× 
(0.1332) 

-1.1480××× 
(0.1774) 

-1.2051××× 
(0.1337) 

-1.1453××× 
(0.1778) 

Primary 
-0.0705 
(0.0977) 

-0.0952 
(0.1022) 

-0.0723 
(0.0979) 

-0.0971 
(0.1023) 

Post-secondary 
-0.1999× 
(0.1039) 

-0.2064×  
(0.1108) 

-0.2042×× 
(0.1041) 

-0.2112× 
(0.1111) 

Residence 
-0.2147** 
(0.0858) 

-0.1975**  
(0.0899) 

-0.2110×× 
(0.0862) 

-0.1946×× 
(0.0902) 

Moldova 
0.0884 
(0.1044) 

0.1078 
(0.1215) 

0.0918 
(0.1052) 

0.1133 
(0.1226) 

Transylvania 
0.0654 
(0.0898) 

-0.0340 
(0.0948) 

0.0641 
(0.0900) 

-0.0343 
(0.0949) 

Season 
 

0.1296* 
(0.0771) 

0.0913 
(0.0807) 

0.1351* 
(0.0800) 

0.0983 
(0.0832) 

Income 
0.0697 
(0.0469) 

0.0654 
(0.0515) 

0.0704 
(0.0470) 

0.0664 
(0.0516) 

Satisfaction with 
living standards 

-0.3236××× 
(0.0449) 

-0.3247××× 
(0.0551) 

-0.3225××× 
(0.0450) 

-0.3241××× 
(0.0551) 

Egotropic fears 
-0.0458 
(0.0373) 

-0.0616 
(0.0388) 

  

Sociotropic fears 
0.0692× 
(0.0373) 

0.0861× 
(0.0420) 

  

Fear of prices   
-0.0407 
(0.0848) 

-0.0644 
(0.0872) 

Fear of 
unemployment 

  
-0.1014 
(0.1078) 

-0.1108 
(0.1213) 
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Fear of crime   
0.0385 
(0.1039) 

0.0595 
(0.1069) 

Fear of social 
unrest 

  
0.2425* 
(0.1355) 

0.3041×× 
(0.1544) 

Satisfaction with 
government 

-0.1908××× 
(0.0428) 

-0.2258××× 
(0.0528) 

-0.1899××× 
(0.0429) 

-0.2251××× 
(0.0529) 

Trust in 
representative 
institutions 

-0.1255××× 
(0.0427) 

-0.1414××× 
(0.0447) 

-0.1252××× 
(0.0428) 

-0.1412××× 
(0.0448) 

Trust in non-
representative 
institutions 

0.1335××× 
(0.0460) 

0.1464××× 
(0.0507) 

0.1316××× 
(0.0461) 

0.1448××× 
(0.0507) 

Heteroskedastic coefficients 

Young  
0.3253×× 
(0.1554) 

 
0.3245×× 
(0.1560) 

Transylvania  
-0.3044×× 
(0.1421) 

 
-0.3039×× 
(0.1429) 

N 1308 1308 1308 1308 

Mean log-
likelihood 

-0.564408 -0.560802 -0.564232 -0.560655 

Maximum 
likelihood 

-738 -734 -738 -733 

RESET-test p value 0.419 0.419 0.416 
 

0.416 
 

RESET test rejects the hypothesis of normality at 10% significance level  
2 surveys used 
Significance level: × - 10%, ×× - 5%, ××× -1% 

 

4.4.5. Year 1999 
Table 4.16: Determinants of support for the incumbent in 1999 

Y=1: Support for the incumbent party 

Coefficients (Standard errors) 

        Specification 
Variables 

Simple probit  
(40) 

 

Heteroskeda
stic probit  

(41) 
 

Constant 
-0.6798××× 
(0.1186) 

-0.7448××× 
(0.1481) 

Standard probit coefficients 

Demographic variables 

Gender 
-0.1287×× 
(0.0609) 

-0.1672×× 
(0.0792) 

Young 
0.1187× 
(0.0647) 

-0.0674 
(0.1075) 

Minority 
1.3669××× 
(0.1093) 

1.7657××× 
(0.1836) 

Primary 
0.0248 
(0.0760) 

0.0902 
(0.0946) 

Post-secondary 
0.2496××× 
(0.0836) 

0.4295××× 
(0.1223) 

Residence 
0.0223 
(0.0661) 

-0.1672 
(0.1094) 

Moldova 
0.1379× 
(0.0782) 

0.3567××× 
(0.1033) 

Transylvania 
0.2289××× 
(0.0690) 

0.3224××× 
(0.0960) 

Season 
 

-0.2389××× 
(0.0636) 

-0.3690××× 
(0.0871) 

Income 
0.0495 
(0.0357) 

0.0657 
(0.0460) 

Satisfaction with 
living standards 

0.1761××× 
(0.0350) 

0.2366××× 
(0.0478) 

Egotropic fears 
-0.0004 
(0.0363) 

-0.0011 
(0.0499) 

Sociotropic fears 
0.0581× 
(0.0322) 

0.0692× 
(0.0404) 
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Satisfaction with 
government 

0.1878××× 
(0.0359) 

0.2151××× 
(0.0456) 

Trust in 
representative 
institutions 

0.2649××× 
(0.0338) 
 

0.3359××× 
(0.0442) 

Trust in non-
representative 
institutions 

-0.1192××× 
(0.0349) 

-0.1597××× 
(0.0471) 

Heteroskedastic coefficients 

Young  
0.3786××× 
(0.1038) 

Residence  
0.2884××× 
(0.0977) 

Moldova  
-0.3163××× 
(0.1120) 

N 2289 2289 

Mean log-
likelihood 

-0.520172 -0.513541 

Maximum 
likelihood 

-1190 -1180 

RESET-test p-value 0.220 0.220 

RESET test rejects the hypothesis of normality at 10% significance level   
2 surveys used 
Significance level: × - 10%, ×× - 5%, ××× -1% 

 

Table 4.17: Determinants of support for the Left in 1999 

Y=1: Support for Left parties 

Coefficients (Standard errors) 

 Aggregated fears Original fears 

        Specification 
Variables 

Simple probit  
(42) 

 

Heteroskedas
tic probit  

(43) 

Simple probit  
(44) 

 

Heteroskedast
ic probit (45) 

 
Constant 0.7622××× 

(0.1234) 
0.7097××× 
(0.1676) 

0.7028××× 
(0.1318) 

0.7241××× 
(0.1539) 

Standard probit coefficients 

Demographic variables 

Gender 0.1434×× 
(0.0648) 

0.1914×× 
(0.0929) 

0.1313×× 
(0.0657) 

0.1490× 
(0.0791) 

Young -0.0403 
(0.0684) 

0.1826 
(0.1579) 

-0.0491 
(0.0701) 

-0.0708 
(0.0843) 

Minority -1.6348××× 
(0.1064) 

-4.2447×× 
(1.8773) 

-1.6289××× 
(0.1068) 

-3.0856××× 
(1.0444) 

Primary -0.0307 
(0.0808) 

-0.0552 
(0.1144) 

-0.0249 
(0.0810) 

-0.0638 
(0.0957) 

Post-secondary -0.2443××× 
(0.0896) 

-0.3210××  
(0.1355) 

-0.2518××× 
(0.0900) 

-0.3067××× 
(0.1140) 

Residence 0.0556 
(0.0724) 

0.3418××  
(0.1712) 

0.0455 
(0.0725) 

0.2320× 
(0.1381) 

Moldova -0.1264 
(0.0808) 

-0.1058 
(0.1120) 

-0.1205 
(0.0812) 

-0.1185 
(0.0949) 

Transylvania -0.0889 
(0.0759) 

-0.0784 
(0.1033) 

-0.0943 
(0.0763) 

-0.0843 
(0.0902) 

Season 
 

0.2855××× 
(0.0674) 

0.4010××× 
(0.1006) 

0.2692××× 
(0.0681) 

0.3186××× 
(0.0852) 

Income -0.0302 
(0.0372) 

-0.0144 
(0.0538) 

-0.0265 
(0.0377) 

-0.0173 
(0.0450) 

Satisfaction with 
living standards 

-0.2549××× 
(0.0371) 

-0.3787××× 
(0.0574) 

-0.2533××× 
(0.0370) 

-0.3124××× 
(0.0452) 

Egotropic fears -0.0296 
(0.0408) 

-0.0279 
(0.0601) 

  

Sociotropic fears -0.0322 
(0.0357) 

-0.0352 
(0.0510) 

  

Fear of prices   0.0844 
(0.0677) 

0.0815 
(0.0814) 
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Fear of 
unemployment 

  0.0597 
(0.0955) 

0.0826 
(0.1139) 

Fear of crime   0.2764×× 
(0.1225) 

0.2803× 
(0.1456) 

Fear of social 
unrest 

  0.0224 
(0.1286) 

-0.0031 
(0.1605) 

Satisfaction with 
government 

-0.1363××× 
(0.0369) 

-0.1778××× 
(0.0505) 

-0.1418××× 
(0.0369) 

-0.1609××× 
(0.0439) 

Trust in 
representative 
institutions 

-0.2863××× 
(0.0362) 

-0.4276××× 
(0.0568) 

-0.2874××× 
(0.0362) 

-0.3610××× 
(0.0451) 

Trust in non-
representative 
institutions 

0.1116××× 
(0.0372) 

0.2459××× 
(0.0811) 

0.1182××× 
(0.0373) 

0.1194××× 
(0.0456) 

Heteroskedastic coefficients 

Young  0.2393×× 
(0.1075) 

  

Minority  1.0677×× 
(0.5351) 

 0.8186× 
(0.4496) 

Residence  0.3035××× 
(0.1091) 

 0.2610×× 
(0.1059) 

Trust in non-
representative 
institutions 

 0.1052× 
(0.0555) 

  

N 2289 2289 2289 2289 

Mean log-
likelihood 

-0.451582 -0.447076 -0.450456 -0.447832 

Maximum 
likelihood 

-1030 -1020 -1030 -1030 

RESET-test p-value 0.0105 0.0105 0.00892 0.00892 

The RESET-test does not reject the hypothesis of normality.     
2 surveys used 
Significance level: × - 10%, ×× - 5%, ××× -1% 

 

In 1999 (Table 4.16), incumbents continue to be supported primarily by women, minorities, and the 

educated voters. The preferences of the youth are not clear-cut (in the simple probit model (40) it 

seems that they support the government, while in the heteroskedastic model (41) ‘YOUNG’ is not 

significant and changes sign), thus they are increasing the error variance. Incumbents’ followers are 

those satisfied with living standards and with the government’s activity and those trusting the elective 

state institutions. The level of income does not appear to influence support for the incumbent. As 

before, those trusting the traditional institutions do not support the incumbent Right coalition. Presence 

of sociotropic fears enhances support for incumbents. Urban voters appear to have more volatile 

preferences, mostly voting for the Left wing. 

 

The novelty of the results in 1999 is that the weight of support by regions changes: while Transylvania 

continues to support the government, Moldova appear to support the incumbent more than does the 

left out category (Wallachia). In addition, Moldavians seems to be in more agreement over their 

electoral position than other categories of voters. Another novelty resides in the fact that support for 

government is lower during winter. This can indicate that the backswing effect starts showing, due to 

the fact that new elections were expected in 2000.  

 

Support for Left (Table 4.17) primarily comes from male voters, ethnic Romanians, with little schooling 

(the graduates of postsecondary education support the Right). Urban residence positively influences 

support for Left (in the heteorskedastic specifications (43), (45)), while region and income do not. 

Those supporting Left are not satisfied either with living standards, or with the activity of the (Right-
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wing) government, these results conforming to the arguments of the incumbency theory.  In addition, 

support for Left is positively influenced by fear of crime and Trust in the non-representative (traditional) 

institutions (matched by a corresponding distrust in the elective state institutions). Age does not 

directly influence the support for Left, but it appears among the variables that increase the voters’ 

heterogeneity of preferences, along with the minority status, the residence and the trust in the 

traditional institutions.  

 

4.4.6. Year 2000 
Although 2000 was an electoral year, both surveys used for specifications (46) ad (47) in Table 4.18 

were administered before the elections, so the incumbent continues to be the Right-wing coalition. The 

women, the young, the ethnic minorities and the highly educated support the incumbents. Urban 

status and Transylvanian origin is also significant in determining support. As claimed by the 

incumbency theory, support also comes from those satisfied with their living standards, with their 

incomes, with the activity of the government and from those trusting the state’s representative  

institutions. Individuals affected by the egotropic fears of prices and of unemployment do not support 

the incumbents, in contrast to those influenced by the sociotropic fear of crime. 

 

Table 4.18: Determinants of support for the incumbent in 2000 

Y=1: Support for the incumbent party 

Coefficients (Standard errors) 

        Specification 
Variables 

Simple probit  
(46) 

Heteroskeda
stic probit 

(47)  
 

Constant 
-1.1470××× 
(0.1269) 

-1.0473××× 
(0.1074) 

Standard probit coefficients 

Demographic variables 

Gender 
-0.1644×× 
(0.0656) 

-0.1186×× 
(0.0492) 

Young 
0.1589×× 
(0.0706) 

0.1119×× 
(0.0519) 

Minority 
1.4103××× 
(0.1188) 

0.8611××× 
(0.0986) 

Primary 
-0.1161 
(0.0812) 

-0.0894 
(0.0601) 

Post-secondary 
0.2312×× 
(0.0963) 

0.1521×× 
(0.0736) 

Residence 
0.2365××× 
(0.0712) 

0.1851××× 
(0.0507) 

Moldova 
-0.0452 
(0.0858) 

-0.0249 
(0.0705) 

Transylvania 
0.3210××× 
(0.0764) 

0.3713××× 
(0.0642) 

Season 
 

0.1671×× 
(0.0684) 

0.2285××× 
(0.0583) 

Income 
0.0886×× 
(0.0416) 

0.0765×× 
(0.0322) 

Satisfaction with 
living standards 

0.2320××× 
(0.0381) 

0.1718××× 
(0.0320) 

Egotropic fears 
-0.1069××× 
(0.0341) 

-0.0775××× 
(0.0250) 

Sociotropic fears 
-0.0180 
(0.0334) 

-0.0094 
(0.0252) 
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Satisfaction with 
government 

0.1354××× 
(0.0364) 

0.0913××× 
(0.0285) 

Trust in 
representative 
institutions 

0.1108××× 
(0.0384) 
 

0.0751××× 
(0.0290) 

Trust in non-
representative 
institutions 

-0.0508 
(0.0381) 

-0.0351 
(0.0281) 

Heteroskedastic coefficients 

Minority  
-0.5816××× 
(0.1779) 

Transylvania  
-0.2829×× 
(0.1205) 

Season 
 

 
-0.2325×× 
(0.0959) 

N 2050 2050 

Mean log-
likelihood 

-0.472650 -0.466648 

Maximum 
likelihood 

-969 -957 

RESET-test p-value 0.194 0.194 

RESET test rejects the hypothesis of normality at 10% significance level  
 2 surveys used 

Significance level: × - 10%, ×× - 5%, ××× -1% 

 

Table 4.19: Determinants of support for the Left in 2000 

Y=1: Support for Left parties 

Coefficients (Standard errors) 

 Aggregated fears Original fears 

             Specification 
 
Variables 

Simple probit  
(48) 

 

Heteroskedas
tic probit  

(49) 
 

Simple probit  
(50) 

 

Heteroskedast
ic probit  

(51) 
 

Constant 
1.2242××× 
(0.1314) 

1.1877××× 
(0.1118) 

1.1570××× 
(0.1388) 

1.1510××× 
(0.1223) 

Standard probit coefficients 

Demographic variables 

Gender 
0.1027 
(0.0686) 

0.0822 
(0.0577) 

0.1045 
(0.0692) 

0.0970× 
(0.0583) 

Young 
-0.0570 
(0.0734) 

-0.0340 
(0.0616) 

-0.0430 
(0.0750) 

-0.0192 
(0.0643) 

Minority 
-1.4830××× 
(0.1157) 

-1.2063××× 
(0.1354) 

-1.4863××× 
(0.1163) 

-1.1820××× 
(0.1372) 

Primary 
0.1241 
(0.0857) 

0.0962 
(0.0715) 

0.1218 
(0.0857) 

0.0950 
(0.0716) 

Post-secondary 
-0.3004××× 
(0.0982) 

-0.2446××× 
(0.0827) 

-0.3026××× 
(0.0982) 

-0.2375××× 
(0.0854) 

Residence 
-0.2825××× 
(0.0759) 

-0.2330××× 
(0.0646) 

-0.2847××× 
(0.0766) 

-0.2328××× 
(0.0641) 

Moldova 
-0.0203 
(0.0903) 

-0.0132 
(0.0909) 

-0.0205 
(0.0904) 

-0.0111 
(0.0953) 

Transylvania 
-0.3806××× 
(0.0799) 

-0.5302××× 
(0.0736) 

-0.3783××× 
(0.0801) 

-0.6024××× 
(0.0766) 

Season 
 

-0.1094 
(0.0722) 

-0.1164× 
(0.0609) 

-0.1139 
(0.0729) 

-0.1170× 
(0.0622) 

Income 
-0.0374 
(0.0439) 

-0.0374 
(0.0364) 

-0.0345 
(0.0441) 

-0.0428 
(0.0377) 

Satisfaction with 
living standards 

-0.2284××× 
(0.0408) 

-0.1969××× 
(0.0367) 

-0.2271××× 
(0.0408) 

-0.1971××× 
(0.0373) 

Egotropic fears 
0.1330××× 
(0.0357) 

0.0987××× 
(0.0303) 

  

Sociotropic fears 
0.0121 
(0.0343) 

0.0026 
(0.0296) 
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Fear of prices   
0.1731×× 
(0.0734) 

0.1486×× 
(0.0619) 

Fear of 
unemployment 

  
0.0323 
(0.1108) 

0.0127 
(0.0880) 

Fear of crime   
-0.2510××× 
(0.0957) 

0.0127 
(0.1294) 

Fear of social 
unrest 

  
0.0559 
(0.1285) 

0.0452 
(0.1083) 

Satisfaction with 
government 

-0.1481××× 
(0.0374) 

-0.1152××× 
(0.0325) 

-0.1500××× 
(0.0375) 

-0.1097××× 
(0.0334) 

Trust in 
representative 
institutions 

-0.1281××× 
(0.0389) 

-0.1024××× 
(0.0342) 

-0.1271××× 
(0.0390) 

-0.1048××× 
(0.0345) 

Trust in non-
representative 
institutions 

0.0672× 
(0.0395) 

0.0540 
(0.0340) 

0.0663× 
(0.0397) 

0.0544 
(0.0338) 

Heteroskedastic coefficients 

Transylvania  
-0.4176××× 
(0.1123) 
 

 
-0.5134××× 
(0.1184) 

Fear of crime    
0.4135××× 
(0.1573) 

N 2050 2050 2050 2050 

Mean log-
likelihood 

-0.425450 -0.422100 -0.425133 -0.419914 

Maximum 
likelihood 

-872 -865 -872 -861 

RESET-test p-value 0.213 0.213 0.158 0.158 

RESET test rejects the hypothesis of normality at 10% significance level  
2 surveys used 
Significance level: × - 10%, ×× - 5%, ××× -1% 

 

Although the last survey of 2000 was processed immediately before the elections, the support for the 

incumbents continued to increase during winter, which is an interesting outcome: instead of the typical 

pre-electoral ‘backswing’ effect, we encounter here a ‘rally-around-the-flag’ effect, with the supporters 

of the Right-wing congregating. Electoral preferences were more clearly defined among those 

belonging to Transylvania or to the ethnic minorities (specification (47) in Table 4.18). Preferences 

were clearer in the winter, which is not surprising, given that the survey was administered in the month 

immediately preceding the elections, when people are more prone to have already formed a clear idea 

of their voting choice127. 

 
 

During the electoral year 2000, support for Left was mainly coming from ethnic Romanians, with lower 

levels of education, residing in rural areas, belonging from outside of Transylvania, not satisfied with 

their living standards or with the activity of the government, and affected by the egotropic fear of 

prices.  Support for Left was more significant in the summer, and it was generated by a distrust of the 

representative institutions, compensated by a mild trust in the traditional institutions (Table 4.19). The 

preferences for Right of the Transylvanian voters were more firm and compact than others’, as 

opposed to those afraid of crime, who had a harder time to make up their mind on their favorites.  

 

4.4.7. Year 2001 
Table 4.20: Determinants of support for the incumbent in 2001  

                                                           
127
 Remember that our sample is only based on the ‘decided’ voters, and thus does not account for those who 

make up their mind in the ‘last minute’. 
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Y=1: Support for the incumbent party 

Coefficients (Standard errors) 

        Specification 
Variables 

Simple probit  
(52) 

Heteroskeda
stic probit 

(53)  
 

Constant 
0.4927××× 
(0.1771) 
 

0.5317××× 
(0.1803) 

Standard probit coefficients 

Demographic variables 

Gender 
-0.2724××× 
(0.0796) 
 

-0.2598×× 
(0.0822) 

Young 
-0.2276×× 
(0.911) 
 

-0.2480×× 
(0.0932) 

Minority 
1.0315××× 
(0.1602) 

4.6431 
(6.1785) 

Primary 
0.3438××× 
(0.1062) 
 

0.3611××× 
(0.1092) 

Post-secondary 
-0.1838 
(0.1202) 

-0.1931 
(0.1230) 

Residence 
-0.1656× 
(0.0849) 

-0.1485× 
(0.0876) 
 

Moldova 
0.0600 
(0.1044) 

0.0768 
(0.1089) 

Transylvania 
-0.1188 
(0.0911) 
 

-0.1758× 
(0.0936) 

Income 
-0.1638××× 
(0.0505) 

-0.1708××× 
(0.0513) 
 Satisfaction with 

living standards 

0.1907××× 
(0.0453) 
 

0.1982××× 
(0.0467) 

Egotropic fears 
0.0244 
(0.0400) 
 

0.0231 
(0.0410) 

Sociotropic fears 
0.0041 
(0.0478) 
 

0.0196 
(0.6981) 

Satisfaction with 
government 

0.0679× 
(0.0385) 

0.0732× 
(0.0388) 
 Trust in 

representative 
institutions 

0.2994××× 
(0.0456) 

0.3133××× 
(0.0466) 

Trust in non-
representative 
institutions 

-0.1902×× 
(0.0838) 

-0.1564× 
(0.0859) 

Heteroskedastic coefficients 

Minority  
1.4211 
(1.2788) 

N 1259 1259 

Mean log-
likelihood 

-0.560022 -0.557961 

Maximum 
likelihood 

-705 -702 

RESET-test p-value 0.238 0.238 

RESET test rejects the hypothesis of normality at 10% significance level  
 1survey used 

Significance level: × - 10%, ×× - 5%, ××× -1% 
 
 

Suite of the general elections from the previous year, in 2001 a Left coalition replaced the previously 

ruling Right wing. The simple probit specification (52) in Table 4.20 shows that support for the Left 

incumbent comes mainly from women, older citizens, with primary studies, mainly from rural areas. 

The minorities favor the incumbent, which is not surprising, as the HDUR (Hungarian Democratic 

Union of Romania) was now part of the leading coalition. Those with high income favor the Right-
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Oriented opposition. As before, support for the incumbent comes from those satisfied with the 

government’s performance and from those trusting the representative institutions of the state. In 

contrast, those trusting the non-representative state institutions favor the opposition parties. Although 

the heteroskedasticity test identified the potential heteroskedastic nature of the “MINORITY” variable, 

the heteroskedastic probit model did not find it to be significant (53). 

   

Table 4.21: Determinants of support for the Left in 2001 

Y=1: Support for Left parties 

Coefficients (Standard errors)  

 Aggregated fears Original fears 

             Specification 
 
Variables 

Simple probit  
(54) 

 

Heteroskedas
tic probit  

(55) 
 

Simple probit  
(56)
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Constant 
2.0690××× 
(0.2282) 

1.8011××× 
(0.1870) 

2.0406××× 
(0.2397) 

Standard probit coefficients 

Demographic variables 

Gender 
-0.1893× 
(0.1084) 

-0.1439× 
(0.0753) 

-0.1995× 
(0.1093) 

Young 
0.0461 
(0.1171) 

0.1166 
(0.0869) 

0.0208 
(0.1196) 

Minority 
-1.6888××× 
(0.1607) 

-1.3565××× 
(0.1142) 

-1.7039××× 
(0.1618) 

Primary 
0.1776 
(0.1478) 

0.1168 
(0.0945) 

0.1754 
(0.1491) 

Post-secondary 
-0.4660××× 
(0.1384) 

-0.4319××× 
(0.1220) 

-0.4653××× 
(0.1394) 

Residence 
-0.3143××× 
(0.1170) 

-0.2183××× 
(0.0814) 

-0.3199××× 
(0.1181) 

Moldova 
-0.0924 
(0.1397) 

-0.1023 
(0.1150) 

-0.1013 
(0.1415) 

Transylvania 
-0.4034××× 
(0.1179) 

-0.5380××× 
(0.1231) 

-0.4032××× 
(0.1190) 

Income 
-0.1792××× 
(0.0647) 

-0.1149×× 
(0.0466) 

-0.1819××× 
(0.0652) 

Satisfaction with 
living standards 

0.0675 
(0.0643) 

0.0479 
(0.0435) 

0.0642 
(0.0651) 

Egotropic fears 
0.1409××× 
(0.0506) 

0.1138××× 
(0.0422) 

 

Sociotropic fears 
-0.0746 
(0.0613) 

-0.0738 
(0.0531) 

 

Fear of prices   
0.0958 
(0.1193) 

Fear of 
unemployment 

  
0.4268× 
(0.2186) 

Fear of crime   
-0.1931 
(0.1282) 

Fear of social 
unrest 

  
-0.2517 
(0.2301) 

Satisfaction with 
government 

0.0141 
(0.0477) 

-0.0047 
(0.0337) 

0.0104 
(0.0474) 

Trust in 
representative 
institutions 

0.1739××× 
(0.0660) 

0.1310××× 
(0.0489) 

0.1755××× 
(0.0668) 
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 The heteroskedastic probit model could not be calculated, as the Constrained Maximum Likelihood procedure 

of the GAUSS package failed to converge within the maximum number of iterations allowed  
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Trust in non-
representative 
institutions 

-0.0233 
(0.1129) 

-0.0082 
(0.0808) 

-0.0266 
(0.1149) 

Heteroskedastic coefficients 

Minority  
-0.9267××× 
(0.2833) 

 

Transylvania  
-0.2725×× 
(0.1352) 

 

N 1259 1259 1259 

Mean log-
likelihood 

-0.307841 -0.300944 -0.306864 

Maximum 
likelihood 

-388 -379 -386 

RESET-test p-value 0.0154 0.0154 0.0305 

RESET test rejects the hypothesis of normality at 10% significance level  
1survey used 
Significance level: × - 10%, ×× - 5%, ××× -1% 

 

2001 is a special case, as the incumbent coalition of Left parties had to make an alliance with the 

center-Right HDUR in order to reach the majority in Parliament. Therefore supporting the incumbents 

did not always mean supporting Left, as was the case of the Hungarian minority, which supported 

HDUR129. From our specifications (Table 4.21) it appears that Left is supported by women, people with 

secondary studies, residing in the countryside and mostly from outside of Transylvania. Those 

satisfied with their income vote against the Left, as opposed to those trusting the representative state 

institutions or to those affected by egotropic fears. Satisfaction with government does not 

automatically determine support for Left (again, due to the mixed nature of the governing coalition). 

For the first time in our analysis, trust in the traditional institutions of Church and Army is not 

associated to support for Left. Ethnic minorities and the Transylvanian citizens have more firm 

preferences than the other groups of the population (and they are against the Left). As before, the 

model based on the initial fears reveals that fears of prices and of unemployment determine support 

for Left. 

 

4.5. CONCLUSIONS: 
 

Tables 4.22 and 4.23 synthesize the qualitative results of our study of Romanians’ voting behavior 

between 1995-2001. Our goal was to identify the (objective and subjective) factors that were relevant 

in determining support for the incumbent and for the parties belonging to the Romanian Left/Right 

wing. We were interested to determine whether the realities of the Romanian democracy are 

comparable to the theories of political support and voting behavior, usually developed in more 

advanced democracies, but also already tested in other transition countries. Our hypotheses were 

thus based on traditional theories of voting behavior: the ‘incumbency theory’, the ‘issue voting’, and 

the ‘rally-around-the-flag’ hypothesis. Finally, our aim was to identify the regularities in the Romanian 

voting behavior allowing us to pencil in a potential ‘typical profile’ of the supporter of the Left wing or of 

the Incumbent party. 

                                                           
129
It should be noted, however, that the dominance of the Social-Democrat parties in the government determined 

policies of Left orientation. Thus, this government has been labeled as a Left-sided one. Although many times 

opposing policies of the predominantly Left government, the HDUR has been more preoccupied by ethnic issues 

than by pursuing Right-wing economic policies. 
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The summarizing tables refer to the significance of the variables employed in our study’s probit 

specifications. The (+), (-) symbols replicate the sign of those coefficients that were found as 

statistically significant130. For the sake of brevity, we group the results of more than one specification in 

one column, based on the similarity of their content131. To this end, if for one particular year, a variable 

was found to be significant in at least one specification (not necessarily in all), the sign of its coefficient 

has been included in the respective column of the table as significant (i.e. in 2000, when modeling 

support for Left, Trust in the non-representative (traditional) institutions is found to be significant for the 

simple probit models (49), but not in the heteroskedastic models (51); thus it has been included in the 

table as significant). To facilitate comparison with the existing theories of voting behavior, tables also 

present the theoretical expected sign -if any.  

 

1. Support for the incumbent (Table 4.22): 

Little regular features could define the profile of a ‘typical supporter of the incumbent’. This is a natural 

outcome, since the typical supporter is bound to differ, according to whether the incumbent party or 

coalition belong to the Left or to the Right wing132. As such, for most of the variables under 

consideration, the signs and the significance of the coefficients oscillate from one electoral mandate to 

the next, following the shifts in the incumbency status (from Left to Right). 

 

None of the demographic variables appear to be systematically related to support for incumbent. 

When the incumbent was a Left-wing party (1995-1996), the typical supporters consisted of older and 

less educated voters, mostly belonging to rural areas. When the incumbents were members of the 

Right coalition (1997-2000), their typical supporters were coming from the groups of ethnic minorities, 

educated, mostly young, mostly urban voters. Interestingly, it appears that women are more lenient 

and seem to accommodate the incumbent, irrespective of its political orientation. 

 

Regarding the time variables, our results conform to those of the existing literature (i.e. Anderson 

1995): tenure in office results in losing votes (the so-called ‘tax on incumbency’). In addition, both the 

backswing and the honeymoon effect are identifiable, also conforming to the already ‘classic’ findings 

of the voting behavior theory133.  

 

No clear conclusion can be derived on the influence of fears in determining support for the incumbent. 

Apparently, the Romanian citizens are neither egotropic nor sociotropic. However, this conclusion 

                                                           
130
 The significance levels were chosen as follows: at least 10% in the ‘standard’ part and ‘heteroskedastic 

coefficients’ part of the probit model. Heteroskedastic coefficients were calculated for those variables failing to 

reject the heteroskedasticity hypothesis at 5% level of significance. 
131
 The specification numbers are presented in parentheses.  

132
 This statement assumes that voting decisions are mainly influenced by a party’s (Left or Right) ideology.  

133
 In our opinion, the voting theory strictly based on ’Rational Choice’assumptions still has to bring up a valid 

hypothesis justifying the ’honeymoon’ and the ’backswing’ effect. While there might be some justification in the 

fact that voters are excessively critical towards the government at the end of its mandate (due to continuously 

‘adapting’ expectations and to a ‘vote of punishment’), there is no equivalent rational justification for people 

overly crediting the government at the beginning of its ruling.   
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cannot be entirely sanctioned, given that, at the end of the interval of study, evidence of both 

sociotropic and egotropic fears determining electoral choices emerges. Similarly, no clear pattern is 

identifiable regarding the way in which Trust in the non-representative (traditional) institutions 

influences support for the incumbent, but it appears that support for Right-wing incumbency was 

backed up by a trend of distrust in traditional institutions (Church and Army). 

 

For several of the variables included in the specifications, the incumbency theory gives clear 

predictions regarding their expected sign. According to theory, income should be clearly and positively 

correlated to support for the incumbent. However, in our sample, it appears that those who judge their 

income as being satisfactory do not support the incumbent; on the contrary, they are quasi-

systematically punishing the incumbents. One explanation for this surprising result could rely on the 

fact that the variable chosen here to reflect ‘income’ has a strong subjective nature (being the coded 

answer to the question ‘How do you judge your family income?’). It might be that employment of an 

objective measure of income (which was not available in the original database) would have resulted in 

results more in line with the theoretical predictions. Another explanation for the inverse relationship 

between income and support for incumbent could come from the theories of the ‘vote of punishment’ 

(the ‘Exit’ and ‘Voice’ voting theories): although satisfied with their income, individuals do not support 

the government, but rather punish it for not fulfilling the earlier promises, or for being overly corrupt. 

 

The most powerful results in Table 4.22 regard the variables ‘Satisfaction with living standards’, 

‘satisfaction with government’s activity’ and ‘trust in the representative institutions of the state’. These 

fully comply to the responsibility theory: voters who are satisfied with the government’s activity, with its 

institutions and policy outcomes are clearly and systematically supporting the incumbent government. 

This result provides strong evidence in favor of the Romanian voters’ rationality: whenever the electors 

do not find the incumbents’ policy as satisfactory, they punish the governing institutions (government, 

parliament) by withdrawing their votes.     

 

Table 4.22: Support for the Incumbent party -Summary results 

Support for the incumbent party  

 Incumbent=Left Incumbent=Right Incumb

ent=Left 

         

Variables 

Expected  

theoretical

sign 

Results in 

the pooled 

data 

(4), (8) 

1995 

(20) 

1996 

(25),(26) 

1997 

(30),(31) 

1998 

(34),(35) 

1999 

(40),(41) 

2000 

(46),(47) 

2001 

(52),(53) 

Constant  - + + -  - - + 

Standard probit coefficients 

Demographic variables 

Gender  -   - - - - -  

Young  - - -   + + - 
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Minority  + - - + + + + + 

 

Primary  + + +     + 

Post-

secondary 

 + - - + + + +  

Residence   - - + +  + - 

Moldova    + -  +   

Transylvania   -  -  + + - 

Time variables  

Time - (Tenure in 

office is 

detrimental 

to  

incumbent 

cf 

Anderson) 

- Na Na Na Na Na Na Na 

Season  +  - +  - + Na 

Backswing -  - Na Na Na Na Na Na Na  

 

Honeymoon + + Na Na Na Na Na Na Na 

Income + 

(Incumbenc

y voting) 

- - - - -  + - 

Satisfaction with living 

standards 

+ 

(Incumbenc

y voting) 

+ + + + + + + + 

Fears 

Egotropic 

fears 

       -   

Sociotropic 

fears 

      +   

Satisfaction with 

government 

+ 

(Incumbenc

y voting) 

+ + +  + + + + 

Trust in representative 

institutions 

+ 

(Incumbenc

y voting) 

+ + + + + + + + 

Trust in non-

representative 

institutions 

 -  + - - -  - 

Heteroskedastic variables 

  Young(+) 

Time (-) 

Backswing 

(+) 

Satisfaction 

with 

governmen

t(+) 

Trust in 

Na Primary 

(+) 

Satisfacti

on with 

governme

nt(+) 

Trust in 

represent

ative 

Moldova 

(-) 

Season 

(+) 

 

Moldova 

(-) 

Transylva

nia(-) 

Satisfacti

on with 

governm

ent (+) 

Young(+) 

Residenc

e (+) 

Moldova 

(-) 

Minority 

(-) 

Transylva

nia(-) 

Season 

(-) 

Na 
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representat

ive 

institutions 

(-) 

institution

s (-) 

  

2. Support for Left (Right) parties (Table 4.23) 

Table 4.23: Support for the Left-wing parties -Summary results 

Support for the Left party  

 Incumbent=Left Incumbent=Right Incumbe

nt=Left 

         

Variables 

Expected 

theoretical 

sign 

Results in 

the pooled 

data 

(9),(13), 

(14),(16) 

(17),(19) 

1995 

(21),(22), 

(23),(24) 

1996 

(27),(28), 

(29) 

1997 

(32),(33) 

1998 

(36),(37), 

(38),(39) 

1999 

(42),(43), 

(44),(45) 

2000 

(48),(49), 

(50),(51) 

2001 

(54),(55),

(56) 

Constant  + + + + + + + + 

Standard probit coefficients 

Demographic variables 

Gender    -   + + - 

Young  - -  - +    

Minority  - - - - - - - - 

Primary + (Blue 

collars-

issue 

voting) 

+ + + -     

Post-

secondary 

- (White 

collars, 

issue 

voting) 

- - - - - - - - 

Residence  -  - - - + - - 

Moldova + (Poorer, 

issue 

voting) 

+ +  +     

 

Transylvania - (Richer, 

issue 

voting) 

- - -    - - 

Time variables  

Time  + Na Na Na Na Na Na Na 

Season     + + + - Na 

Backswing  - Na Na Na Na Na Na Na 

Honeymoon   Na Na Na Na Na Na Na 

 

Incumbent 

Left-oriented  

 + Na Na Na Na Na Na Na 

Income - (Issue 

voting) 

- - - +    - 

Satisfaction with living 

standards 

 - + + - - - -  
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Fears 

Egotropic 

fears 

 +      + + 

Sociotropic 

fears 

+ (Socialist 

ideology) 

    +    

Fear of 

prices 

- (Issue 

voting: 

those afraid 

of prices 

vote Right) 

+ + +    +  

Fear of 

unemployme

nt 

+ (Blue 

collars) 

       + 

Fear of crime ?  +    + -  

 

Fear of 

social unrest 

?     +    

Satisfaction with 

government 

  + + - - - -  

Trust in representative 

institutions 

 - + + - - - - + 

Trust in non-

representative 

institutions 

 + + + + + + +  

Heteroskedastic variables 

  Minority (-) 

Transylvani

a (-) 

Time (-) 

Backswing 

(+) 

Honeymoo

n (-) 

Satisfaction 

with living 

standards 

(+) 

Satisfaction 

with 

governmen

t (+) 

Fear of 

crime(+) 

Trust in 

representat

ive 

institutions 

(+) 

Moldova 

(+) 

Income(-) 

Trust in 

represent

ative 

institution

s (-) 

Fear of 

social 

unrest (-) 

Trust in 

represent

ative 

institution

s (-) 

Na Young(+) 

Transylva

nia (-) 

Young(+) 

Minority(

+) 

Residenc

e (+) 

Trust in 

non-

represent

ative 

institution

s (+) 

Transylva

nia (-) 

Fear of 

crime(+) 

Minority(-

) 

Transylva

nia(-) 
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The results concerning the determinants of support for the Left parties (table 4.23) are mirroring to a 

large extent those referring to support for the incumbents. Once again, few systematic ‘rules’ emerge 

to define the ‘typical supporter of the Left’. 

 

In the group of demographic characteristics, gender does not appear to be decisive in generating 

support for Left or Right, neither seems to be the voter’s age (although we find evidence that the 

youngsters prefer the Right, this evidence is not strong). In accordance to the predictions of the ‘issue 

voting’ and of the ‘rally-around-the-flag’ theory, the educated systematically vote in favor of the 

progressive, liberal parties (represented, at the time under study, by the Right wing). However, the 

theory is not backed up to the same extent by the case of those with primary studies: although there is 

some evidence of them preferring Left, their preferences are not as strong and regular. In terms of 

residential status, urban voters seem to be more supportive of the Right, but, again, the evidence is 

not strong enough. In the aggregate data, it also appears that those belonging to the richer, Western 

part of the country (Transylvania) are more supportive of the progressive, liberal Right wing, while the 

poorer part of the country (Moldova) supports Left. This result is in line with the issue voting theory, 

but it is not fully validated by the results in the yearly data. 

 

The ethnic minority status also induces a behavior consistently conforming to the predictions of the 

‘rally-around–the-flag’ or the ‘attachment voter’ theory. Since the largest Romanian minority (the 

Hungarians) was represented in the Parliament at the time of our study by a Right wing party, it turns 

out that the ethnic minorities vote for the Right. This result points to the fact that a) the minorities are a 

very disciplined electorate (the ‘rally-around the flag’ case) and/or b) during the period of study they 

were manifestly satisfied with the performance of their representative party (the incumbency theory). 

 

As regards the relation between (egotropic and sociotropic) fears and support for Left/Right, it appears 

that those affected by a ‘fear’ tend to be more supportive of the Left wing, but again, the relationship is 

not systematic. Although we could argue, at least in principle, that the socialist ideology of solidarity 

and sharing would require that supporters of Left be sociotropic, we do not find strong evidence for 

this (except for the results of 1998). On the contrary, in the pooled data, the voters appear to be 

egotropic, but this finding is not replicated by the annual data (except for 2000).  

 

The fear of prices had the most significant impact on the electoral choices, but our results are in sharp 

conflict with the arguments of the literature: those afraid of inflation mostly support Left, not the Right, 

as predicted by theory. In the logic of the early Romanian transition (1995-1997), those afraid of price 

increase were inclined to vote the Left parties, trusting their promises of stability and gradualism. 

However, with time, it became obvious that these promises were not kept (inflation was the highest in 

Romania precisely during the Left-wing ruling, up to 1996, after which it gradually decreased). Later, in 

2000, prior to general elections, supporters of Left were again belonging to the group of those 

believing in the rhetoric of ‘stability’ (jobs, prices, etc), promoted by the Left wing.  
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The ‘issue voting’ literature argues that those with higher income support the Right wing (and/or the 

Liberals), since these parties have an ideological propensity for protecting property by curbing down 

inflation. On the contrary, those with lower incomes vote in favor of the Left, since these parties care 

less of inflation and more of ensuring employment and social protection. This conjecture of the 

literature is confirmed by the results of our aggregate data, but the yearly results are contradictory and 

not conclusive.  Besides, the results regarding income challenge the results regarding fear of prices. 

     

Surprisingly, the fear of unemployment, although ranking second on the list of voters’ worries, has no 

significant effect in determining support for the Left, as the theory suggests. Although not as widely 

spread within the population, fears of crime and of social unrest appear to have more significant 

impact in determining the voting choice than the fear of unemployment (even though the extent of this 

impact is contradictory from one year to the next). 

 

Satisfaction with living standards, with the government and trust in state’s representative institutions 

are instrumental in determining support for (or opposition to) Left. The signs of these relationships 

change over years, following the succession to power of Left-Right, echoing our previous result that 

incumbents are supported by those trusting the state’s elective institutions (Government, Parliament) 

and satisfied with their living. 

 

An unusual result is that, over the interval of our study, those trusting the traditional institutions 

(Church, Army) display a systematic support for Left, except for the data of 2001. The most probable 

explanation for this resides in the allegations that, during the period, the Church (particularly in the 

countryside) was influencing its followers into supporting Left. A second explanation originates in the 

fact that the ideology of the extreme Left ‘Greater Romania’ party is based on appeals to return to the 

traditional Orthodox values and to rely on the Army to ‘bring the country back to order’, through 

‘military dictatorship’. 

 

Finally, the results concerning the time variables are not conclusive, and this is not surprising, since 

the voting literature did not validate any pattern of regularity between support for Left/Right and the 

passage of time. One notable result, however, is that there exists an interaction between the color of 

the incumbent and the enhanced support for that side of politics. In other words, the public is 

influenced by the color of the incumbent and tends to append additional support for the Left (Right), if 

Left (Right) is currently in power.  

 

Summing it up, we conclude that the ‘typical (and stable) supporter of the Left’ comes from the group 

of ethnic Romanians, with no more than secondary studies, who trust the traditional institutions of 

Church and Army. In contrast, the Right wing systematically draws its support from the ethnic 

minorities and the educated voters.  
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3. Heteroskedastic coefficients 

Simply stated, the heteroskedastic components of our models capture the characteristics that induce 

heterogeneity in the population’s electoral preferences.  Table 4.22 and 4.23 show, predictably, that 

the characteristics that introduced variance in preferences have changed over time. This is a natural 

outcome, since the very evolution of the economy and of the society was bound to bring along a 

number of significant issues that would segregate the voters, according to ‘cleavages’ introduced by 

their backgrounds. As our survey shows, several types of ‘cleavages’ managed to aggregate (or 

dissipate) the voters’ preferences around specific ‘issues’, determining their choice of a political ‘flag’. 

These cleavages were determined by ethnicity, region, age, income, residence, trust in different 

institutions, levels of satisfaction with living standards, fears, etc.   

 

4. Final notes 

The original goal of our empirical analysis has been to identify –if any- the typical characteristics 

defining the profile of the supporter of Left (Right) or of the incumbent party in Romania, during 1995-

2001. Going back to the terminology introduced by the model in Chapter 2, the variables that we 

identified as being significant in determining support for Left/Incumbent are a reflection of how ‘the 

electoral issue(s)’ separated the society ex ante into Winners and Losers, and, therefore, determined 

the partition of the electorate into reformists or status-quo-promoters. In addition, the heteroskedastic 

variables reflect the distribution of preferences within the electorate, that is, how diffuse (or compact) 

preferences were, within different groups of the population134.  

 

The design and the results of our analysis, share some features that require additional discussion:  

• Aggregation: The first observation is that the initial pooling of data asks for caution in the 

interpretation of results. As shown, the results coming from the aggregate time-series of data 

do not coincide (or even conflict) with the results obtained when data was studied on a year-

by-year basis. For instance, in the aggregate data, both those with primary and post-

secondary studies support the incumbent. However, the yearly results, correlated with the 

succession in power of Left/Right, provide evidence that, in fact, those with primary studies 

support the Left incumbent, while those with post-secondary studies support the Right wing 

incumbents. We thus raise our first cautionary note: aggregation of data over several years 

cancels out the yearly variation in data, erasing significant information. With respect to the 

electoral behavior, it is obvious that the issues carrying significance in determining electoral 

support are bound to change over the years, as the society changes. In consequence, results 

of studies aggregating opinion polls or voting results over long intervals of time, although 

informative on trends, should be still treated with caution, due to their proclivity for ‘wiping out’ 

information. Ideally, if data allows, an analysis of the yearly data should follow the analysis of 

                                                           
134
 Of course, the model in Chapter 2 only presents an over-simplified view over the reality. As the probit 

analysis shows, in reality, society is split into ‘Winner’ and ‘Loser’ groups according to more than one cleavage 

line (age, gender, studies, region, ethnicity, etc) or electoral issue (trust in government, satisfaction with living 

standards, satisfaction with government’s performance, etc). Besides, as the heteroskedastic coefficients show, 

preferences within a group (L or W) are not identical, but (normally) distributed with a higher or lower variance. 
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the pooled data, to acquire supplementary information on the public’s ad hoc preferences 

related to certain ‘hot’, transitory, short-term political issues and the way these preferences 

influenced the electoral support.   

• Heteroskedasticity: Strongly related to the topic of data aggregation is the issue of 

heteroskedasticity. Besides the inherent correction of the statistical error, employment of a 

heteroskedastic model enhances the informative power of our models. Failing to test and 

correct for heteroskedasticity results into misleading models. For instance, in the simple probit 

model of support for Left in year 2000 (Specification (50)), fear of crime appears significant. 

Once a heteroskedastic probit is employed (Specification (51)), fear of crime is no longer 

determinant for the support of left, but it appears to influence the variability of errors. Also, in 

1997 the role of the region of residence in influencing support for the incumbent is very 

different if heteroskedasticity is accounted for: the simple probit (model (30)) states that 

Transylvanians are opposing the incumbents, while the heteroskedastic model (31) reverses 

this outcome, showing that it is the Moldovans who are mostly against the government and, in 

addition, their preferences are more compact than others’. Our second cautionary note is thus 

that heteroskedasticity has to be, by all means, tested and accounted for. This is a natural 

requirement in pooled cross sections, where the structure of the population and of preferences 

obviously changes over time. 

• Response Bias: The next concern refers to the reliability and the forecasting ability of the 

data. According to the results of our models of electoral support in 2000, support for the 

incumbent (and the Right wing) increased during the winter season, prior to the elections. 

However, the elections of 2000 brought about a change of the ruling party, since the majority 

in the ballots preferred the Left. If electoral predictions had been based solely on our models, 

this outcome would have come as a surprise. Nonetheless, there are two factors that still 

support the validity of our models, while also explaining the ‘swing’ of support, from Right to 

Left. Firstly, our models only give qualitative predictions of the voters’ preferences, but they 

are not complete without a quantitative evaluation of the population’s structure (i.e.: how much 

of the total population was represented by the ‘typical supporter’ of the Right-wing incumbent: 

young, women, ethnic minorities, with postsecondary schooling, belonging to Transylvania, 

etc). Secondly, the difference between predictions and the effective electoral outcome merely 

reflect the serious impact that the opinion polls’ ‘non-respondents’ and ‘undecided’ have in 

influencing the final electoral outcome. In our pooled data, 38% of the total respondents have 

declared their lack of intention to vote or their lack of a firm voting decision. Therefore, the 

third cautionary note derived from this study is that electoral predictions based solely on the 

results of opinion polls are not to be relied upon entirely, since they are biased by default, 

ignoring the absentees, the non-respondents and the undecided135.     

• Rational of Behavioral responses? Subjective vs. objective evaluations of 

government’s performance: Our final comment regards the importance played by the voter’s 
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subjective interpretation of the economy and of the government’s performance in determining 

his voting intention.  As noted, the factors that systematically determine support for the 

incumbent are satisfaction with living standards, satisfaction with government’s activity and 

trust in the elective state institutions. According to the reasoning introduced earlier in this 

chapter, satisfaction with living standards has a subjective nature, while satisfaction with the 

government’s activity and Trust in the representative institutions have an objective 

foundation136. In addition, it is noticeable that all the variables that determine 

heteroskedasticity in the variance of support for incumbent (age, schooling, region, season, 

trust in different institutions, satisfaction with government) carry an objective nature. In other 

words, certain intrinsic demographic characteristics of the individuals enhance his preference 

towards the incumbent.  Concluding, it appears that support for incumbent is mostly based on 

individual characteristics and evaluations that bear an objective nature
137.  

 

Similarly, we find that support for Left/Right parties is mainly determined by objective factors 

(ethnicity, level of schooling and trust in non-elective institutions). Nevertheless, the 

distribution of preferences is affected, besides objective factors (mainly demographic), by 

subjective aspects, such as fear of crime, fear of social unrest, and one’s appreciation of own 

living standard. The extremely interesting outcome of our analysis of voter’s identification with 

Left/Right is that fears of prices and unemployment, although highly speculated by parties’ 

electoral platforms, do not hold a systematic impact in shaping the voter’s political choices. 

 

Our analysis so far has been concerned in identifying the subjective or objective nature of the 

determinants of voting. However, this analysis alone cannot substantiate any claims on the rationality 

of voters. In order to tackle with voters’ rationality, we need to make a digression over the missing link, 

that is, how can the concepts of ‘objective’’ and ‘subjective’ information be related to the concept of 

rationality. 

 

In line with the theories introduced in Chapter 2, we associate handling of ‘objective’ information with 

rational behavior. However, the relation of ‘subjective’ information to rationality is not so clear-cut. 

Making a voting decision based on subjective criteria does not necessarily imply irrational behavior. 

The subjective treatment of existing information is the result of the individual’s adherence to a set of 

social norms and values developed within the group to which the individual feels to belong. As Chong 

(2000) pointed out, subjective indicators should also be considered as measures of self-interest, 

precisely because social and cultural norms weight significantly in an individual’s decisions. Excluding 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
135
 This bias can be eliminated (or at least reduced) by using Heckman’s (1976, 1979) bivariate probit method. 

However, our research design has only focused on modeling electoral support for incumbent/Left based on the 

available information, and left the task of employing the techniques of the ‘reject inference’ for further research. 
136
 At least, we argue that their nature is ‘mostly’ objective, since they require the respondent to perform a 

rational evaluation before advancing an opinion on these issues. 
137
An exception to this rule is the case of the ‘backswing’ and ‘honeymoon’ variables. Although their definition 

is objective (being constructed as a function of their distance from an electoral year), there is no objective 

content behind this definition. See also footnote 131. 
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group norms and cultural practices from the theory of rational choice leaves out much of the factors 

that determine real-life preferences. However, subjectivism may bias the cognitive abilities and 

constrain problem solving, as individuals could fail to choose what is best for them due to self-control 

reasons (induced through education, group attachment, traditions, etc). We thus conclude that 

subjective treatment of information, although abiding to certain norms and values that might be 

representative for individual’s self-interest, also leads to imperfect (not irrational!) decisions falling into 

the realm of behavioral economics. Subjective behavioral responses in voting can be of at least two 

types: a) group identification may lead to support of a group that does not necessarily further the 

individual’s interest; b) subjective ideological values distort the individual’s evaluation of the evidence.    

 

In a nutshell, our argument is that voting based on objective information results in rational choices, 

while voting based on subjective information mainly leads to behavioral outcomes. Attempting to wrap 

up the issue, we argue that, in the debate between the rationality (or the irrationality) of voters, our 

study of the Romanian voting behavior in the early years of transition brings mixed evidence. On the 

one hand, the factors that significantly and systematically influence support for incumbents (or 

Left/Right) mostly have an objective (thus rational) foundation. On the other, the factors that influence 

the distribution of preferences, and the ensuing attachment (or ambivalence) towards the candidates 

often carry a subjective (or behavioral) loading (i.e. fears, subjective evaluations of own well-being, 

subjective additional/less credit allocated to incumbents immediately after/before elections). 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS  

The fall of communism in Romania was followed by democratic years characterized by an unstable 

political process: starting from 1992, each of the general elections dramatically reversed the 

orientation of the previous incumbent: from Left to Right in 1996, Left again in 2000, and return to 

Right in 2004. These political turnarounds resulted in corresponding policy reversals, which proved to 

be costly in terms of economic resources, timing and sequencing of reforms.  

 

This periodic succession of Left and Right governments, together with the observation that policy 

reversals were inefficient in terms of economic progress, provide an ideal setup for testing a long-

researched subject, the economic voting behavior. Is the assumption of rationality appropriate to the 

case of Romanian voting? What factors account for the Romanians’ changing political support? Are 

these factors of subjective or objective nature? Do the economic factors hold a prominent role in 

determining electoral preferences?  The goal of this dissertation was to investigate the applicability of 

the theories of voting behavior to the Romanian case. These theories’ main assumption and 

hypotheses are introduced in Chapter 1.  

 

Before turning to the empirical analysis, in Chapter 2 we introduce a model of voting behavior meant 

to explain how do individuals form their voting decisions, based on the ex ante differences in the social 

constituencies. The model assumes that prior to elections population is split along ‘cleavage’ lines into 

Winners and Losers, which form their electoral preferences according to significant issues put forward 

by the competing parties. The setup of the model is based on three main pillars: the majority rule, the 

concept of sunk costs (ulterior reversal of the electoral outcomes is costly) and voters’ uncertainty 

regarding the post-electoral distribution of Winners and Losers. In this framework, the model evaluates 

the conditions that would make an electoral reform (i.e. a change of the policymakers) in the same 

time efficient (for the society as a whole) and acceptable (for the individual voter). 

 

We discuss three implications of the model: a) the undesirable conflict between the acceptance and 

the efficiency of the electoral reforms (inefficient reforms are accepted and implemented, while 

efficient reforms are blocked ex ante due to uncertainty regarding the ex post distribution of Winners 

and Losers); b) the role played by the electoral manipulation and by the fake electoral promises in 

overcoming the ‘status quo’ (the case when globally efficient reforms are blocked ex ante) and c) the 

role played by the rule of allocation of sunk costs in promoting free riding and inefficient reforms, due 

to voters’ objective of minimizing ex post regret.  

 

Having defined a model explaining how citizens form their electoral preferences based on their 

position with respect to certain cleavages (or issues) separating the society, we set up, in Chapter 3 

and 4, to identify the exact content of these issues and cleavages, with regard to the Romanian 

society. Our empirical research was limited by the availability of data, compelling us to restrain the 

interval of study to the period 1994-2001. In essence, the data consists of a time series of opinion 

polls administered to the Romanian population with voting rights. In order to make our approach to 
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voting behavior more comprehensive, we study the results of these opinion polls from two integrated 

viewpoints: the opinion polls’ macro-level results are confronted with the outcomes obtained after 

decomposing the data into its micro components, at individual-level. The macro-level analysis covers 

the time interval 1994-2001, which is slightly longer than the time interval that is analyzed at micro-

level (1995-2000). 

 

Our quest for answers regarding the determinants of voting behavior in Romania commences from the 

aggregate level. In Chapter 3 we look into the significance and the strength of the link between the 

economic performance of the country (measured through three macro-level indicators: inflation rate, 

unemployment rate and the growth of the industrial output) and the corresponding support for the 

government, as reflected in answers to opinion polls. We find that this link is weak to none. This result 

advances two possible working hypotheses: either that Romanians do not vote according to the 

predictions of the incumbency theory (no additional support/blame is granted to the government if the 

economy goes well/sour), or, more likely, that the electorate does not make accurate perceptions 

regarding the real state of the economy. This second conjecture is in line with Duch, Stevenson 

(2001), who claim that the electorate does not ‘get the economy right’ and thus, economic voting 

studies that link the electoral support to the real economic outcomes are inherently wrong, since the 

real economic series are a poor proxy for the individuals’ perceptions over the country’s performance.  

 

By analyzing the association between the real and the perceived economic outcomes, we find that 

people’s perceptions are disproportionate to the reality: they overestimate the peril of inflation and 

correspondingly underestimate the danger of unemployment. We hypothesize that the unjustified 

prevalence of the fear of prices is an indication of people’s egotropic (pocket book) behavior: the 

people might fear inflation more since it affects all, while unemployment might spare them.  In addition, 

we find that there is a time lag between the realization of the real economic outcomes and the moment 

the public makes reasonable perceptions over them. This lag partly explains why people’s 

dissatisfaction with the government’s activity increases over time, although the economic performance 

improves. The other part of the explanation is that, over time, people’s perceptions matched more 

closely the reality, the electorate losing the initial naiveté of the early 90’s and becoming more aware 

of and critical to the government’s activity.  

 

The next logical step was to investigate the relation between support for the government and the 

electorate’s subjective perceptions over the state of the economy. We find that perceptions over the 

economy have a stronger influence over the electoral choices than do the real economic outcomes. In 

addition, we find evidence in favor of the ‘rally-around-the–flag’ voting behavior, rather than 

‘incumbency voting’. Although the economic performance of the government increased, the public 

does not grant additional votes. On the contrary, it seems that voters are ‘attached’ to a party, due to 

either ideological or social ‘cleavages’, and do not change their preferences when the party changes 

its incumbency status. We also reveal the presence of the ‘honeymoon/backswing’ effect.  
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One of our initial intentions has been to assess whether the ‘micro-macro data dichotomy’ is present in 

the Romanian data. To this goal, we compare the macro-data results with the results found in the 

micro-level analysis, to check whether data aggregation cancels out information or, worse, leads to 

erroneous conclusions.  

 

 For the micro-level analysis, in Chapter 4 we set up a number of probit specifications (standard and 

heteroskedastic), with the goal of identifying those population characteristics along which the social 

cleavages and the corresponding electoral preferences are formed. The uni-dimensional distinction 

between constituencies from the theoretical model translates in our probit specifications into multi-

dimensional cleavages, with respect to the population’s socio-demographic characteristics (age, 

gender, residence), and perceptions over ‘issues’ (standard of life, the government’s performance, 

trust in institutions, fears, etc).   

 

The probit models follow two research directions:  

a. identification of the main characteristics of the population that determine support for the 

incumbent party and  

b. similarly, determination of the main factors that prompt support for the Left (or Right) wing 

parties.  

Heteroskedastic probit models are employed in order to evaluate the strength (or the ambivalence) of 

preferences within certain population cleavages.  

 

The fundamental hypothesis of the empirical analysis is that the objective, socio-demographic 

variables alone cannot fully explain the voters’ choices, and that other (objective and subjective) 

‘behavioral’ variables are picking up for the ‘unobserved’ determinants of voting. Our micro-level data 

analysis led to the following results: 

• there are few (and sometimes too weak) regularities that could define a ‘Typical profile’ of the 

supporter of the Left (Right) or the Incumbent party. However, these regular features are more 

apparent in case of the supporters of Left (Right) than in the case of support for Incumbents, 

which is more volatile, following the electoral cycle. 

• We find that neither the demographic (or ‘ecological’) variables nor the (sociotropic or 

egotropic) subjective fears are systematically related to the support for the incumbent. Fears, 

however, appear to gain significance at the end of the time interval of study, but it is difficult to 

assess whether this is a conjectural outcome or the sign of a substantial change in 

preferences. Passage of time is negatively affecting support for the incumbent, and we also 

find the existence of the honeymoon and the backswing effect.   

• Support for the Incumbent party or coalition is mostly prompted by characteristics in full 

compliance with the ‘responsibility’ theories: satisfaction with living standards, with the 

government and trust in the state’s elective institutions clearly favor the incumbents. These 

results provide evidence in favor of the assumption of a ‘rational voter’. 
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• An exception to the conjectures of the incumbency theory is represented by the ‘income’ 

variable. We find that the more pleased the people are with their income, the less grateful they 

are to the incumbent. We assume that the explanation for this result relies either on the fact 

that evaluation of income is of subjective nature (thus people could erroneously judge their 

wealth), or on the so called ‘vote of punishment’ (the ‘Exit’ or ‘Voice’ vote): wealthy people 

vote against the government, in order to punish it for being corrupt, incompetent, etc. 

• Support for Left (Right) wing parties is likely to be influenced by the demographic 

characteristics of the population. Residential status, geographical region, income level and 

level of schooling all matter in influencing the voting decision. In conformity to the ‘issue 

voting’ theory, we find that the less educated and with lower incomes prefer the Left, while the 

educated and those belonging to the more developed parts of the country favor the more 

progressive, liberal Right wing parties.     

• In addition, we find that support for Left (Right) is also determined by characteristics that 

conform to the theories of the ‘attachment voter’ or the ‘Rally-around-the-flag behavior’. Ethnic 

Hungarians (the main minority) systematically vote for the Right wing, to which adheres their 

preferred party, the HDUR. This choice is stable, irrespective of whether the HDUR holds the 

incumbency status or not. We also find that those trusting the non-representative institutions 

of the Church, of the Army, systematically support the Left side of the political arena. These 

forms of ‘partisan’ voting are equivalent to what we previously defined as a ‘rule-governed 

behavior’ or, in the words of Anderson and O’Connor (2000), ‘the psychological attachment to 

a set of social and economic set of norms or values’. All forms of ‘attachment voting’ signal a 

tendency to deviate from the core of the ‘rational voter assumption’ (without necessarily 

indicating irrationality)138. 

• Regarding the subjective fears, we find some evidence in favor of the fact that the ‘fearful’ 

voters support the Left (irrespective of the egotropic or sociotropic nature of their fears). 

Contrary to the predictions of the ‘issue-voting’ literature, the egotropic fear of price increase 

(the most common fear) enhances support for Left, instead of determining support for the 

Right-wing’s policies of curbing down inflation. In the same time, fear of unemployment does 

not seem to generate support for the policies of the Right-wing parties, while fears of social 

upheaval and of crime appear to generate enhanced support for Left. 

• The heteroskedastic coefficients of our probit models reveal the existence of several 

significant issues segregating the voters, along ‘cleavage’ lines, determined by their 

backgrounds. Accordingly, these ‘cleavages’ and ‘issues’ aggregated (or dissipated) voters’ 

electoral preferences. Mostly, concentration (or ambivalence) of preferences was generated 

by socio-demographic variables (age, gender, region, income), but we also identified 

subjective variables that were significant in determining heterogeneity of preferences: 

satisfaction with government or living standards, trust in (non-)representative state institutions, 

fear of crime, etc.  
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• Finally, it appears that our micro-level results are not significantly different from the results 

obtained from the study of the aggregate data. In conclusion, we cannot identify a ‘micro-

macro’ dichotomy in the Romanian data, but this conclusion is still open, as long as our 

method of research does not fully replicate the one of Duch, Palmer and Anderson (2000). 

 

This study was driven by the desire to ascertain whether the Romanians’ voting behavior is of a 

rational or irrational nature. As it usually happens, the complete and honest answer to this matter is ‘it 

depends’. In what regards the determinant factors of support for Incumbent or for Left (Right), we 

found that these are mostly of an objective nature (mostly socio-demographic cleavages and 

evaluations of government’s performance), but they are also driven by the subjective evaluation of 

‘satisfaction with living standards’. However, this analysis is not complete without a study of the factors 

that determine heteroskedasticity in our voting models. Treatment of heteroskedasticity reveals that, 

although voting preferences are based on quasi-objective factors, the heterogeneous distribution of 

preferences and the ensuing attachment (or ambivalence) towards the candidates is determined not 

only by objective cleavages, but more often then not by subjective perceptions and interpretations of 

the reality (fears, evaluations of one’s well-being, subjective additional credit given to recent 

incumbents, etc). 

 

Ultimately, our study of Romanians’ voting behavior leads to the conclusion that it is the objective 

factors that matter primarily in the voting booth, mainly the interaction between the voters’ 

demographic characteristics and the objective evaluations of the government’s performance (mostly 

economic). Besides these, the fine-tuning of the electoral outcomes is refined by not-so-easily-

quantifiable subjective (behavioral) factors, such as fears, the voters’ feelings of belonging to a certain 

group, the unexplainable desire to trust the newcomers, or the over-reactive punishment of 

incumbents at the end of their mandate. While some might contend that the subjective preferences 

could still be captured by a rational voter’s utility function, we argue that it is precisely because of 

these subjective factors, which transgress into the elector’s decision and often lead to ambivalence, 

that the results of elections are always so captivating and could never be forecasted with precision.  
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 For instance, minorities could vote for their ethnic party in spite of its low performance and still behave 

rationally, assuming that they rank the references for the resolution of their ethnic issues much higher than their 

preferences for a sound and performing economy. 
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APPENDICES 

APPENDIX 1:  VALUES OF SUNK COSTS AND THE CORRESPONDING FULFILLMENT OF THE ACCEPTANCE AND 

EFFICIENCY CONDITIONS (CASE (I)). 
 

    0             )]()([)]()()([ buaucuaump −−−     )()()( cuaump −     k  
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2. 

Reform not accepted by 
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Figure 2.5: Values of sunk costs and the corresponding fulfillment of the Acceptance and 
Efficiency conditions (case (I)). 
 

 

Figure 2.5 presents the joint results of the reform’s Acceptance and Efficiency conditions in case A (All 
initial Losers pay the sunk costs) and  (I), ( )()()( cuaumpk −≤+ ε ). 

 
As opposed to case (II), the efficiency threshold for k is here lower than the acceptance value. This 
fact determines a reversal in the structure of the table, in comparison to Figure 2.4. 
 
In cases 1 and 4, the Winners and the Losers jointly implement efficient reforms. Inefficient reforms 
are implemented by all (in case 2, 5), due to their low costs, or just by the majority of Winners (case 
3). Finally, in case 6, inefficient reforms are blocked ex ante by the majority of Losers. 
 
Like in case (II), if 0=ε , the cells 2 and 5 will disappear. In this particular situation, the efficiency and 
the acceptance thresholds coincide. Therefore, only efficient reforms will be accepted (1,4). Inefficient 
reforms are rejected by the majority of Losers (case 6). A questionable situation is the behavior of 
Winners in case 3. We assumed before that Winners are always favoring reforms. However, given that 
the majority of Winners does not gain anything from reforms ( 0=ε ), and that the reform is known ex 

ante to be inefficient, it is safe to conclude that the Winners would not be motivated in the “reform”, but 
would rather maintain the status quo. 
 
Summing up, case (I) shows that there are circumstances in which only the efficient reforms will be 
accepted and implemented. The ultimate condition for this ideal result is to have reforms with small 
sunk costs (i.e. for which the Losers’ expected returns exceed the accruing sunk costs) and with 0 or 
marginal increase in the utility of the initial Winners. 
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APPENDIX 2: RESULTS OF THE SUCCESSIVE LEGISLATIVE ELECTIONS IN ROMANIA DURING 1990-
2000)  

Percentage of total mandates Party/Political group 

Deputies’ chamber Senate 

May 20, 1990 

1 National Salvation Front  (NSF) 66.31 67.02 
2 Hungarian Democratic Union from Romania 

(HDUR)  
7.23 7.20 

3 National Liberal Party (NLP) 6.41 7.06 
4 The Environmental Movement from Romania 

(EMR) 
2.64 2.45 

5 National Christian Democrat Peasant Party 
(NCDPP) 

2.56 2.50 

6 Romanian National Unity Party (RNUP) 2.12 2.15 
7 The Democratic Agrarian Party (DAP) 1.83 1.59 
8 Romanian Environmental Party (REP) 1.69 1.38 
9 Romanian Socialist Democrat Party (RStDP) 1.05 1.1 
10 Romanian Social Democrat Party  (RSDP) 0.53 0.5 
11 The Democratic Movement of the Center 

(DMC) 
0.48 Ö.5 

12 The Democratic Party of Work (DPW) 0.38 0.32 
13 The Free Change Party (FCP) 0.34 0.33 
14 The Party of National Reconstruction in 

Romania (PNRR) 
0.32 0.32 

15 Party of Free and Democrat Romanian Youth 
(PFDRY) 

0.32 0.23 

16 The Democrat Forum of Germans in Romania 
(DFGR) 

0.28 0.26 

17 The Bratianu Liberal Union (BLU) 0.27 0.26 
18 The Democrat Union of Romanian Gypsies 

(DURG) 
0.21 0.14 

September 27, 1992 

1 National Democratic Salvation Front (NDSF) 34.3 34.3 
2 The Democrat Convention (DC) 24.1 23.8 
3 The National Salvation Front  (NSF) 12.6 12.6 
4 Romanian National Unity Party (RNUP) 8.8 9.8 
5 Hungarian Democratic Union from Romania 

(HDUR) 
7.9 8.4 

6 The Greater Romania Party (GRP) 4.7 4.2 
7 The Democratic Agrarian Party (DAP) - 3.5 
8 The Socialist Party of Work (SPW) 3.8 3.5 
9 Other  3.8 - 
November 3, 1996 

1 The Democrat Convention (DC)  35.6 37.1 
2 The Party of Social Democracy in Romania 

(PSDR) 
26.5 28.7 

3 Social Democratic Union (SDU) 15.5 16.1 
4 Hungarian Democratic Union from Romania 

(HDUR) 
7.3 7.7 

5 Romanian National Unity Party (RNUP) 5.5 5.6 
6 The Greater Romania Party (GRP) 5.2 4.9 
7 Other  4.4 - 
November 26, 2000 

1 Social Democrat Pole of Romania (SDPR) 44.9 46.4 
2 The Greater Romania Party (GRP) 24.4 26.4 
3 Democrat Party (DP) 9.0 9.3 
4 National Liberal Party (NLP) 8.7 9.3 
5 Hungarian Democratic Forum from Romania 

(HDUR) 
7.8 8.6 

6 Other (national minorities) 5.2 - 
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OTHER ACRONYMS USED FOR PARTIES’ NAMES:  
• Left Wing Parties: 

  SP  -The Socialist Party 
AFR  -The Alliance for Romania 
RNP  -The Romanian National Party 
ARU  -The Alliance for Romanians’ Unity 
PRU  -The Party for Romanians’ Unity     
NA  -The National Alliance 
PP   -The Popular Party 
MP  -The Moldavians’ Party 
 

• Right Wing Parties:   
NLP-Campeanu-The National Liberal Party-Campeanu 
CDP  -The Civic Alliance Party 
LP93  -The Liberal Party ‘93 
REM  -The Romanian Environmental Movement 
NLP-CD -The National Liberal Party-Democratic Convention 
LP  -The Liberal Party 
REF  -The Romanian Environmental Foundation 
LNA  -The Liberal National Alliance 
LNA-E  -The Liberal National Alliance –Environmental 
NCU  -The National Christian Union 
URF   -The Union of Right-wing Forces 
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APPENDIX 3: DATABASE STRUCTURE AND ORGANIZATION 
 

Table 1: Public Opinion Barometers’ basic parameters  
 
 95.06 95.12 96.07 96.10 97.06 97.12 98.06 98.11 99.05 99.11 00.05 00.11 01.05 01.11 

Institute 
collecting 
data 

C C C C C C C M M C M C M C 

Coding of 
surveys 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

General info 

Sample size 
– individuals 
over 181  
 

1203 1218 1226 1635 1215 1148 1212 1253 2071 
/20742 

2019 1796 1775 1816 
/21022 

2029 
/20802 

Error (as 
declared by 
the institute 
collecting the 
data), in 
percentages 

na 2.8 2.8 2.6 na na 2.8 na 2.2 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.4 2.4 

Notes: C - CURS (Center for Urban and Regional Sociology) 
M - MMT(Metromedia Transilvania) 
 
1 Although all the research institutes report having questioned only individuals over 18, the actual data 
reveals the existence of 4 respondents with ages 15-17 
2 Reported by the research institute/found in the database 
 

 
Table 2: The initial survey questions, their final coding and the derived variables of study  
 

QUESTIONS INITIAL CODING FINAL CODING COMMENTS 
 

1: INDEPENDENT VARIABLES 
 
Group 1: Satisfaction with living standard (Subjective) 
 
DIR: Do you think that things 
are going into the right 
direction? 

1. Direction is right 
2. Direction is wrong 
0. IDN/NA 
 

-1. Direction is wrong 
 0. IDN/NA 
 1. Direction is right 

 

CURRENT: How satisfied are 
you in general with your 
living? 
 

1. Not at all satisfied 
2. Not too satisfied 
3. Quite satisfied 
4. Very satisfied 
0. IDN/NA 

-2. Not at all satisfied 
-1. Not too satisfied 
 0. IDN/NA 
 1. Quite satisfied 
 2. Very satisfied 
 

 

PAST: How do you judge 
your current life in 
comparison to last year? 
 

1. Much better  
2. Better  
3. About the same 
4. Worse  
5. Much worse  
0. IDN/NA  

-2. Much worse 
-1. Worse 
 0. About the same/IDN/NA 
 1. Better 
 2. Much better 

“About the same” and “IDN/NA” have 
been grouped, in order to obtain 
symmetry in the new variable. Since 
respondent is not able to tell with 
certitude whether she is better 
(worse) than last year, it can be 
assumed she feels ‘about the same’ 
as in the previous year 

FUTURE: How do you think 
you will be living next year? 
 

1. Much better  
2. Better  
3. About the same 
4. Worse  
5. Much worse  
0. IDN/NA 

-2. Much worse 
-1. Worse 
 0. About the same/IDN/NA 
 1. Better 
 2. Much better 

Similar comment as for PAST 

Group 2: Fears (Subjective)  
 
What are the things you fear 
the most? 
Two choices allowed from a 
list of options:   
1 Prices 
2 War in the region 
3 Illness 
4 Unemployment 

-prices (PRICES) 
-unemployment (UNEMP) 
-criminality (CRIME) 
-social unrest (UNREST) 
 
 

The answers to this question 
have been recoded as 
dummy variables:  
1. Fear exists 
0. Fear is not mentioned 
 

The possible options on the list have 
varied over time.  
 
However, fears of prices, 
unemployment, crime and social 
unrest were consistently provided as 
options in all surveys, until November 
2001, the first instance when the 
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5 Crime, infractions 
6 Social unrest 
7 Dictatorship  
8 Our children’s future 
9 Else 
0 IDN/NA 

question about fears is absent. 
 
 
 

Group 3: Evaluation of government’s performance (Quasi-Objective) 
 
GEMPL: Are you rather 
pleased or unpleased with the 
government’s activity 
regarding employment? 
GCORR: Are you rather 
pleased or unpleased with the 
government’s activity in 
combating corruption? 
GIND: Are you rather pleased 
or unpleased with the 
government’s activity 
regarding the industry? 
GAGR: Are you rather 
pleased or unpleased with the 
government’s activity 
regarding agriculture? 
GEDU: Are you rather 
pleased or unpleased with the 
government’s activity 
regarding education? 
GHEALTH: Are you rather 
pleased or unpleased with the 
government’s activity 
regarding health? 

1. Rather pleased 
2. Rather unpleased 
0. IDN/NA 

-1. Rather unpleased 
 0. IDN/NA 
 1. Rather pleased 

For the questions regarding the 
government’s activity found in 
surveys 7-14, the wording was: “What 
is your opinion on/How satisfied are 
you with the Government’s activity 
regarding….”, with more options: 
1 Very bad/Very unsatisfied 
2 Bad/Unsatisfied 
3 Good/Satisfied 
4 Very good/Very satisfied 
0 IDN/NA 
Recoding thus had to comply with the 
less informative answer key from 
surveys 1-6, in order to obtain 
homogeneity  

Group 4: Trust in state and civil institutions (Objective) 
 
TGUV: How much trust do 
you have in the Government? 
TPARL: How much trust do 
you have in the Parliament? 
TJUST: How much trust do 
you have in Justice? 
TARMY: How much trust do 
you have in the Army? 
TCHURCH: How much trust 
do you have in the Church? 

4 Very much 
3 Much 
2 Little 
1 Very little/None 
0 IDN/NA 

4 Very much 
3 Much 
2 Little 
1 Very little/None 
0 IDN/NA 

The response key reflects 
proportionality with the dependent 
variable (support for the incumbent) 

Standing alone variable (Subjective) 
 
INCOME: How do you judge 
your family’s income? 
 

0 IDN/NA 
1 Not enough to cover even the 
bare necessities 
2 Enough only to cover the bare 
necessities 
3 Enough for a decent living, 
but we cannot afford more 
expensive goods 
4 We manage to buy more 
expensive goods, but we 
restrain in other fields 
5 We manage to have all that 
we need, without any 
restrictions 

  

Socio-Demographic variables 
 
GENDER: 
 

1 Male 
2 Female 

0 Female 
1 Male 

 

AGE: number of years at the 
date of the interview 
 
 

   

YOUNG: below the mean (45 
years) 

Dummy variable 1: below 45 
0: above 45 

The sample mean is 45,54 years. In 
most of regressions, the AGE variable 
was replaced with YOUNG, in order 
to facilitate the interpretation of 
results 

ETHNY: Ethnicity 0 IDN/NA 0 IDN/NA  
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 1 Romanian 
2 Hungarian 
3 Rroma 
4 German 
5 Other 

1 Romanian 
2 Hungarian 
3 Rroma 
4 German 
5 Other 

MINORITY: Minority status Dummy variable, based on the 
ETHNY variable 

0: Romanian 
1: Other nationality 

 

SCHFIN: Last graduated 
school 
 

 1 No schooling or elementary 
school (max 8 grades) 
2 Vocational or high school 
(8-12 grades) 
3 Technical school, college, 
university education (12+ 
grades) 

SCHFIN has been further recoded 
into PRIMARY and POSTSEC 
dummies (leaving the secondary 
schooling as reference variable) 

PRIMARY: Primary school 
studies at most 

Dummy variable 1. Maxim primary school 
0. Otherwise 

 

POSTSEC: Post-secondary 
education 

Dummy variable 1. Post-secondary studies 
0. Otherwise 

 

RESID: Residence 
 

Dummy variable 0. Rural 
1. Urban 

 

REGION: the historical region 
within Romania where the 
respondent resides 

Data on counties 0. Bucharest + Wallachia + 
Oltenia+Dobrudja 
1. Moldavia 
2. 
Transylvania+Banat+Crisana 

The component counties of each 
region areas follows:  
a. Crisana-Maramures: MM, SM, AR, 
BH 
b. Banat: TM, CS 
c. Oltenia: OT, DJ, MH, GJ, VL 
d. Muntenia: AG, DB, PH, BZ, BL, 
GR, TR, IL, CL 
e. Bucharest 
f.  Dobrudja: TL, CT 
g. Transylvania: AB, HD, BV, SB, CJ, 
MS, CV, HG, BN, SJ 
h. Moldavia: BC, NT, VR, SV, GL, IS, 
BT, VS. 
 
REGION has been further recoded 
into MOLD and TRANS dummies 
(leaving Wallachia et al as the 
reference) 

MOLD: Respondent is from 
Moldova 

Dummy variable 1 Moldova 
0 Otherwise 

 

TRANS: Respondent is from 
Transylvania, Banat or 
Crisana 

Dummy variable 1 Transylvania 
0 Otherwise 

‘Transylvania’ is quite often used as a 
general name, covering not only the 
strict region of Transylvania, but also 
the neighboring regions of Banat and 
Crisana 

Group 6: Time variables 
 

TIME:  1 to 13 (14) Each survey has been coded, from 1 
to 13 (14), respectively, in order to 
identify the effect of time (see Table 
1above) 

SEASON: season effect  0. Summer 
1.  Winter 

 

HONEYMOON: honeymoon 
effect 

 1. Survey taking place 
immediately after elections 
(June 1997, May 2001) 
0.  Otherwise 

 

BACKSWING: backswing 
effect 

 1. Survey taking place 
immediately before elections 
(October 1996, November 
2000) 
0. Otherwise 

 

INCUML: incumbent has a 
left orientation 

 1. Incumbent is Left-oriented 
0. Incumbent is Right-
oriented 

The variable takes value 1 for surveys 
1-4  and 13-14 and 0 for surveys 5-12 

Derived variables (Principal components) 
 
SATLI: Satisfaction with living 
standards 

  Results of data reduction methods 
applied on the variables belonging to 
Group 1 

FEAREGO: Egotropic fears   Results of data reduction methods 
applied on the variables belonging to 
Group 2 

FEARSOC: Sociotropic fears   Results of data reduction methods 
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applied on the variables belonging to 
Group 2  

SATGU: Satisfaction with 
government’s activity 

  Results of data reduction methods 
applied on the variables belonging to 
Group 3 

TRREPINS: Trust in 
representative institutions 

  Results of data reduction methods 
applied on the variables belonging to 
Group 4 

TRNREPINS: Trust in non-
representative institutions 

  Results of data reduction methods 
applied on the variables belonging to 
Group 4  

2: DEPENDENT VARIABLES 
All these variables are derived from the responses given to the question: “If elections were held next Sunday, which party would you 
vote for?” 
VOTEYN: Intention to vote or 
not, indecision 

Dummy variable 1. Knows for which party he 
would vote  
0. Will not vote, or does not 
know which party to vote for  

This variable is used in order to test 
the role of the absentees and of the 
undecided in biasing the survey 
results 

INCUDMR: Support for 
incumbent 

Dummy variable  1 supports the incumbent 
party (coalition) 
0 supports the opposition 
party (coalition) 

The ‘incumbents’ and the ‘opposition 
parties’ have been coded with respect 
to the political situation existent at the 
time of each survey. Incumbents were 
as follows: 
Surveys 1-4:  
PSDR, RUNP, SPW, GRP 
Surveys 5-12: 
DC, NCDPP, NLP, REM, NLP-DC, 
RAP  
Surveys 13-14: 
SDPR, PSDR, HDUR 

PROBITLR: Support for Left 
or Right wing party 

 1 supports a Left-wing party 
0 supports a Right-wing party  

The parties belonging to the Left or 
Center Left wing are: PSDR, DP, 
SDU, RNUP, DAP, REP, PSDR, 
SPW, SP, AFR, RNP, RAP, ARU, 
The Roma Party, PRU, NA, PP, MP. 
The Right or Center Right Parties are: 
DC, NCDPP, NLP-Campeanu, CAP, 
LP93, REM, NLP, NLP-DC, HDUR, 
LL, REF, LNA, LNA-E, NCU, URF, 
CDNA, the Monarchic Party, other 
ethnic parties 
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Table 3: Database  
Descriptive Statistics 

Variable N Min Max Mean Std. Dev. 

DIR 

CURRENT 

PAST 

FUTURE 

PRICES 

UNEMP 

CRIME 

UNREST 

GEMPL 

GCORR 

GIND 

GAGR 

GEDU 

GHEALTH 

TGUV 

TPARL 

TJUST 

TARMY 

TCHURCH 

INCOME 

GENDER 

AGE 

YOUNG 

ETHNY 

MINORITY 

SCHFIN 

PRIMARY 

POSTSEC 

RESID 

REGION 

MOLD 

TRANS 

TIME 

SEASON 

HONEYMOON 

BACKSWING 

INCUMBENT LEFT ORIENTATION 

SATLI 

FEAREGO 

FEARSOC 

SATGU 

TRREPINS 

TRNREPINS 

VOTEYN 

INCUDMR 

PROBITLR 

19876 

19876 

19876 

19876 

19876 

19876 

19876 

19876 

19876 

19876 

19876 

19876 

19876 

19876 

19869 

19869 

19869 

19871 

19871 

19876 

19868 

19853 

19853 

19860 

19876 

19876 

19876 

19876 

19868 

19876 

19876 

19876 

19876 

19876 

19876 

19876 

19876 

19876 

19876 

19876 

19876 

19868 

19868 

19876 

12409 

12409 

-1 

-2 

-2 

-2 

0 

0 

0 

0 

-1 

-1 

-1 

-1 

-1 

-1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

15 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

- 

- 

- 

-0,81497 

- 

- 

0 

0 

0 

 

1 

2 

2 

2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

5 

1 

99 

1 

5 

1 

3 

1 

1 

1 

2 

1 

1 

13 

1 

1 

1 

1 

3,0633 

1,5740 

3,3297 

3,3452 

3,1413 

2,1394 

1 

1 

1 

 

 

-0,30 

-0,58 

-0,33 

0,01 

0,48 

0,19 

0,15 

0,09 

-0,77 

-0,66 

-0,68 

-0,67 

-0,31 

,0,49 

1,92 

1,79 

1,93 

2,81 

3,06 

1,99 

0,48 

45,54 

0,52 

1,13 

0,09 

1,81 

0,36 

0,17 

0,55 

0,85 

0,21 

0,32 

7,68 

0,46 

0,17 

0,17 

.3715 

0,0000 

0,0000 

0,0000 

0,0000 

0,0000 

0,0000 

0,62 

0,42 

0,66 

0,850 

1,178 

0,984 

0,960 

0,500 

0,390 

0,360 

0,279 

0,602 

0,702 

0,675 

0,712 

0,910 

0,853 

0,904 

0,866 

0,983 

0,989 

0,952 

0,930 

0,500 

17,186 

0,500 

0,498 

0,293 

0,707 

0,480 

0,378 

0,498 

0,876 

0,408 

0,467 

3,764 

0,498 

0,373 

0,377 

.48322 

1,0000 

1,0000 

1,0000 

1,0000 

1,0000 

1,0000 

0,484 

0,494 

0,473 
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Time sample 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 

95.06 1203 6.1 6.1 6.1 

95.12 1218 6.1 6.1 12.2 

96.07 1226 6.2 6.2 18.3 

96.10 1635 8.2 8.2 26.6 

97.06 1215 6.1 6.1 32.7 

97.12 1148 5.8 5.8 38.5 

98.06 1212 6.1 6.1 44.6 

98.11 1253 6.3 6.3 50.9 

99.05 2074 10.4 10.4 61.3 

99.11 2019 10.2 10.2 71.5 

00.05 1796 9.0 9.0 80.5 

00.11 1775 8.9 8.9 89.4 

01.05 2102 10.6 10.6 100.0 

Valid 

Total 19876 100.0 100.0  

 
Direction of change 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 

wrong 10986 55.3 55.3 55.3 

IDN/NA 3776 19.0 19.0 74.3 

right 5114 25.7 25.7 100.0 

Valid 

Total 19876 100.0 100.0  

 
Satisfaction with current living 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 

not satisfied 4402 22.1 22.1 22.1 

not quite satisfied 9230 46.4 46.4 68.6 

IDN/NA/Indifferent 108 .5 .5 69.1 

quite satisfied 5726 28.8 28.8 97.9 

very satisfied 410 2.1 2.1 100.0 

Valid 

Total 19876 100.0 100.0  

 
Current living in comparison to last year's 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 

much worse 2283 11.5 11.5 11.5 

worse 6344 31.9 31.9 43.4 

IDN/NA 7529 37.9 37.9 81.3 

better 3006 15.1 15.1 96.4 

much better 714 3.6 3.6 100.0 

Valid 

Total 19876 100.0 100.0  
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Next year's living in comparison to today 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 

much worse 1393 7.0 7.0 7.0 

worse 4109 20.7 20.7 27.7 

IDN/NA 8053 40.5 40.5 68.2 

better 5552 27.9 27.9 96.1 

much better 769 3.9 3.9 100.0 

Valid 

Total 19876 100.0 100.0  

 
Fear of PRICES dummy 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 

No fear 10350 52.1 52.1 52.1 

Fear exists (1 or 2) 9526 47.9 47.9 100.0 

Valid 

Total 19876 100.0 100.0  

 
Fear of UNEMPLOYMENT dummy 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 

No fear 16167 81.3 81.3 81.3 

Fear exists (1 or 2) 3709 18.7 18.7 100.0 

Valid 

Total 19876 100.0 100.0  

 
Fear of CRIME, infractionality dummy 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 

No fear 16840 84.7 84.7 84.7 

Fear exists (1 or 2) 3036 15.3 15.3 100.0 

Valid 

Total 19876 100.0 100.0  

 
Fear of SOCIAL UNREST dummy 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 

No fear 18182 91.5 91.5 91.5 

Fear exists (1 or 2) 1694 8.5 8.5 100.0 

Valid 

Total 19876 100.0 100.0  

 
Evaluation of income 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 

IDN/NA 86 .4 .4 .4 

not even the bare necessities 
6816 34.3 34.3 34.7 

only the bare necessities 7770 39.1 39.1 73.8 

decent living 3882 19.5 19.5 93.3 

can afford expensive goods 
with efforts 1146 5.8 5.8 99.1 

all that we need 176 .9 .9 100.0 

Valid 

Total 19876 100.0 100.0  
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Gov performance: employment 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 

rather unpleased 17142 86.2 86.2 86.2 

IDN/NA 890 4.5 4.5 90.7 

rather pleased 1844 9.3 9.3 100.0 

Valid 

Total 19876 100.0 100.0  

 
Gov performance: living standard 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 

rather unpleased 14169 71.3 86.9 86.9 

IDN/NA 294 1.5 1.8 88.7 

rather pleased 1842 9.3 11.3 100.0 

Valid 

Total 16305 82.0 100.0  

Missing System 3571 18.0   

Total 19876 100.0   

 
Gov performance: corruption 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 

rather unpleased 15780 79.4 79.4 79.4 

IDN/NA 1433 7.2 7.2 86.6 

rather pleased 2663 13.4 13.4 100.0 

Valid 

Total 19876 100.0 100.0  

 
Gov performance: crime 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 

rather unpleased 10893 54.8 66.8 66.8 

IDN/NA 713 3.6 4.4 71.2 

rather pleased 4699 23.6 28.8 100.0 

Valid 

Total 16305 82.0 100.0  

Missing System 3571 18.0   

Total 19876 100.0   

 
Gov performance: industry 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 

rather unpleased 15780 79.4 79.4 79.4 

IDN/NA 1749 8.8 8.8 88.2 

rather pleased 2347 11.8 11.8 100.0 

Valid 

Total 19876 100.0 100.0  

 
 

Gov performance: agriculture 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 

rather unpleased 16110 81.1 81.1 81.1 

IDN/NA 938 4.7 4.7 85.8 

rather pleased 2828 14.2 14.2 100.0 

Valid 

Total 19876 100.0 100.0  
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Gov performance: education 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 

rather unpleased 12223 61.5 61.5 61.5 

IDN/NA 1546 7.8 7.8 69.3 

rather pleased 6107 30.7 30.7 100.0 

Valid 

Total 19876 100.0 100.0  

 
Gov performance: health 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 

rather unpleased 14440 72.7 72.7 72.7 

IDN/NA 683 3.4 3.4 76.1 

rather pleased 4753 23.9 23.9 100.0 

Valid 

Total 19876 100.0 100.0  

 
Trust: Government 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 

IDN/NA 968 4.9 4.9 4.9 

very little 5387 27.1 27.1 32.0 

little 8514 42.8 42.9 74.8 

much 4293 21.6 21.6 96.4 

very much 707 3.6 3.6 100.0 

Valid 

Total 19869 100.0 100.0  

Missing System 7 .0   

Total 19876 100.0   

 
Trust: Parliament 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 

IDN/NA 1087 5.5 5.5 5.5 

very little 6328 31.8 31.8 37.3 

little 8565 43.1 43.1 80.4 

much 3479 17.5 17.5 97.9 

very much 410 2.1 2.1 100.0 

Valid 

Total 19869 100.0 100.0  

Missing System 7 .0   

Total 19876 100.0   

 
 

Trust: Justice 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 

IDN/NA 1461 7.4 7.4 7.4 

very little 5181 26.1 26.1 33.4 

little 7169 36.1 36.1 69.5 

much 5324 26.8 26.8 96.3 

very much 734 3.7 3.7 100.0 

Valid 

Total 19869 100.0 100.0  

Missing System 7 .0   

Total 19876 100.0   
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Trust: Army 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 

IDN/NA 963 4.8 4.8 4.8 

very little 1127 5.7 5.7 10.5 

little 2822 14.2 14.2 24.7 

much 10789 54.3 54.3 79.0 

very much 4170 21.0 21.0 100.0 

Valid 

Total 19871 100.0 100.0  

Missing System 5 .0   

Total 19876 100.0   

 
Trust: Church 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 

IDN/NA 407 2.0 2.0 2.0 

very little 839 4.2 4.2 6.3 

little 3501 17.6 17.6 23.9 

much 7582 38.1 38.2 62.0 

very much 7542 37.9 38.0 100.0 

Valid 

Total 19871 100.0 100.0  

Missing System 5 .0   

Total 19876 100.0   

 
Vote for party (left/right) 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 

IDN/NA 7467 37.6 37.6 37.6 

Left 6921 34.8 34.8 72.4 

Right 3501 17.6 17.6 90.0 

PRM 1281 6.4 6.4 96.4 

UDMR 706 3.6 3.6 100.0 

Valid 

Total 19876 100.0 100.0  

 
 

Vote for party (PRM-left, UDMR-right) 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 

IDN/NA 7467 37.6 37.6 37.6 

left 8202 41.3 41.3 78.8 

Right 4207 21.2 21.2 100.0 

Valid 

Total 19876 100.0 100.0  

 
 

Vote yes/no 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 

does not vote 7467 37.6 37.6 37.6 

votes 12409 62.4 62.4 100.0 

Valid 

Total 19876 100.0 100.0  
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Probit left right 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 

Right 4207 21.2 33.9 33.9 

Left 8202 41.3 66.1 100.0 

Valid 

Total 12409 62.4 100.0  

Missing System 7467 37.6   

Total 19876 100.0   

 
 

Incumbency status with HDUR 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 

opposition/other 7192 36.2 58.0 58.0 

incumbent party 5217 26.2 42.0 100.0 

Valid 

Total 12409 62.4 100.0  

Missing System 7467 37.6   

Total 19876 100.0   

 
Trust final (left/right) 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 

IDN/NA=DON'T VOTE 9904 49.8 64.5 64.5 

Left 2739 13.8 17.8 82.4 

Right 1990 10.0 13.0 95.4 

PRM 520 2.6 3.4 98.7 

UDMR 193 1.0 1.3 100.0 

Valid 

Total 15346 77.2 100.0  

Missing System 4530 22.8   

Total 19876 100.0   

 
 

Trust (PRM-left, UDMR-right) 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 

IDN/NA 9904 49.8 64.5 64.5 

left 3259 16.4 21.2 85.8 

Right 2183 11.0 14.2 100.0 

Valid 

Total 15346 77.2 100.0  

Missing System 4530 22.8   

Total 19876 100.0   

 
Gender 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 

female 10382 52.2 52.3 52.3 

male 9486 47.7 47.7 100.0 

Valid 

Total 19868 100.0 100.0  

Missing System 8 .0   

Total 19876 100.0   
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Age 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 

15 1 .0 .0 .0 

17 3 .0 .0 .0 

18 384 1.9 1.9 2.0 

19 403 2.0 2.0 4.0 

20 384 1.9 1.9 5.9 

21 354 1.8 1.8 7.7 

22 368 1.9 1.9 9.6 

23 382 1.9 1.9 11.5 

24 388 2.0 2.0 13.4 

25 393 2.0 2.0 15.4 

26 349 1.8 1.8 17.2 

27 353 1.8 1.8 18.9 

28 387 1.9 1.9 20.9 

29 349 1.8 1.8 22.7 

30 387 1.9 1.9 24.6 

31 316 1.6 1.6 26.2 

32 349 1.8 1.8 28.0 

33 345 1.7 1.7 29.7 

34 273 1.4 1.4 31.1 

35 318 1.6 1.6 32.7 

36 314 1.6 1.6 34.3 

37 306 1.5 1.5 35.8 

38 360 1.8 1.8 37.6 

39 350 1.8 1.8 39.4 

40 452 2.3 2.3 41.6 

41 364 1.8 1.8 43.5 

42 453 2.3 2.3 45.8 

43 438 2.2 2.2 48.0 

44 356 1.8 1.8 49.8 

45 455 2.3 2.3 52.1 

46 385 1.9 1.9 54.0 

47 417 2.1 2.1 56.1 

48 369 1.9 1.9 58.0 

49 370 1.9 1.9 59.8 

50 412 2.1 2.1 61.9 

51 321 1.6 1.6 63.5 

52 309 1.6 1.6 65.1 

53 306 1.5 1.5 66.6 

54 284 1.4 1.4 68.0 

55 264 1.3 1.3 69.4 

56 276 1.4 1.4 70.8 

57 294 1.5 1.5 72.2 

58 296 1.5 1.5 73.7 

59 274 1.4 1.4 75.1 

60 376 1.9 1.9 77.0 

61 284 1.4 1.4 78.4 

62 350 1.8 1.8 80.2 

Valid 

63 304 1.5 1.5 81.7 
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64 268 1.3 1.3 83.1 

65 334 1.7 1.7 84.8 

66 278 1.4 1.4 86.2 

67 276 1.4 1.4 87.5 

68 227 1.1 1.1 88.7 

69 228 1.1 1.1 89.8 

70 301 1.5 1.5 91.4 

71 192 1.0 1.0 92.3 

72 223 1.1 1.1 93.4 

73 201 1.0 1.0 94.5 

74 158 .8 .8 95.3 

75 176 .9 .9 96.1 

76 130 .7 .7 96.8 

77 86 .4 .4 97.2 

78 97 .5 .5 97.7 

79 75 .4 .4 98.1 

80 84 .4 .4 98.5 

81 39 .2 .2 98.7 

82 43 .2 .2 98.9 

83 32 .2 .2 99.1 

84 37 .2 .2 99.3 

85 34 .2 .2 99.5 

86 31 .2 .2 99.6 

87 29 .1 .1 99.8 

88 17 .1 .1 99.8 

89 10 .1 .1 99.9 

90 4 .0 .0 99.9 

91 5 .0 .0 99.9 

92 5 .0 .0 100.0 

93 4 .0 .0 100.0 

94 1 .0 .0 100.0 

95 1 .0 .0 100.0 

96 1 .0 .0 100.0 

99 1 .0 .0 100.0 

Total 19853 99.9 100.0  

Missing System 23 .1   

Total 19876 100.0   

 
Age dummy(compared to mean) 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 

Old (above 45) 9519 47.9 47.9 47.9 

Young (up to 45) 10334 52.0 52.1 100.0 

Valid 

Total 19853 99.9 100.0  

Missing System 23 .1   

Total 19876 100.0   
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Ethnicity 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 

IDN/NA 12 .1 .1 .1 

Romanian 17996 90.5 90.6 90.7 

Hungarian 1390 7.0 7.0 97.7 

Roma 256 1.3 1.3 99.0 

German 62 .3 .3 99.3 

Other 144 .7 .7 100.0 

Valid 

Total 19860 99.9 100.0  

Missing System 16 .1   

Total 19876 100.0   

 
Minority status 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 

Romanian 17996 90.5 90.5 90.5 

Other 1880 9.5 9.5 100.0 

Valid 

Total 19876 100.0 100.0  

 
Last school graduated 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 

Maxim 8 grades 
7172 36.1 36.1 36.1 

10-12  grades 
9243 46.5 46.5 82.7 

Above 12 grades 
3445 17.3 17.3 100.0 

Valid 

Total 19860 99.9 100.0  

Missing System 16 .1   

Total 19876 100.0   

 
Primary 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 

else 12710 63.9 63.9 63.9 

maxim 8 classes 7166 36.1 36.1 100.0 

Valid 

Total 19876 100.0 100.0  

 
Secondary school graduates (10-12 classes) 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 

else 10633 53.5 53.5 53.5 

secondary school 9243 46.5 46.5 100.0 

Valid 

Total 19876 100.0 100.0  
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Residence 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 

rural 8971 45.1 45.2 45.2 

urban 10897 54.8 54.8 100.0 

Valid 

Total 19868 100.0 100.0  

Missing System 8 .0   

Total 19876 100.0   

 
PROVINCIA 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 

BUCURESTI 2028 10.2 10.2 10.2 

BANAT 814 4.1 4.1 14.3 

CRIS-MARAM 1762 8.9 8.9 23.2 

DOBROGEA 990 5.0 5.0 28.2 

OLTENIA 2587 13.0 13.0 41.2 

MOLDOVA 4188 21.1 21.1 62.3 

MUNTENIA 3720 18.7 18.7 81.0 

TRANSILV 3778 19.0 19.0 100.0 

Valid 

Total 19867 100.0 100.0  

Missing System 9 .0   

Total 19876 100.0   

 
Historical regions 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 

    Wallachia+Dobruja 9325 46.9 46.9 46.9 

Moldavia 4188 21.1 21.1 68.0 

Transylvania+Banat+ 
Crisana 6363 32.0 32.0 100.0 

Valid 

Total 19876 100.0 100.0  

 
File codes 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 

1 1203 6.1 6.1 6.1 

2 1218 6.1 6.1 12.2 

3 1226 6.2 6.2 18.3 

4 1635 8.2 8.2 26.6 

5 1215 6.1 6.1 32.7 

6 1148 5.8 5.8 38.5 

7 1212 6.1 6.1 44.6 

8 1253 6.3 6.3 50.9 

9 2074 10.4 10.4 61.3 

10 2019 10.2 10.2 71.5 

11 1796 9.0 9.0 80.5 

12 1775 8.9 8.9 89.4 

13 2102 10.6 10.6 100.0 

Valid 

Total 19876 100.0 100.0  
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Season effect 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 

summer 10828 54.5 54.5 54.5 

winter 9048 45.5 45.5 100.0 

Valid 

Total 19876 100.0 100.0  

 
Honeymoon/backswing effect 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 

backswing 3410 17.2 17.2 17.2 

0 13149 66.2 66.2 83.3 

honeymoon 3317 16.7 16.7 100.0 

Valid 

Total 19876 100.0 100.0  

 
Incumbent left right 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 

.00 12492 62.8 62.8 62.8 

1.00 7384 37.2 37.2 100.0 

Valid 

Total 19876 100.0 100.0  

 
Incumbent Left Orientation 

 N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 

incumbent left 19876 .00 1.00 .3715 .48322 

Valid N (listwise) 19876     
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APPENDIX 4: FACTOR ANALYSIS 
 

Group 1: Satisfaction with living standards 
 

Descriptive Statistics

-.30 .850 19876

-.58 1.178 19876

-.33 .984 19876

.01 .960 19876

Direction of change

Satisfaction with current
living

Current living in
comparison to last year's

Next year's living in
comparison to today

Mean Std. Deviation Analysis N

 
 

Total Variance Explained

1.793 44.816 44.816 1.793 44.816 44.816

.910 22.742 67.558

.739 18.473 86.031

.559 13.969 100.000

Component
1

2

3

4

Total % of Variance Cumulative % Total % of Variance Cumulative %

Initial Eigenvalues Extraction Sums of Squared Loadings

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
 

Scree Plot

Component Number

4321

E
ig
e
n
va
lu
e

2,0

1,8

1,6

1,4

1,2

1,0

,8

,6

,4

 
 

Component Score Coefficient Matrix

.330

.358

.399

.402

Direction of change

Satisfaction with current
living

Current living in
comparison to last year's

Next year's living in
comparison to today

1

Compone
nt

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization. 
Component Scores.
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Group 2: Fears 

Descriptive Statistics

.48 .500 19876

.19 .390 19876

.15 .360 19876

.09 .279 19876

Fear of PRICES dummy

Fear of UNEMPLOYMENT
dummy

Fear of CRIME,
infractionality dummy

Fear of SOCIAL UNREST
dummy

Mean Std. Deviation Analysis N

 
Total Variance Explained

1.227 30.680 30.680 1.227 30.680 30.680 1.212 30.312 30.312

1.031 25.778 56.458 1.031 25.778 56.458 1.046 26.147 56.458

.996 24.899 81.357

.746 18.643 100.000

Component
1

2

3

4

Total % of Variance Cumulative % Total % of Variance Cumulative % Total % of Variance Cumulative %

Initial Eigenvalues Extraction Sums of Squared Loadings Rotation Sums of Squared Loadings

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
 

 

Scree Plot

Component Number

4321

E
ig
e
n
va
lu
e

1,3

1,2

1,1

1,0

,9

,8

,7

 
 
 
 

Component Score Coefficient Matrix

.487 -.261

.373 -.069

-.671 -.304

-.011 .890

Fear of PRICES dummy

Fear of UNEMPLOYMENT
dummy

Fear of CRIME,
infractionality dummy

Fear of SOCIAL UNREST
dummy

1 2

Component

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization. 
Component Scores.
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Group 3: Evaluation of Government’s performance 

Descriptive Statistics

-.77 .602 19876

-.66 .702 19876

-.68 .675 19876

-.67 .712 19876

-.31 .910 19876

-.49 .853 19876

Gov performance:
employment

Gov performance:
corruption

Gov performance:
industry

Gov performance:
agriculture

Gov performance:
education

Gov performance: health

Mean Std. Deviation Analysis N

 
Total Variance Explained

2.562 42.695 42.695 2.562 42.695 42.695

.946 15.772 58.467

.770 12.826 71.293

.676 11.266 82.558

.567 9.447 92.006

.480 7.994 100.000

Component
1

2

3

4

5

6

Total % of Variance Cumulative % Total % of Variance Cumulative %

Initial Eigenvalues Extraction Sums of Squared Loadings

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
 

Scree Plot

Component Number

654321

E
ig
e
n
va
lu
e

3,0

2,5

2,0

1,5

1,0

,5

0,0

 
Component Score Coefficient Matrix

.221

.224

.276

.269

.267

.267

Gov performance:
employment

Gov performance:
corruption

Gov performance:
industry

Gov performance:
agriculture

Gov performance:
education

Gov performance: health

1

Compone
nt

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization. 
Component Scores.
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Group 4: Trust in institutions 

Descriptive Statistics

1.92 .904 19868

1.79 .866 19868

1.93 .983 19868

2.81 .989 19868

3.06 .951 19868

Trust: Government

Trust: Parliament

Trust: Justice

Trust: Army

Trust: Church

Mean Std. Deviation Analysis N

 
Total Variance Explained

2.461 49.225 49.225 2.461 49.225 49.225 2.273 45.462 45.462

1.108 22.166 71.392 1.108 22.166 71.392 1.296 25.930 71.392

.662 13.241 84.633

.535 10.698 95.331

.233 4.669 100.000

Component
1

2

3

4

5

Total % of Variance Cumulative % Total % of Variance Cumulative % Total % of Variance Cumulative %

Initial Eigenvalues Extraction Sums of Squared Loadings Rotation Sums of Squared Loadings

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
 

Scree Plot

Component Number

54321

E
ig
e
n
va
lu
e

3,0

2,5

2,0

1,5

1,0

,5

0,0

 
 

Component Score Coefficient Matrix

.420 -.138

.423 -.124

.279 .135

.088 .468

-.187 .749

Trust: Government

Trust: Parliament

Trust: Justice

Trust: Army

Trust: Church

1 2

Component

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization. 
Component Scores.
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APPENDIX 5: THE HETEROSKEDASTIC PROBIT-THEORETICAL FACTS
139 

  
Heteroscedastic probit estimations were conducted for models that failed the diagnostic test of 
heteroscedasticity. Following (Harvey 1976), the general form of heteroscedasticity was assumed to 
be 
 

( ) ( )
2

exp iVar zε γ′=    .   (5.1) 

 

The variables chosen to enter zi were selected from the ix  variables. The probability that 1Y =  is 

now accordingly 
 
 

[ ]γβ '' exp(/)1Pr( iii zxy Φ==   (5.2) 

 
where Φ(.) and φ(.) - used later - are the distribution and density functions, respectively, of the 
standard normal distribution. The log-likelihood is 
 

( )

( ) ( )

ln ln

2 1 exp .

i

i

i i i i

L a

a y x zβ γ

= Φ

′ ′= − × −

∑
  (5.3) 

 
The marginal effects are given by 
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which are evaluated at the MLE estimates of β and γ. However, if zi contains xi , as is the case here, 
equation (5.4) becomes 
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The structural coefficients of the heteroscedastic-probit model are interpreted as before, while those in 
zi are interpreted as affecting the variance of the equation. However, in calculating the total marginal 
effects of variables that are both in the mean and variance equations, it is important to realise these 
have a joint effect (although their effect on the mean is quantitatively small).  
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 For simplicity, here the probit model is supposed to be of the form εβ

ii

L

i xy +=
'

 


